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Preface

CESNET, the Czech national research and education network, was founded as a legal
entity in 1996 and is an association of all government-founded universities in the
Czech Republic and the Czech Academy of Sciences.

Since 2004, CESNET has been working on a research plan entitled ÿOptical Na-
tional Research Network and its New Applications”. Execution of the research plan
is scheduled for seven years (2004–2010) and the Czech Ministry of Education, Youth
and Sports together with the CESNET Association members fund these research
activities.

We must point out that we regard the assurance of the financing for the activities
of the seven-year research plan a great success. This period is reasonably long for
starting and successfully completing the extensive research activities. Considering the
enormous range of research work and the large number of researchers participating in
this work, we have divided the research plan work into twelve thematic activities:

– CESNET2 backbone network development
– Optical networks
– Programmable hardware
– Network and traffic monitoring
– Performance monitoring and optimisation
– AAI and mobility
– IP telephony
– METACentre
– Virtual collaborative environments
– Support of distance education
– CESNET CSIRT
– Medical applications

These activities comprise areas from the lowest transmission layers through mid-
dleware, authentication, authorisation and security up to research and development
of the application services. Each activity has its head and a deputy head that coordi-
nate a particular team and are responsible for the professional level and the effective
utilisation of allocated funds. The results achieved within the framework of these

v
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activities are internally evaluated within the CESNET Association twice a year and
the results of the evaluation are used to improve research efficiency in the subsequent
periods. We have exerted a lot of effort to improve the collaboration and interaction
of activities and to get user feedback. Our goal is to provide the users with the results
of the research activities as soon as possible.
In previous years, we published reports describing results of all activities that

were achieved during the previous year of research plan execution. This year we have
taken, for the first time, a different approach. We have selected the eleven most
interesting technical reports that were produced during 2006 and included them in
this booklet. This new approach gives us the possibility to give the results of our
work in more detail.
To conclude, I would like to thank all my colleagues working on this research plan

for the exceptional effort put to their work during the last year.

Jan Gruntorád
Member of the Board of Directors and CEO of CESNET
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CESNET2 Network





CESNET2 Network Deployment

Václav Novák, Petr Adamec

Abstract This report describes the progress in CESNET2 NREN and re-
sults achieved in 2006. It includes optical DWDM and IP/MPLS network
layers deployment and further describes the current network status and net-
work services.

Keywords: DWDM, ROADM, cross-border fibre, CzechLight amplifier

1 CESNET2 Optical Topology

The CESNET2 backbone network is based on the utilisation of leased dark optical
fibres. The current CESNET2 optical topology is shown in Figure 1. The original
concept was built primarily with optical EDFA amplifiers working with single-channel
“grey” solution as the point-to-point circuits between the routers. From the begin-
ning of 2004, we started to experiment with DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexing). The first pilot project was opened on the optical line Praha – Brno.
One year later, after extensive testing with experimental traffic and gaining more
experience with this technology, we decided to rebuild the whole CESNET back-
bone. The DWDM technology allows us to run separate networks independently on
the same fibre and to use a higher capacity for bandwidth-intensive research appli-
cations. In 2005, when the DWDM technology made considerable progress and the
software-reconfigurable ROADM (Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexer) was
available, the dynamic reconfiguration of wavelength paths (lambdas), we continued
with the improvement of our DWDM. Using these new elements in our system was
an important further step in increasing the flexibility of the backbone. With this,
CESNET can make topological changes and create multiple paths on its backbones
for different applications relatively simply. The IP network provided as a fundamental
service for all users became one of such applications. It has one independent chan-
nel, which is preserved from overloading caused by bandwidth-intensive applications.
With the DWDM, the CESNET network has a new powerful option to establish new
dedicated lines (lambda) on demand and to introduce system of provisioning services.
Provision of lambda services is important for many types of applications, which are
not satisfied with basic shared packet-switched services, provided by IP networks and
would benefit from end-to-end optical circuits provided directly by the underlying
optical infrastructure.

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies: Selected Technical Reports, p. 3–14
c© CESNET, 2007. ISBN 978-80-239-9285-4



4 Václav Novák, Petr Adamec

The main DWDM core optical transport network is based on Cisco ONS15454
MSTP system1 with the 2-way ROADM. The main DWDM ring interconnects PoPs
Praha – Brno – Olomouc – Hradec Králové – Praha with a transmission capacity of
up to 32 optical channels in C-band at the speed up to 10 Gbps. In 2007, new optical
spans were added, Praha – Plzeň and Olomouc – Ostrava – Cieszyn.

Praha

Liberec

Pardubice

Brno

Olomouc

Ostrava

Opava

Cheb

GÉANT2
IP

GÉANT2
E2E

SANET

ACOnet

PIONIER

Jihlava

Děčín

Most

Ústí n. L.

Plzeň

NIX.CZ

Karviná

Zlín

České Budějovice

Jindřichův Hradec

Hradec Králové

P router

PE router

CE switch

CBF node

DWDM + ROADM

CLA DWDM

10GE LAN PHY

1 Gbps

100Mbps

Figure 1. CESNET2 optical topology and technology

New spans are connected at the optical level to the main DWDM ring, so it is
possible to provide wavelength paths between the arbitrary DWDM nodes. In this
phase of DWDM deployment we are using a workaround solution with the optical
patch cables (any wavelength to add/drop from the span must be connected manually
to ROADM node of the main ring). We plan to test and deploy three-way ROADM
(based on wavelength cross-connects) or optical switches to achieve flexible wavelength
provisioning within the whole DWDM system.
The full-featured DWDM system based on Cisco technology is complemented by

static DWDM lines with the CLA (CzechLight Amplifiers) optical EDFA amplifiers

1 http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/optical/ps2006/ps5320/
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and 4–8 channels DWDM Mux/Demux solution. It is a very cost effective solution
used on the minor optical lines of our network. All elements of this “CzechLight”
solution were developed within the CESNET optical research activities. The ele-
ments are based on building a kit composed from commercially available elements
and modules. The CLA are designed for 10 Gbps wavelengths (include Fibre Bragg
Gratings). The solution applied the NIL (Nothing-In-Line) approach, so there is no
in-line amplification needed along the lines. Using this independently developed tech-
nology, CESNET could easily expand their activity into many new sites. With this
technology, two CBF (Cross-Border Fibre) to Slovakia and to Austria were designed
and deployed. The new line Brno – Bratislava brings direct connection between the
CESNET2 network and Slovak SANET and the line Brno – Vienna made a direct link
to ACONET (Austrian NREN). These connections allow us to make different types
of networking experiments on different levels. We also extended the line Praha – Ústí
nad Labem using CLA solution and have established a private wavelength connection
between the hospitals data centres there. All these lines are constructed as multi-
ple lambda. It enables independent use for CESNET2 IP traffic and for particular
applications, experiments or as a backup links.

2 CESNET IP/MPLS Topology

The IP/MPLS CESNET network layer follows the optical transmission topology (see
Figure 1). In the DWDM nodes of the main optical ring (Praha, Brno, Olomouc
and Hradec Králové) we run backbone network IP/MPLS routers as the P node
elements within the MPLS network topology. In other PoPs, there are located access
routers as the PE routers which provides all the functionality and services of the
backbone network (MPLS, EoMPLS, QoS, IPv4/IPv6 unicast, IPv4 multicast routing
and NetFlow statistics). Both the P and PE routers are Cisco OSR 7609’s with the
SUP720-3BXL processors and 1GE and 10GE line cards.

The small PoPs without the MPLS functionality runs L2/L3 switches (Catalyst
3750G) as CE devices from MPLS perspective. Parent PE routers achieve the full
network services capability. There are trunks between PE and CE devices and VLANs
configured. For the EoMPLS (Ethernet over MPLS) L2 services extension to the CE
PoPs we use EoMPLS tunnels mapping into local VLANs.

The detailed IP/MPLS topology is shown in Figure 2. There are MPLS P routers
in the core (marked as red) and PE routers (marked as blue). We run OSPFv2
as the IGP routing protocol in the MPLS core and iBGP between the PE routers
with the route reflectors on the Internet peering routers R84, R85 and R98. The
same route reflectors are used for iMBGP (interior Multiprotocol BGP) to exchange
multicast routing information for IPv4 multicast and for IPv6 unicast routing as well.
The IPv6 unicast is distributed over MPLS, so we run hybrid unicast IPv4/IPv6
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Figure 2. CESNET2 IP/MPLS topology and external connections

using PE/6PE technology (dual-stack mode). The IPv4 multicast topology in non-
congruent with the IPv4 unicast one (unicast packets are MPLS-switched whereas
multicast is transported as pure IP).

The extension of the DWDM optical transport network to new CESNET2 sites
involved upgrading several IP/MPLS PoPs (Plzeň and Ostrava) to 10GE. The next
extension of DWDM span Olomouc – Ostrava to Cieszyn provided upgrade of peering
connection with the Poland NREN PIONIER to 10GE as well. PIONIER is using
this upgrade and new static CLA DWDM 10GE connection from Brno to Vienna for
peering with the VIX (Vienna Internet eXchange). Related traffic travels across the
CESNET2 backbone network using the EoMPLS tunnel.

3 Network Security

Since 2005, we have devoted special attention to network security. The CoPP (Control
Plane Policing) was deployed to reduce the possibility of intrusions and helps to
protect the backbone routers against DoS attacks. The CoPP recently increased
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stability and reliability of both the routers and network. As the next phase of the
security projects, we focused on the sophisticated systems for the network-wide data
collection, analysis and anomaly detection to protect the CESNET2 backbone network
against security threats that endanger network performance. This includes rapidly
propagating worms, distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks and many others.

The infrastructure security system must be able to proactively detect and mitigate
network-wide anomalies caused by threats. It is also expected to use methods, which
can automatically drop undesirable traffic at the edge of the network based on the
source or destination address.

The most used method is access filtering on the edge routers. The access filters
are commonly configured on many ports of many routers within the backbone network
and it is very complicated to maintain it against the reaction to detected anomalies
and attacks. The large access filters can negatively impact the router performance as
well.

As the perspective solution, we tested an implemented RTBH (Remote-triggered
black hole). The RTBH filtering is a technique that uses routing protocol updates
to manipulate routing tables at the network edge or anywhere else in the network
and provides the ability to drop undesirable traffic before it enters the backbone
network. Source and destination-based RTBH filtering are both techniques that filter
undesirable traffic by forwarding it to the Null0 interface. Null0, is a pseudo-interface
that is always up and can never forward or receive traffic. Forwarding packets to
Null0 is a common way to filter packets to a specific destination.

A trigger is a special device that is installed exclusively for the purpose of trig-
gering a black hole. The trigger must have an iBGP peering relationships with all the
edge routers (see Figure 3). In the CESNET2 network environment we configured the
dedicated iBGP peers with the all edge routers instead to use route reflectors (RR1,
RR2 and RR3), so the RTBH router functionality is independent on the RR‘s. We
use BGP communities; the trigger sets the BGP community for a route and sends
it to the edge routers using iBGP. The edge routers use a route map to match this
community and set attributes locally, such as next hop and other routing metrics.

The decision-making process is pushed out to the edge of network as the flexible
solution that can be used to selectively drop traffic. This allows for several levels of
flexibility based on predefined BGP communities. The black holing could be activated
at the selected edge routers, at the local Internet exchange point, at all international
gateways, or any eBGP routers. With the selective RTBH we can, for instance,
activate RTBH only at international gateways (see routers R84 and R85 in Figure 3),
which would in turn preserve the local connectivity via national exchange points.
The disadvantage of RTBH is that all traffic to the target destination is dropped
at the selected PE‘s. The main goal is flexible blocking of attacker traffic at the
network edge from the RTBH router only (using static routes configuration) and
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Figure 3. CESNET2 RTBH implementation

simple maintenance and control. The RTBH technique is supported by some systems
for detection and mitigation network-wide anomalies, so it is possible to automatically
block the attackers by control of RTBH trigger router in future.

For proactive detection and mitigation of network-wide anomalies, we tested two
systems in the CESNET2 environment, the Cisco CS-MARS (Cisco Security Moni-
toring and Response system) and Arbor Networks PeakFlow SP.

The CS-MARS system operates at distinct and separate levels based on how
much information is provided about the network reporting devices. At its most basic
level, CS-MARS functions as a syslog server. After the user adds information about
reporting devices, CS-MARS begins to sessionize the raw data, and after configuring
additional reporting devices (e.g., NetFlow exports) and enabling the more verbose
reporting features, it presents a much more comprehensive view of the network, from
which one can quickly descend to more specific information. The major drawbacks
we encountered during the tests of CS-MARS are summarised as follows:

• The lack of NetFlow version 9 support. All CESNET2 routers are currently
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configured to export NetFlow v9 for further processing to other existing reporting
systems and tools and there seems to be no way nor willingness to reconfigure
them back to use NetFlow v5/7 exports which are supported by CS-MARS.

• Very limited customisation of graphical output screens (such as HotSpot Graphs
or Attack Diagrams), typically zoom in/out only, without any means for (manual
or automatic/algorithmic) object placement/adjustment which results (especially
in more complex topologies or attacks) in rather unusable “messed” view of undis-
tinguished components.

On the other hand, the CS-MARS capabilities presents very useful real-time in-
formation about the current attacks/threats coming into the network, what devices
are under attack and where the attacks are coming from. It supports strong sophisti-
cated correlations and efficient data reduction makes CS-MARS a very good choice to
help track and mitigate most of the real world network security problems (including
the spread of viruses etc.). CS-MARS is relatively easy to configure and manage with
good tools to mask false positives in an easy way. When routers are configured to
begin sending NetFlow v5 exports to CS-MARS, it starts base-lining the network so
it knows what “standard traffic” looks like. Thus CS-MARS can use the NetFlow
data to know what type of traffic is an anomaly and it can send appropriate alerts to
administrators so they can use the data to track down the infected system immedi-
ately. We considered this NetFlow traffic anomaly rule valuable, but unfortunately,
due to the lack of NetFlow v9 support, we were limited to non-backbone exporting
routers only at the final period of testing.

At the end of this year, Arbor Networks provided us with their Peakflow SP device
for security incidents monitoring and evaluation, real-time traffic checking and traffic
anomalies evaluation. It allowed us to monitor the information regarding running
attacks originated from or targeted to our network. We were able to monitor con-
currently the anomalies in backbone traffic. Finally yet importantly, it allowed us to
monitor well-arranged and useful information about routing to individual autonomous
systems.

We tested Arbor Peakflow SP in version 3.5.1. NetFlow was sent from border
routers R84, R85, R96 and R98. We discovered a problem in NetFlow v9 export from
Cisco 7600 routers, which does not send correct TCP flags. Therefore, we added a
single Cisco 7200 router to our test.

Testing clearly demonstrated the advantages of this solution – particularly in
the very good detection of DoS and DDoS attacks. For example, one of the attacks
targeted to one of our computers consumed a large portion of our international con-
nectivity (hundreds of megabytes) for an extensive period of time. The system is
well developed regarding the clarity of information. It allows direct output of access
lists or rate limiters for most commonly used routers to stop the attacks immedi-
ately. Furthermore, it is able to automatically stop the anomalies using the RTBH
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(Remote-triggered black hole), which we unfortunately did not test; we plan to do
this test in the future. Perhaps the only drawback is the configuration, which is
complicated and not easy to take in. Grasping the philosophy of this product is a
bit hard. However, the high-quality support simplifies the overcoming of these dis-
advantages. We suppose that the Arbor PeakFlow SP is suitable for deployment in
the CESNET2 environment. We will continue with the testing of new versions with
possible implementation in the future.

4 E2E Services

The new type of end-to-end (formerly E2E) guaranteed services is being developed
within the GÉANT2+ research network activities. There are end-to-end service provi-
sioning activities which are divided into three main areas: provisioning, performance
measurement and direct support to deal with performance issues.
There are new technologies introduced like the Layer-2 Ethernet services and

optical transmission systems.
The NRENs are collaborating with the GÉANT2+ to distribute E2E services

across the national backbone networks to the end user (research activities and ad-
vanced users). The CESNET2 researchers collaborate in the investigation of stitching
scenarios including technical issues and necessary coordination works between the in-
dividual domains (communication channels between domains).
GÉANT2+ Praha PoP topology and CESNET2 connections to GÉANT2+ is

shown in Figure 4. CESNET2 is currently connected by two 10GE LAN PHY inter-
faces, one for IP network and one for E2E services distributions. .
The GÉANT2+ Ethernet/SDH switches for E2E services support EVPL (Eth-

ernet Virtual Private Lines) on 10GE cards, which allows the mapping of Ether-
net VLANs into VCGs (Virtual Concatenation Group). The VCG members are
transported as individual VCs (Virtual Concatenation, VCAT) across the GÉANT2+
SONET/SDH network layer.
CESNET2 NREN deployed L2/L3 modular switch with the support of pluggable

optics and 10GE and 1GE interfaces. It provides E2E service aggregation based on
VLANs functionality. There are 802.1Q trunks configured with GÉANT2+ Ether-
net/SDH switch.
There are the following methods possible for E2E services distributions to the end

users within the CESNET2 network:
• via the DWDM optical transmission system (based on Cisco ONS15454 MSTP)
by dedicated wavelengths

• via the static CLA-based DWDM systems by dedicated wavelengths
• via the IP/MPLS network using the mapping VLANs into EoMPLS tunnels

Ethernet services support is limited to point-to-point connections only. The multi-
point Ethernet services such as VPLS are currently not supported for the HW limi-
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Figure 4. GN2 Praha PoP and CESNET2 connections

tations of the backbone routers. As the core facing 10GE interfaces in the PE routers
we run X6704 type of cards which do not support VPLS. It is possible to upgrade
to new 10GE interfaces based on SIP-600 modules, but this solution is very expen-
sive. For this reason we do not propose the VPLS deployment for the next IP/MPLS
network development. More promising is the support of the native Ethernet services
within the DWDM system on the new 10GE Xponder cards which supports Ethernet
multiplexing within the DWDM using the VLANs.

The most critical part of E2E services delivery is the extension of these services
from the nearest CESNET2 PoP to the end users. The most common solution is
CWDM or DWDM Mux/Demux implementation on the local loops (to allow two or
more independent optical channels for standard IP connectivity and E2E services).
Very important is the end user support to help with the termination of E2E services
in its network environment and with the overall E2E service design to meet its re-
quirements. It includes E2E circuit termination (for example wavelength conversion
to “grey” optics or UTP), IP addressing plane (most applications use IP level) and
operational support.

In the collaboration with the GÉANT2+ network and the German NREN DFN,
we deployed the E2E Ethernet circuit at the capacity of 1 Gbps from the Institute of
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Physics in Praha (FZU) to Karlsruhe (LHC-OPN TIER2), which enabled the dedi-
cated fast access of our physicists to the data of LHC (Large Hadron Collider) research
project in the CERN. The load tests were completed successfully (see statistics in Fig-
ure 5).

Figure 5. 1 Gbps E2E Ethernet circuit FZU – Karlsruhe test load

Within the GN2 JRA3 research activity we collaborate with the GÉANT2+ net-
work and Internet2 on the E2E trial Louisiana – Brno. The stitching scenarios cover
many administrative domains and various technologies, put together into one E2E
channel (see Figure 6) :
The main goal of this trial is to investigate possible stitching levels like the com-

munication channels between the domains, adaptation layer within the domain and
technology questions (determination of interfaces parameters and others). The trial
results will be used by BoD (Bandwidth on Demand) E2E paths provisioning system,
which is developed within the JRA3 to automate E2E provisioning.

5 CESNET2 Future Development

The DWDM optical transmission layer is the platform for the IP/MPLS network layer
development as well the E2E services delivery.
In 2007, we expect to achieve full SW wavelength provisioning in the DWDM core

based on ONS 15454; expand the DWDM infrastructure to new PoPs and paths; set up
native Ethernet services (point-to-point and point-to-multipoint) within the DWDM
system; test and verify “alien” wavelength transport at 10 Gbps speeds; continue with
DWDM performance monitoring development and finally, support pilot projects on
E2E services for specific research activities.
In co-operation with the CESNET optical research group we will continue with

static CLA DWDM development, testing and deployment in the CESNET2 network
environment. The static CLA DWDM we use as a very cost effective solution for the
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Figure 6. Louisiana – Brno trial test topology

small PoPs connections to the main DWDM core and for the pilot research projects
support, such as private wavelength connections between the hospital data centres.
We expect the deployment of static CLA DWDM to build private optical hospital
network (also called POSN).
The expected optical topology in 2007 is shown in Figure 7.
At the IP/MPLS network layer we expect to continue with the PoPs 10GE up-

grade, topology optimisation and provide large scale OS upgrades. We would like to
finish the IPv6 multicast design and deploy it. We will concentrate on quality, relia-
bility and security of the IP/MPLS network using new features of network protocols,
MPLS Traffic Engineering enhancement and continuous traffic monitoring. We also
expect to test and optionally deploy some suitable system for network-wide anomaly
detection.
The future development of CESNET2 optical and IP/MPLS layers will address

E2E services provisioning. We will coordinate our effort in this area with the GN2
project, GÉANT2+ network and other NRENs. We will concentrate on:

• building E2E “ready” - CESNET2+ network infrastructure and its GÉANT2+
infrastructure interconnection

• new technical solutions for pilot implementations of E2E services
• performance monitoring for the users
• technical and administrative support with the local loop deployment
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Figure 7. CESNET2 expected optical topology in 2007
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Design and Deployment of Phase 4 of the
CESNET2 DWDM Optical Transport

Core Network

Václav Novák, Karel Slavíček

Abstract This paper describes the design and implementation of the optical
DWDM backbone of CESNET2 network in 2006. This article is divided
into the following logical parts: technology, topology and design. In the
first part, requirements of CESNET2 and properties of selected technology
are described. The second part relates to the technology solution itself and
the process of implementation. It closes with a description of the current
CESNET2 DWDM topology and prospective development.

Keywords: DWDM, Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplexor, Cross-
border Fibre, Performance Monitoring, Forward Error Correction

1 Introduction

The design and implementation of the CESNET2 optical transport network back-
bone started in 2004 as the transformation of the point-to-point optical lines between
the PoPs. The optical lines were designed with the OC-48/STM-16 optical regen-
erators and EDFA optical amplifiers as the preferred protocol-independent solution.
The previous optical transport topology, which utilised single-channel “grey” data
transmission, did not allow easy capacity scaling and upgrade to 10 Gbps and was a
limiting factor for optical lambda services. It also represented a limiting factor for
end-to-end service provisioning at the level of optical transmission channels.
The objective of DWDM optical transport network deployment is integration

with the existing IP network and the possible transition to the hybrid IP/optical
backbone-based network controlled by protocols such as Generalized Multiprotocol
Label Switching (GMPLS), including the implementation of optical switches for dy-
namic wavelength path switching.

2 DWDM Technology and Network Deployment

The DWDM network deployment and technology selection started with a pilot project
(formerly Phase1) on the optical line Praha – Brno, a distance of 320 km. The main
requirements for DWDM technology were as follows:

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies: Selected Technical Reports, p. 15–25
c© CESNET, 2007. ISBN 978-80-239-9285-4
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• Support of at least 16 traffic channels with 100 GHz spacing, according to the
ITU-T G.694.1 recommendation

• Possibility to connect “coloured” input signals (i.e., signals with a wavelength
according to the ITU-T G.694.1 recommendation) without using a transponder

• Guaranteed bit-error rate (BER) better than 10−15 for all channels

• Automatic laser shutdown by optical fibre cutoff, according to the ITU-T G.694
recommendation

• Add/drop or rerouting of any optical channel in all terminal nodes

• Add/remove or rerouting of optical channels not causing traffic outage

• Automatic power control of optical amplifiers, including automatic reaction to
optical channel add/remove and slow changes in optical parameters (e.g., fibre
ageing)

• Multi-rate transponder supporting networking protocols used or planned in CES-
NET2

• Suitable management system for full control over nodes and network as well as
out-of-band management

The winner of the public tender was Cisco Systems technology with a solution
based on DWDM system ONS 15454 Multiservice Transport Platform (MSTP)1 with
the ROADM (Reconfigurable Optical Add/Drop Multiplexing) allowing the evolution
from point-to-point to ring networks. The Praha DWDM nodes are shown in Figure 1.

The first DWDM line Praha – Brno was deployed with the fixed 4-channel OADM
as the pilot project. The migration to a full 2-way ROADM (formerly known as
Phase2) finished during the first half 2005 as the main condition of the ring based
DWDM topology deployment.

ONS 15454 MSTP offers a ROADM feature that allows for software configuration
of 0–32 channels of pass-through or add/drop in every ROADM node. ROADM itself
consists of an optical switch based on planar light-wave circuit (PLC) technology.
The schema of ROADM utilisation is depicted in Figure 2.

The amplifiers and chromatic dispersion compensation units are located in the
intermediate nodes. They are needed for ensuring the proper function of DWDM
system, required number of transmission channels (32) and guarantee of optical chan-
nel quality (BER value). The amplifiers are also based on the ONS 15454 platform.
Though transponders used in the network provide rather high dispersion tolerance,
the chromatic dispersion of all lines is compensated. The resulting chromatic disper-
sion is near zero. The main benefit of this approach is easy addition or reconfiguration
of any number of channels up to the size of MUX/DEMUX matrix, easier scaling of
DWDM network to new nodes and easier utilisation of “coloured” sign. In all of these

1 http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/optical/ps2006/ps5320/
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Figure 1. ONS 15454 MSTP (left: ROADM node, right: transpon-
der chassis)
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Figure 2. ONS 15454 MSTP 2-way ROADM Node Configuration

cases, we do not need to recalculate and check the chromatic dispersion of the whole
system.
The following are the two options for end-system (client) connection to DWDM:

• Using transponders that convert the standard “grey” 1310 or 1550 nm signal into
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a “coloured” DWDM channel according to the ITU-T (OEO conversion) and per-
form reshaping retiming regeneration/amplification (3R) functionality. Transpon-
ders are an integral part of DWDM systems and are software-tunable to more
wavelengths (across all 32 channels in C-band with the latest hardware versions).

• Transmitting directly to the “coloured” DWDM channel. End equipment must
transmit at a wavelength specified in the ITU-T G.694.1 recommendation (typi-
cally pluggable optics such as Xenpak and SFP). This option is cheaper in com-
parison to the transponder but has a number of limitations (mostly caused by the
absence of FEC functionality) and can be used for shorter distances only.

The DWDM technology and implementation of ROADM represents a significant
shift in the development of the optical network toward provision of bandwidth on-
demand and creation of logically independent networks on common optical fibre in-
frastructure. The added benefit is the capability to satisfy demanding and potentially
aggressive applications with specific requests on dynamic response of the network (e.g.,
low latency) and bandwidth – such as grids – without affecting services provided to
traditional applications.

3 Topology

The main DWDM ring topology (Phase3) was finished at the end of 2005. Based on
the public tender condition (primarily functional and management compatibility with
the previous DWDM solution), the Cisco ONST15454 MSTP platform was selected.
ROADM nodes that support software-managed optical path add/drop are based at
optical nodes in Praha, Brno, Olomouc, and Hradec Králové. The scheme of core
DWDM ring topology is shown in Figure 3.
In cases where termination is necessary, the ROADM hands off the optical wave-

length, keeping it in the optical domain without any prior electrical conversion to the
native DWDM interface of the router, where the electrical conversion is used only
for IP processing. Pure optical transmission is inherently more tolerant to bit-rate
variations where moves to higher rates and new protocols may still be required in
the future, and hence more robust because photonic processing is intrinsically in-
sensitive to protocol changes, unlike typical electrical processing elements. When
the filling ratio of wavelength is high enough, ROADM allow transit at the lambda
level, which results in transit traffic bypassing the IP/MPLS routers.The ROADM
per-channel automatic power control allows a “self-healing” intelligent approach to
DWDM for trouble-free wavelength transmission. It also supports per-channel optical
power monitoring.
In 2006, the expansion to new locations was planned as Phase4. New spans

Praha – Plzeň and Olomouc – Ostrava were interconnected with the main DWDM
ring at optical level to enable optical channel provisioning between any CESNET2
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Figure 3. CESNET2 DWDM Phase3 – core ring topology

optical PoPs (see Figure 4). In this phase, we had to change DWDM node topology
in PoPs Praha and Olomouc from the ROADM ring to hub topology in order to
connect new spans to the main DWDM ring. As a workaround solution, optical patch
cables are used to interconnect optical paths from terminal nodes (ET1) to ROADM.
This solution is inexpensive but breaks flexible optical channels provisioning within
the DWDM network (for the optical channel that are crossing hub node within the
ring, manual patching is needed as well between EAST and WEST ROADM node
sides). A technical solution using the optical switches or three-way ROADM based
on wavelength cross-connects (WXCs) is planned for the next phases of CESNET2
DWDM core network deployment.

As an important part of Phase 4, there was included CBF (Cross-border Fibre)
interconnection to Poland network PIONIER node in Cieszyn. CESNET2 DWDM
node is interconnected with the DWDM network in Poland (based on ADVA Optical
Networking technology). Because there are technological and optical limitations, we
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selected back-to-back connection between the transponders as the technical solution
(at L2 on client side with the 10GE LAN PHY framing). We measured optical channel
parameters Praha – Cieszyn with a length of about 609 km (with the local loop on
client side of 10GE transponder in Cieszyn) by Ethernet tester (see utilisation on
Figure 5):

• measured BER values 10−15 or better, no E-FEC error correction found in trans-
ponder statistics

• average latency 6777,99 microseconds (maximum 6782.36 and minimum 6768,54
microseconds)

• no losses at full rate
• frame size 12000 bytes
• Tx Status
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– TX Rate 9,983,282,176 bps
– TX Line Rate 9,999,921,128 bps
– TX Utilisation 100.00

• Rx Status

– RX Rate 9,983,279,104 bps
– RX Line Rate 9,999,917,289 bps
– RX Utilisation 100.00

Figure 5. Utilisation graph of the 10GE channel Praha – Cieszyn

The results of this testing confirmed the channel quality and projected parameters
in Table 1.

Table 1. Projected parameters of tested 10GE channel Praha –
Cieszyn

Parameter Praha, East Cieszyn

Wavelength [nm] 1558,98 1558,98
Transponder MR-10E-C-w/EFEC MR-10E-C-w/EFEC
Length [km] 609,1 609,1
Calculated BER 10−15 10−15

OSNR [dB] 15,97 15,74
OSNR reserve [dB] 5,74 5,27
Rx Power [dB] -13,86 -15,31
Rx reserve [dB] 4,75 3,01
PMD [ps] 2,08812 2,11784
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4 “Alien Wavelength” Support

The transport of “alien” wavelength is the transport of any wavelength specified in the
ITU-T G.694.1 without the transponders (transport-less operation) installed in the
DWDM system. The “alien” wavelength could be terminated on the client side using
the pluggable optics (DWDM SFP, Xenpak or XFP). These optics are available for
specified wavelength only (in the C-band), do not support FEC or E-FEC features
and is more sensitive to chromatic dispersion in comparison to the transponders.
Based on these limiting factors, there is a recommended length of 10 Gbps wavelength
about the 200 km within the DWDM system. We are using “alien” wavelength
transport on the line Praha – Brno (about 320 km) for 1 Gbps speed. It serves
for the MEDIMED project. The aim of the MEDIMED project is the processing of
multimedia medicine data like CT, X-ray, ultrasound etc. This application has a high
demand for bandwidth and security. Utilisation of “alien” wavelength technology
allows us to offer L1 gigabit connectivity for this application. Topology of this service
is in Figure 6. “Coloured” signal is transported from Thomayer Teaching Hospital
via a passive 8-channel DWDM system over a local loop, which is about 26 km in
length. The source of “coloured” signal is a media converter with a DWDM SFP
module. The incoming signal is amplified via EDFA preamplifier at CESNET PoP in
Praha. At CESNET PoP in Praha, this signal is connected to the production DWDM
backbone. The amplification is needed for signal equalisation.

Channel 26
1556.55 nm

FTN Krč
CESNET2 DWDM MU Brno

SXSX

TX –4.7 dBm

RX –15.5 dBm

TX –12.0 dBm

RX –16.2 dBm

8-channel DWDM Mux/Demux

(channels 26–34)

ROADM node

OA – booster/preamp

MRV converter

DWDM channel FTN Krč–MU

Figure 6. “Alien” wavelength transport for the MEDIMED project
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5 Management and Performance Monitoring

Cisco ONS15145 MSTP node software includes management suite CTC (Cisco Trans-
port Controller) as its integral part. The CTC is a Java-based application that per-
forms management functions of the whole DWDM network and individual DWDM
Network Elements as well, including provisioning, maintenance, performance mon-
itoring, alarms etc. The proprietary CTC system cannot be integrated with other
CESNET2 network management systems. The ONS 15454 system supports TL 1
language and SNMP MIBs version 1 and 2c. The CESNET2 network management
and monitoring is based on SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) function-
ality. Within the research activities there is being developed a network and traffic
monitoring system called G3, which was extended to adopt monitoring of the ONS
15454 platform (system specific, optics and L2 SNMP statistics).
The performance monitoring (PM) includes status monitoring on the client con-

nections to DWDM system (optical port of ROADM for “alien” wavelengths transport
and client side of transponders) and performance statistics from the transponders. See
Figure 8.
There are two basic types of Optics PM which can be retrieved from DWDM

nodes:

• Current Optics PM are optical measurements taken in the last 15 minutes or 24
hours window

• Historical Optics PM are a set of 32 measurements taken every 15 minutes (the
newest record overwrites the oldest) and 1 set of measurements taken in the 24
hours preceding the current 24 hours window

G3 measurement systems polls DWDM nodes every 15 minutes and retrieves Cur-
rent Optics PM values (transmit and receive optical powers as the min/max/average
values) from the ROADM system:

Figure 7. Optics PM from the ROADM, channel 24: (a) ONS –
transmit power (15 min. stat), (b) ONS - receive power
(15 min. stat)

On the transponder DWDM trunk port, more detailed statistics (laser temper-
ature, laser bias current and others) are available. For the trunk interface of the
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Figure 9. An example of FEC transponders statistics from HK
TXP 10GE: (a) ONS - FEC bit errors corrected,
(b) ONS - FEC uncorrectable words

transponders that have the FEC functionality and that have it enabled can be re-
trieved FEC (Forward Error Correction) PM:
The FEC statistics can be included as pro-active optical channel monitoring.
OTN PM can be retrieved for the trunk interface of the transponders that have the

OTN functionality and that have it enabled OTN PM are OTN related measurements
taken in the last 15 minutes or 24 hours window. ONS 15454 system supports SDH
G.709 statistics for transponders and OSCM modules.
Layer 2 PM can be retrieved for the client and trunk interface of the transponders

that have the support Layer 2 functionality and that have it enabled. Current Layer
2 PM are instantaneous readings of the Layer 2 PM counters. The supported MIBs
are RMON-MIB.my and HC-RMON-MIB.my.
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6 Conclusion and Future Development

The CESNET2 optical network layer development, based on originally developed
DWDM technology with ROADM, is the key requirement for new services introduc-
tion. It enables the support of on-demand end-to-end services on L1 and L2 network
layers between the optical PoPs. It also provides an easy capacity scaling of the dark-
fibre optical lines and optical channel provisioning. The objective of the DWDM
deployment is integration with an existing IP network and a step forward to a hybrid
IP/optical network controlled by GMPLS or a similar protocol, including deployment
of optical cross-connects for dynamic optical path switching.
For the next phases of DWDM network deployment, we are going to focus on the

following areas:

• SW provisioning end-to-end optical paths within the DWDM system using the
optical switches or 3-way OADM based on wavelength cross-connects (WXCs).

• performance monitoring extension and visualisation for E2E users
• native multipoint Ethernet services testing and implementation
• optical channel protection verification
• “alien” wavelength transport at 10 Gbps speeds
• research of possibility IP/DWDM integration
• DWDM network extension to new CESNET2 PoPs
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Deployment of a DWDM System with
CLA Optical Amplifiers in the CESNET2

Network

Václav Novák, Josef Vojtěch

Abstract This paper describes the design, deployment and experiences with
DWDM systems based on the CLA (CzechLight Amplifiers) optical amplifiers
within the CESNET2 optical infrastructure. The key motivation for CLA-
based static DWDM systems is optical line deployment with a cost effective
solution to get a few independent optical channels (typically 4–8) with ca-
pacity 1–10 Gbps for various data connections on one dark fibre pair. Also
important is the NIL (Nothing-In-Line) approach, i.e., optical line design
without the in-line components such as amplifiers and chromatic dispersion
compensators.

Keywords: DWDM, optical amplification, erbium-doped fibre amplifier, noth-
ing in line, Bragg grating

1 Introduction

The CESNET optical research group initially designed CLA (CzechLight Amplifiers)
for the cost effective deployment of gigabit optical lines without in-line amplification
(Nothing-in-line approach). In the last year, we started experiments with the DWDM
Mux/Demux to deploy static DWDM systems for gigabit and 10-gigabit optical chan-
nels.
The first prototypes were successfully verified in CzechLight testbed and then

within the CESNET2 NREN network on the line Praha–Hradec Králové (without
the DWDM Mux/Demux) at 1 Gbps capacity and using the OSA (One Side Am-
plification) approach. The first optical line based on CLA PB01 with the 4-channel
DWDM Mux/demux was deployed in early 2006 on the CBF (Cross Border Fibre)
line Brno–Bratislava (about 200 km, 45 dB attenuation G.652 fibre) with a 10 Gbps
capacity. In mid 2006, another CBF line followed, namely Brno–Vienna (224 km, 50
dB, G.652) where a new prototype CLA PB02 with more powerful amplifiers modules
was tested. The DWDM system with the CLA PB01 amplifier types was designed and
implemented in the second half of 2006 on the optical line Praha–Ústí nad Labem,
with the second local DWDM span to Masaryk’s hospital within the medical research
activities.
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2 CLA Technology Description and Features

The lack of optical equipment suitable for NREN needs in the past years led CES-
NET to develop their own optical building kit composed from commercially available
elements and modules. The result is a low profile and reliable rack mountable device
having plenty of management interfaces. Reliability is increased by power supply
redundancy, important parameters monitoring, amplification and management part
independence and usage of non-moving parts such as flash cards instead of hard discs.
The device is controlled by software based on Linux that allows easy remote manage-
ment and future development. In a single 1U box, the device can accommodate up
to four optical amplifiers.
CLA design is now covered by a utility model called “Modular building kit of

optical amplification device” registered by Industrial Property Office on 23 October
2006 under Nr. 16952. The basic functional diagram is shown in Figure 1.

Power & thermal

management PCB

PSU PSU

DC/DC

GSM

MicroATX

MainBoard

Fast Ethernet RS232C

Alarm LEDs

USB

OA Module 1 OA Module 2

Figure 1. Fundamental schematics of CLA
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3 Optical CBF Line Brno–Bratislava

The optical line from Brno to Bratislava, which is approximately 200 km long, has
been equipped with CLA PB01 optical amplifiers. Chromatic dispersion of G.652
optical fibre has been compensated by relatively uncommon compensating elements –
Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBG). This line has been designed for capacity up to 4 ×
10 Gbps/s and fixed DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing) multiplexers
and demultiplexers are used. Detailed optical line design is show in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Deployment details for the optical line Brno–Bratislava
(4-channel static DWDM)

The wavelength of 1550.12 nm is connected to the peering routers Cisco OSR7609
and Cisco 6500, which are equipped with DWDM Xenpaks.
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4 Optical CBF Line Brno–Vienna

The static DWDM technology deployment on the CBF line Brno–Vienna is a joint
project of CESNET and ACOnet (Austria) NRENs. The optical line from Brno to
Vienna, which is approximately 224 km long, has been equipped with CLA PB02
optical amplifiers. It is a new type of CLA optical amplifiers with better optical pa-
rameters, which has been developed as a prototype and tested in a real environment.
Chromatic dispersion of G.652 optical fibre has been compensated by relatively new
compensating elements – Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBG). FBGs were successfully de-
ployed and tested for the first time on the CESNET2 line Brno–Bratislava in February
2006. This line was designed for a capacity up to 8 × 10 Gbps/s and fixed DWDM
(Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing) multiplexers and demultiplexers are used.
Detailed optical line design is shown in Figure 3.
These two lines (Brno–Bratislava, Brno–Vienna) are parts of A-CZ-SK CBF tri-

angle. In comparison with point-to-point Cross Border Fibre connection, in the case of
fibre failure, triangle connection allows redirection of traffic within less than 60 ms, so
overall reliability of end-to-end connections is improved significantly. This is achieved
by Layer-2 protocols (802.1q and 802.1w), avoiding a slower and more complicated
solution on the IP level. 10 GE VLANs are implemented on this basis, giving the
impression that distances between countries have disappeared.
The wavelength of 1550.12 nm is connected to the peering routers Cisco OSR7609

and Cisco 6500, which are equipped with DWDM Xenpaks. The deployed HW sup-
ports DOM (Digital Optical Monitoring) functionality so that it is possible to monitor
optical levels and other parameters (laser bias). The SNMP monitoring of DOM by
G3 measurement system is under development.
The final cost of this solution (with better optical amplifiers 2in1 modules) is

about 36 thousand EUR for 8 channels up to 10Gbps speed, including two CLA PB02
amplifiers, two Bragg Gratings, two 8-channel DWDMmultiplexers and two 8-channel
DWDM demultiplexers for the optical line deployment. Each optical wavelength must
to be terminated in a network device (router, switch, etc.) with pluggable optics
support (Xenpaks, XFP). Various types of converters may be used as a workaround
solution to convert DWDM signal to “grey” optics or UTP. The cost of pluggable
optics is not included in the estimated price.

5 CBF Triangle Brno–Bratislava–Vienna and Redundancy
Solution

The newly created CBF triangle A-CZ-SK created the interconnections of neigh-
bouring NRENs – CESNET2, SANET and ACOnet – at the optical level (Layer-1)
enabling wavelength services for research projects and activities (with the exception of
Bratislava–Vienna line where “grey” 10GE LAN optics is used). The triangle allows
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Figure 3. Deployment details for the optical line Brno–Vienna (8-
channel static DWDM)

the peering routers interconnections at 10 Gbps speeds. To provide the connections
between Poland (NREN PIONIER) and this triangle we use EoMPLS (Ethernet over
MPLS) L2 tunnels through the CESNET2 backbone. The IP peering routers (Cisco
7600 router on CESNET2 and Catalyst 6000 series on ACOnet and SANET sides)
run in s hybrid Layer-2/Layer-3 mode. 802.1Q trunks are configured for the PtP
connections, which also allows for mapping the EoMPLS tunnels into VLANs, thus
supporting end-to-end Layer-2 services. The detailed A-CZ-SK triangle solution and
PIONIER interconnection is shown in Figure 4.

We investigated the options for fast-converging backups of all connections in the
triangle as a measure against fibre or HW failure. We considered the alternatives
of Level-2 protocols providing sub second failover, which can be quite different in
comparison with the eBGP timeout in case of Level-3 backups. Within the triangle,
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we have trivial topology based on the same routing/switching technology (there are
no compatibility problems). As the final solution, we implemented and tested Rapid-
PVST (Rapid-Per-VLAN-Spanning Tree) which achieves rapid convergence based on
the IEEE 802.1w standard. Primary and secondary root bridges are defined per
VLAN on the routers (see Figure 4). Due to HW limitations of the OSR 7609 router
(mapping EoMPLS tunnels into VLANs is not supported), we used a workaround
solution with external physical loopback between the Layer-2 and Layer-3 configured
10GE ports.
The failover tests we carried out showed that the redirection of traffic happens

within 60 ms, so overall reliability of this setup was increased.
The A-CZ-SK connection and setup works without any problems with the static

DWDM CLA systems and Layer-2 redundancy implementation. The current load
statistics are shown in Figure 5 (line Brno–Bratislava) and Figure 6 (line Brno–
Vienna). We experience no Ethernet errors or outages.
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Figure 5. Current traffic load on the CBF line Brno–Bratislava

Figure 6. Current traffic load on the CBF line Brno–Vienna

6 Optical Line Praha–Ústí nad Labem

The optical line Praha–Ústí nad Labem deployment originated from the requirement
of the pilot project for interconnection data centres of Masaryk Hospital in Ústí nad
Labem, Central Military Hospital and Thomayer Teaching Hospital in Praha. The
interconnection of data centres requires high capacity data circuits with low latency.
For security and other reasons, the data circuits must be designed as private and
separated from normal network traffic. The static DWDM systems based on CLA
amplifiers can be a reasonable and cost-effective solution to this problem.
To establish the private DWDM wavelength connection, it was necessary to deploy

a DWDM system on the main fibre optic line Praha–Ústí nad Labem and for the local
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Figure 7. Static DWDM line Praha–Ústí nad Labem deployment

loop as well (see Figure 7).
The line Praha–Ústí nad Labem is about 150 km long and we use the solution

with the CLA PB01 amplifiers and 8-channel Mux/Demux with the Bragg gratings to
compensate the dispersion, which is needed to support 10 Gbps speeds. The detailed
design and optical signal levels are shown in Figure 8.
Both wavelengths are fully operational without the any problems or errors. The

wavelength of 1551.72 nm is terminated on DWDM SFPs installed in the routers,
while the 1554.13 nm wavelength has to be converted to “grey” optics or UTP using
the SFP-to-SFP convertor because the FCIP switch does not support DWDM optics.

7 Conclusion and Future Development

There is a plan for CLA technology deployment for new lines where only a few DWDM
channels are needed (because the commercial DWDM systems are expensive and
large) and also new technology improvements and extensions:

• DWDM line Praha–Ústí nad Labem extension to Liberec with the OADM de-
ployment and upgrade do 10 Gbps

• new optical lines development (České Budějovice–Brno, Brno–Ostrava)
• CLA amplifier monitoring via SNMP

Starting from the CESNET2 DWDM optical technology deployment concept,
we constructed the main DWDM core based on ROADM technology and with the
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capacity of 32 wavelengths up to 10 Gbps. The static CLA DWDM solution is planned
to be used on the access optical lines to the optical network core.
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FPGA-based Packet Header
Anonymisation

Sven Ubik, Petr Žejdl, Jiří Halák

Abstract Packet header anonymisation is very important for passive net-
work monitoring, which observes characteristics of user traffic and for sharing
captured trace files, which are a valuable resource for networking research.
In this paper we would like to present the design and implementation of our
FPGA-based packet header anonymisation, operating in real time and pre-
venting sensitive information from getting to the monitoring PC and beyond.

Keywords: packet header anonymisation, passive monitoring

1 Purpose of Packet Header Anonymisation

In passive network monitoring we process real user traffic. This approach has impor-
tant advantages over active network monitoring which uses artificially injected test
traffic. Test traffic can particularly affect user traffic and cannot be used to detect
phenomena present only in user traffic, such as security attacks and dynamic char-
acteristics. Captured packet traces are a useful resource for networking research in
workload characterisation, traffic engineering and security application design.
When processing user traffic, we have to guarantee user privacy. For the pur-

poses mentioned above, we can remove most of the packet payload, but we need to
keep packet headers and certain patterns from the payload, such as security attacks
indicators. But packet headers still include sensitive information, particularly in the
form of source and destination IP addresses.
The purpose of packet header anonymisation is to remove all sensitive information

to protect user privacy, while keeping as much of the original traffic characteristics as
possible.

2 Related Work

Anonymisation can be done on a reconstructed stream, which is then again split into
packets [1]. This type of anonymisation can do advanced processing of higher-layer
protocols, such HTTP. However, this approach is compute-intensive and it loses many
of the original traffic dynamics (packet spacing, bad CRCs, IP options, etc.).

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies: Selected Technical Reports, p. 39–53
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Table-based approach to address anonymisation was implemented in TCPdpriv1.
A cryptography-based scheme to provide consistency of anonymisation across different
traces using the same cryptography key was described in [2]. However, software
implementation is slow for gigabit speeds and it requires that sensitive information is
temporarily stored in a monitoring PC.
Hardware implementation on a network processor using pre-computed mapping

trees [3] can remove sensitive information in the monitoring hardware, but still re-
quires a lot of instructions and several memory accesses per packet. The measured
throughput for 40-byte UDP datagrams was 65000 packets per second, which is ap-
prox. 50 Mb/s at a wire level.

3 Requirements

We defined the following set of requirements to be fulfilled by our implementation:

• Anonymisation must provide a wide range of easily configurable possibilities for
removal of sensitive information.

• Anonymisation up to TCP and UDP headers must be implemented in a hardware
monitoring adapter for high speed and to remove sensitive information before it
gets to the host PC.

• IP address mapping must be consistent between traces – the same real IP address
in two traces must be mapped into the same anonymised IP address. Multicast
addresses must be mapped into anonymised multicast addresses.

• IP address mapping must be also prefix-preserving. Two real IP addresses that
share a common prefix must be mapped to two anonymised IP addresses that also
share a common prefix of the same length.

• The architecture must allow follow-up software anonymisation of higher-layer pro-
tocols.

4 Implementation

We decided to use the COMBO6 card developed by the Liberouter project2 with
SCAMPI3 firmware as the platform for implementing hardware anonymisation. The
COMBO6 card is a PCI card equipped with Gigabit Ethernet ports and the Virtex II
FPGA chip to process packets arriving from the network. The SCAMPI firmware
implements advanced packet processing including packet classification, sampling and
statistics. An important advantage of COMBO6 cards and SCAMPI firmware for

1 http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/tcpdpriv.html
2 http://www.liberouter.org
3 http://www.ist-scampi.org
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our implementation was that we had access to VHDL source code of the SCAMPI
firmware.
We added hardware anonymisation to the SCAMPI firmware as part of the LOB-

STER project4. The goal of LOBSTER is to enhance the SCAMPI architecture and
deploy it for passive monitoring on a European scale. In the following section we
describe the architecture and properties of our implementation.
We divided anonymisation tasks into two layers (or tiers); first-tier anonymisation

implemented in hardware of the monitoring adapter and second-tier anonymisation
implemented in software.
First-tier hardware anonymisation works at packet level. It can do various types

of anonymisation of any fields in IP, ICMP, TCP and UDP headers. Packets with
anonymised headers are retrieved from the monitoring adapter to the PC. Second-tier
software anonymisation works at flow level. Individual flows are reconstructed from
packets. This allows anonymisation of information in higher-layer protocols, such as
replacing HTTP header fields or URLs in payload. In this report we concentrate on
the first-tier hardware anonymisation.

4.1 Position of Anonymisation in Packet Processing

Anonymisation is a kind of data transformation. Therefore, we designed a universal
Transformation Unit (TU) for general packet transformations, which can be used
to anonymise selected information inside packets. The TU unit can be used as a
standalone IP core when we provide required data to its input signals.
The SCAMPI firmware consists of several units. The position of the TU unit in

the SCAMPI firmware is illustrated in Figure 1, which includes only units important
to our discussion.
Input packets go to the Header Field Extractor (HFE), which parses packet head-

ers, stores them in internal data structures and prepares packet parameters, which
are pointers to important sections of the packet, such as positions of selected header
fields. A table of these packet parameters is added in front of each packet. HFE
operation is programmable and we modified it so that the packet parameters include
pointers to all important sections of the packet that we want to anonymise.
Parsed headers come to the Look-Up Processor (LUP), which sorts packets into

classes based on header fields and assigns each packet a 32-bit control word, which
consists of three parts:

• SAMASK (16 bit) – assigns a packet to be passed to any combination of 16
sampling units, each bit corresponds to one sampling unit

• STATID (8 bit) – assigns a packet to be processes by one of 256 statistical units
identified by this field

4 http://www.ist-lobster.org
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Figure 1. Position of anonymisation in packet processing

• PCMASK (8 bit) – PCK mask, defines a set of checked patterns in the payload
checker

Due to limitations in hardware design we could not use a wider control word.
Therefore, we reused an 8-bit STATID part of the control word indicating the STU
number to also indicate a class of packets for anonymisation purposes. Different
anonymisation can be applied to packets in different classes. Packets which have been
assigned some non-zero STU number are passed to the TU unit. Packets which have
been assigned a zero STU number do not go to the TU unit and are not transformed.

4.2 Transformation Unit (TU)

The TU unit is designed as a small processor interpreting programs in a simple in-
struction set. These programs describe what anonymisation should be performed for
each header field for packets in each class.
The TU unit can do the following types of header field transformations:

• set to a specified constant
• set to a pseudo-random number
• xor with a specified constant
• table-based hashing
• prefix-preserving mapping
• any combination of the above (e.g., first half of IP address can be set to a constant
and second half randomised)

Each of the above types of anonymisation can be applied to any 16-bit header
field in the packet. Two flags in the TU instruction (see below) can be used to mask
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out the left or right half of the 16-bit header field and request that the anonymisation
function be applied to an 8-bit header field only. Each header field can be identified
by an offset (in 16-bit words) from one of the following packet parameters:

• PP_ETHER – Ethernet header
• PP_ARP – ARP header
• PP_ICMP – ICMP header
• PP_ICMPv6 – ICMPv6 header
• PP_IPv4 – IPv4 header
• PP_IPv6 – IPv6 header
• PP_UDP – UDP header
• PP_TCP – TCP header

For example, you can identify source IPv4 address by using PP_IPv4 packet pa-
rameter and offsets 6 and 7.

4.2.1 TU Instructions

The anonymisation is specified as a sequence of instructions. Each instruction is
32 bits wide and structured in the following format:

| | | | |

|1 0|9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0|9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0|9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0|

|J| IC | | HL| PP | OFFS | IMM16 |

From left to right, the instruction includes the following fields:

• 1-bit flag to signal a jump instruction (0) or a normal instruction (1)
• 3-bit instruction code:

– 000: set to constant
– 001: randomise
– 010: xor
– 011: hash
– 100: prefix-preserving mapping
– other: reset to zero

• 2-bit flags signalling whether higher or lower byte of the 16-bit header field should
be unaffected by the instruction (allowing to anonymise 8-bit fields)

• 4-bit code of packet parameter (see the list of packet parameters above)
• 4-bit offset from the packet parameter (in 16-bit words)
• 16-bit immediate constant or jump address (for hashing, bits 0-2 and bits 8-10
select one of eight hashing tables to be applied to lower and higher byte of a 16-bit
packet field, respectively)

Programming of the TU unit is started by writing 0 to address 0x130010, which
disables the TU unit operation. The TU program is then stored beginning at address
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0x131000 and its end is marked by 0 value stored after the last instruction. The TU
unit operation is then started again by writing 1 to address 0x130010.
If we want to use table-based hashing, we also need to upload content of hashing

tables. There are eight tables, each including 256 rows of 16-bit patterns. The tables
are beginning at address 0x132000.
An example of the TU program is shown in section 5.

4.2.2 TU Operation

The TU unit structure is shown in Figure 2. Anonymisation programs are stored
in the instruction memory (1). A packet class assigned by LUP is used to select a
corresponding anonymisation program (2). Each instruction is then decoded (3), the
required packet parameter (offset to some key header field) is retrieved (4), internally
added with direct offset specified in the instruction and compared with the current
packet position (5). The packet itself arrives through the input register in 16-bit
chunks. These chunks are associated with the transformation description (6) and
passed to the data pipeline. Different anonymisation functions (7) require a different
number of clock cycles to complete. Therefore, the input data is passed to each
function from the different stage of the pipeline such that all results arrive at the
right time to the multiplexor (8), which selects the function that should be applied
to the current header field.
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4.2.3 C Language API

A high-level programming API as a set of C language functions was developed for
easy configuration of anonymisation. Users do not have to configure the TU unit
directly. The following functions are provided:

• scampi_reset_classification(int mode) – initialises data structures, only
DIRECT mode is currently implemented

• scampi_add_transformation(int filter_id, \

tu_transformation_type_t transformation_type, \

tu_proto_type_t protocol, u_int8_t offset, u_int16_t parameters) –
adds anonymisation of one header field, can be called multiple times

• scampi_set_transformation_hash_table(int filter_id, int table_id, \

tu_hash_table_t *hash_table) – uploads content of hash table
• scampi_set_transformation_prefp_table(int filter_id, \

u_int32_t *table, u_int32_t count) – uploads content of prefix-preserving
table

• scampi_print_filters() – prints all requested anonymisations
• scampi_set_filters() – downloads all requested anonymisations in the card

Predefined constants are available to refer to common protocols and their header
fields for the scampi_add_transformation() function.

4.3 Prefix-preserving IP Address Mapping

The Prefix-Preserving Mapping Unit was designed for IP addresses, but it can operate
on any 32-bit chunks of data. The advantage of prefix-preserving mapping is that is
retains the full extent of the original traffic dynamics in IP address space. On the
other hand, this property also implies vulnerability to attacks that can reveal original
IP addresses.
The mapping between the original and anonymised IP address is based on swap-

ping subtrees of a tree representation of IP addresses [2]. The method is illustrated
in Figure 3 for 3-bit numbers. The set of all 3-bit numbers can be represented by leaf
nodes or by paths going from the root node to the leaf nodes in a 3-level binary tree.
When we take bits of a binary number from left to right, then the path from the root
node goes left for 0 bit and goes right for 1 bit.
Now we can mark some nodes in our example in black colour. When we swap bits

in original IP addresses corresponding to the marked nodes, we get anonymised IP
addresses and the mapping between original and anonymised IP addresses is prefix-
preserving. We can mark any nodes in a tree to get prefix-preserving mapping, but
certainly some markings produce low-quality anonymisation, such as when very few
nodes are marked or not marked. A common method is to mark nodes pseudo-
randomly or as a result of cryptographic function applied to a key.
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Figure 3. Prefix-preserving mapping by swapping tree nodes

The flip or non-flip action can be implemented in hardware by XOR operation of
the original bit with 1 or 0 bit, respectively. The mapping and XOR patterns for our
example are shown in Table 1. Note that the property of this method is that the first
bit of an IP address is always either swapped or not swapped (it does not depend on
the IP address) and that the last bit of an IP address is not used to select mapping.

Table 1. Prefix-preserving mapping by XOR operation

Original address XOR pattern Anonymised address

000 110 110
001 110 111
010 110 100
011 110 101
100 100 000
101 100 001
110 101 011
111 101 010

4.3.1 Memory Organisation

To store marks of the whole tree, we need at least one bit for each non-leaf node.
That is for 32-bit IP addresses we need at least 223 − 1 bits = approx. 512 MB of
memory. For practical implementation it is more convenient to store each path from
the root to a leaf as a separate 32-bit word which can be directly XORed with the
original IP address to get the anonymised address. In this representation we would
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need 16 GB of memory. There is only 512 MB of memory on the COMBO card and
we need some memory to store packets.

The volume of required memory can be reduced by storing only a part of the
mapping tree and replicating it. This method was first proposed in [3]. We can
divide the 32-bit tree into four levels of 8-bit subtrees. There is one 8-bit subtree in
the first level, 256 of 8-bit subtrees in the second level, 256*256 of 8-bit subtrees in the
third level and 256*256*256 of 8-bit subtrees in the fourth level. We can anonymise
the first byte (the most significant) of an IP address using the first level of 8-bit
subtrees, the second byte by the second level of 8-bit subtrees and so forth.

In real packet traces we normally do not have all 232 IP addresses. The number
of different IP addresses present is much smaller. Therefore, if we store only a subset
of 8-bit subtrees and replicate them to the positions of remaining subtrees, chances
are that we do not use many duplicates. In an extreme case, when we store only
one 8-bit subtree in each of the four levels, the anonymisation of each byte in an IP
address is done independently of the values of previous bytes, which would result in
weak anonymisation. Therefore we should store more subtrees.

One 8-bit subtree includes 256 paths from the root to its leaves. But marking is
the same for each two adjacent paths that differ only in the last step to the leaves.
Therefore, one 8-bit subtree can be represented by 128 of 8-bit words.

In order to read a mapping path for the whole IP address as fast as possible and to
allow configuration of the number of stored 8-bit subtrees, we store the mapping tree
in BRAMs inside FPGA as illustrated in Figure 4. We use two dual-port BRAMs,
which can be used to read mapping paths in all four levels in one clock cycle. The
data width of each BRAM is 8 bits, the address width is configurable and it is at least
11 bits.

Figure 4a shows the case when both BRAMs have address width of 11-bits. Each
BRAM can store 16 8-bit subtrees. Only seven bits from each byte are used to direct
anonymisation (see the description of the mapping tree above). Therefore, there are
some spare bits in the BRAM address space. These bits are connected to some of the
bits of the previous byte in the IP address. In this way anonymisation of one byte is
influenced at least by a part of the value of the previous byte. Spare bits of the first
BRAM are connected to fixed values. Each additional available address bit doubles
the number of stored 8-bit subtrees.

Figure 4b shows the case when the address space of the BRAM for the two lower
levels is larger than for the two upper levels. This is desirable because the lower levels
need more 8-bit subtrees if we do not want to increase replication. More bits from
the second and third bytes are used to influence anonymisation of the next bytes. In
practical implementation, we use at least 2 BRAMs for the upper levels and 6 BRAMs
for the lower layers.

A consequence of using separate BRAMs is that the part of the first BRAM is
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not used and subtrees for each level can be replicated from only one BRAM. An
alternative solution shown in Figure 4c) is to use one larger BRAM. We can use the
whole address space of this BRAM to select subtrees for all four levels, but we need
to read them in four clock cycles one after another. As speed was our primary goal,
we use two separate dual-port BRAMs at the cost of replicating subtrees only within
each two levels (option b).
The mapping tree must be loaded into BRAMs before enabling the TU unit. We

connected BRAMs to the local bus in the SCAMPI design. The data width of the
local bus is 16 bits. Lower 8 bits are sent to the first BRAM and the upper 8 bits are
sent to the second BRAM.
A pseudo-random mapping tree can be generated by the build_tree.pl script

(no input is required), for example:

$ build_tree.pl -g tree

The script generates the tree.hex file, which can be used to load BRAMs and the
tree.sim file, which can be used to simulate IP address anonymisation. For example:

$ build_tree.pl -s tree 10 20 30 40

10.20.30.40 (0x281E140A) -> 63.198.30.128

The mapping tree is stored in 32-bit words in the tree.hex file. For example, in
order to load the following paths (hex numbers):

First BRAM: 11, 12, 13, 14

Second BRAM: 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28

the content of the tree.hex file will be as follows:

22122111

24142313

26002500

28002700

5 Examples of Use

We can first use the scampi_load.sh script to load firmware into the FPGA for the
specified card type:

$ scampi_load.sh tu mtx xcv2000

We can then use the scampi_init utility to initialise all firmware units. In the
following example, we set header filtering to forward all packets to the sampling unit
SAU0 (which is by default configured to pass every packet in the deterministic mode):

$ scampi_init -a 0 src net 0.0.0.0/0
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Figure 4. Storing mapping trees in BRAMs inside FPGA

Finally, we can use the init-tu script to configure the TU unit to do the required
anonymisation (which is specified inside the init-tu script) and to load the prefix-
preserving mapping tree from the tree.hex file:

$ tu-init tree
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Suppose that we want to do the following anonymisation:

• Hash the source IP address
• Keep the first part of the destination IP address
• Randomise the second part of the destination IP address
• Set the source port to constant 9876
• XOR the destination port with constant 0x1234

PC2

eth0

eth1eth1

PC1

10.0.1.2 10.0.1.1

mirror

/dev/scampi/0

eth2

ge0/10

ge0/11 ge0/12

PC3

eth0

Figure 5. Setup to test packet header anonymisation

The required anonymisation can be configured by the init-tu script consisting
of the following set of TU instructions:

csbus 130010 0 # Disable TU, allow programming

csbus 131000 B0560000 # Hash source IP (first part)

csbus 131004 B0570000 # Hash source IP (second part)

# Keep destination IP (first part)

csbus 131008 90590000 # Randomise destination IP (second part)

csbus 13100C 80709426 # Set source port to 9876 (0x2694)

csbus 131010 A0711234 # XOR destination port with 0x1234

csbus 131014 0 # End of program

csbus 130014 12345678 # Init LFSR (random number generator)

csbus 132000 40302010 # Load hash table

csbus 132004 80706050 # dtto
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csbus 130010 1 # Enable TU

The csbus utility reads and writes values from and to specified locations in mem-
ory space of COMBO card firmware. Alternatively, we can use the C language API
to program the TU unit:

scampi_reset_classification(DIRECT);

scampi_add_transformation(0, TU_TRANSFORMATION_HASH, TU_PROTO_IP, 6, 0);

scampi_add_transformation(0, TU_TRANSFORMATION_HASH, TU_PROTO_IP, 7, 0);

scampi_add_transformation(0, TU_TRANSFORMATION_RANDOM, TU_PROTO_IP, 9, 0);

scampi_add_transformation(0, TU_TRANSFORMATION_MAP, TU_PROTO_UDP, 0, 0x2694);

scampi_add_transformation(0, TU_TRANSFORMATION_XOR, TU_PROTO_UDP, 1, 0x1234);

scampi_set_filters();

We used the setup shown in Figure 5 to test the configuration. PC1 sends UDP
packets to PC2. These packets are captured by PC3. Before we enabled anonymisa-
tion, the packet capture looked as follows:

01:00:00.000000 IP 10.0.1.2.2000 > 10.0.1.1.2000: UDP, length: 1000

01:00:00.000000 IP 10.0.1.2.2000 > 10.0.1.1.2000: UDP, length: 1000

01:00:00.000000 IP 10.0.1.2.2000 > 10.0.1.1.2000: UDP, length: 1000

01:00:00.000000 IP 10.0.1.2.2000 > 10.0.1.1.2000: UDP, length: 1000

01:00:00.000000 IP 10.0.1.2.2000 > 10.0.1.1.2000: UDP, length: 1000

After we enabled anonymisation, the capture of the same packets looked as follows:

01:00:00.000000 IP 0.32.48.96.9876 > 10.0.68.143.13250: UDP, length: 1000

01:00:00.000000 IP 0.32.48.96.9876 > 10.0.200.43.13250: UDP, length: 1000

01:00:00.000000 IP 0.32.48.96.9876 > 10.0.42.77.13250: UDP, length: 1000

01:00:00.000000 IP 0.32.48.96.9876 > 10.0.131.131.13250: UDP, length: 1000

01:00:00.000000 IP 0.32.48.96.9876 > 10.0.95.134.13250: UDP, length: 1000

6 Performance and Resources
Packets are passed through the TU unit at the rate of 16 bits per clock cycle. We need
additional 20 clock cycles per packet (9 cycles to retrieve packet parameters, 9 cycles
to fill the data pipeline and 1 cycle to initialise the instruction pipeline). Throughput
depends on the packets size and it can be computed by the following formula:

throughput =
length+ gap

length+ gap + 2 · delay
· 16 · clockrate

where:

• throughput in bits/s measured at the wire level
• length of packet in bytes including Ethernet header and CRC
• gap includes the inter-frame gap and the preamble and it is equivalent to 20 bytes
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• delay corresponds to the 20 clock cycles of overhead per packet; as 2 bytes are
normally processed in one clock cycle, we multiply it by two and use the result of
40 bytes to represent the delay in the formula as the equivalent number of bytes

The TU unit on its own was synthesised including all constraints at 100 MHz
clock rate. Computed throughput depending on the packet size for this clock rate is
shown in Figure 6. Throughput for the worst case of 64-byte packets is 1.08 Gb/s,
which is sufficient to process Gigabit Ethernet traffic at line rate.
We tested the TU unit with a monitoring card consisting of the COMBO6 main

board and the COMBO-4MTX interface card. We used SCAMPI phase 1 design
version 1 02 07 as the basis for our modifications. We changed HFE program to pro-
duce more packet parameters and we integrated our TU unit. However, the SCAMPI
design can run at 50 MHz only and the TU unit integrated in the SCAMPI design
must also run at 60 MHz. Some units also add more per-packet overhead. Therefore,
throughput of the whole modified SCAMPI design, which we measured by a hardware
packet generator was lower than the computed throughput of the TU unit alone and
is also indicated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Throughput of the TU unit and the modified SCAMPI
design

The consumption of FPGA resources for the TU unit alone and for the whole
SCAMPI design with the integrated TU unit is shown in Table 2.

7 Conclusion

We implemented easily configurable FPGA-based packet header anonymisation that
removes sensitive information from packet headers in real time on the monitoring
adapter before it can get to the host PC. Anonymisation functions can be different
for various classes of packets and can include prefix-preserving IP address mapping,
which preserves original dynamics in IP address space. The implemented TU unit to
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Table 2. Consumption of FPGA resources

TU unit Modified SCAMPI design

Used Percentage Used Percentage

Slices 956 7% 6238 44%
Flip-flops 1116 4% 6496 23%
4-input LUTs 987 4% 8001 28%
BRAMs 13 14% 46 48%

perform anonymisation can run at full Gigabit Ethernet speed, although the whole
modified SCAMPI design currently runs at lower speed. We plan to integrate our TU
unit in the newer version of design for the COMBO card, which will permit operating
at full Gigabit Ethernet speed.
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Traffic Scanner

Petr Kobierský, Jan Kořenek, Andrej Hank

Abstract Intrusion detection system is an integrated software/hardware
tool capable of detecting unauthorised access to computer systems and mali-
cious network traffic such as viruses, Trojan horses and worms. This technical
report presents the system architecture of the traffic scanner which is a hard-
ware accelerated IDS based on Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA).
The system accepts rules described in Snort-compatible format and can be
configured using a web interface. System architecture is based on a non-
deterministic finite automaton for fast pattern matching. Using this approach,
the entire Snort database can be matched at 3.2 Gbps with the COMBO6X
card.

Keywords: Snort, hardware acceleration, FPGA

1 Introduction

Network intrusion detection system (NIDS) is an integrated tool capable of detecting
intrusions or malicious traffic. NIDS analyse data packets that travel over a particular
network link and decide whether they are malicious or benign. Software or hardware
appliances reside in one or more network locations and analyse network traffic.
Snort is an open source network intrusion detection system utilising a rule-driven

language, which combines the benefits of signature, protocol and anomaly-based in-
spection methods. The Snort database contains thousands of rules describing most
of the known viruses and attacks. In Snort, more than 80% of the CPU time is con-
sumed by the string matching task [1]. As network traffic speeds increase faster then
processor performance, PC-based solutions have growing problems with processing
all traffic.
The system performance can be increased by moving time-critical parts of the

Snort processing pipeline from software to hardware. This technical report describes
a NIDS architecture consisting of the COMBO6X card and Snort software running
on a host PC. The acceleration card filters benign packets from the incoming traffic
and sends only potentially malicious packets for further inspection to Snort.
The COMBO6X card contains the powerful FPGA Virtex-II Pro that allows for

matching a large ruleset at multi-gigabit speeds [2], [3]. The proposed architecture
uses a core generator for transforming Snort rules into a circuit described in the VHDL
language that matches all patterns from ruleset.

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies: Selected Technical Reports, p. 55–66
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In Section 2, the system architecture is described and mapping of the Snort rules
to FPGA configuration is demonstrated. Section 3 contains experimental results and
Section 4 presents the traffic scanner configuration interface.

2 System Architecture

The traffic scanner consists of several layers shown in Figure 1. The physical layer
is represented by the COMBO6X and COMBO-4SFPRO cards equipped with FPGA
chips suitable for processing network traffic. Their behaviour is determined by firm-
ware implementing the packet processing functions that result in separating malicious
packets from the incoming traffic. Section 2.2 contains details about the firmware de-
sign.

user control layer ids ids_lkm

OS
SW layer

HW layer

ids_ctl

libcombo, libcompact

combo6_pcreth
combo6x

combo6core

basic control layer

libraries

drivers

firmware

physical
layer

FPGA
SFPRO

COMBO6X

Figure 1. Traffic scanner system layers

The layers above the firmware include drivers that mediate access to the card
from the operating system. As a result, the accelerator appears to the operating
system as an ordinary network card, which makes it transparent to the Snort IDS
software. Essential software operations, especially input and output from/to regis-
ters and memory, are realised through libcombo and libcompat libraries that were
developed for the COMBO6 family.
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For control and debugging purposes, the ids ctl tool was created. It serves mainly
the higher layers for initialising the probe and loading firmware. In addition, it can
also be used for advanced debugging purposes. The user interface layer is represented
by the ids and ids lkm scripts that are used for standard traffic scanner control:
ids lkm is responsible for loading kernel modules and ids for initialisation and loading
the firmware. A simple GUI layer simplifying these operations was also created.
The traffic scanner can be used in two typical ways as shown in Figure 2. On

the left, the router mirrors traffic to four Gigabit Ethernet monitoring (span) ports,
whereas on the right the traffic scanner is inserted directly in the network link and
works as a full-duplex T-splitter.

Internet

Traffic Scanner Traffic Scanner

Internet

4×1 Gbps Span Port

2
×

1
 G

bp
s

Full D
up

lex L
ine

Private Network Private Network

Figure 2. Traffic scanner network placement

2.1 Traffic Scanner Platform

The target platform for the traffic scanner is the COMBO6X card developed by the
Liberouter project1. It is a universal platform that can be used in various applications.
The card is equipped with 3 static RAM blocks (SSRAM), ternary content-addressable
memory (TCAM), dynamic RAM, PCI communication core and FPGA configured for
the specific application. Thanks to an extension connector, the COMBO6X card can
be used with several add-on cards having different network interfaces. Currently only
the the COMBO-4SFPRO Gigabit Ethernet card with SFP cages is supported. Both
cards contain a powerful FPGA Virtex II Pro chip capable of representing thousands

1 http://www.liberouter.org
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of IDS rules. A new generation of COMBO cards will use more powerful FPGAs and
will thus allow for considerably more IDS rules, as well as other IDS functionality like
DoS detection, TCP stream reassembly and filtering.

Figure 3. Traffic scanner on COMBO6x and SFPRO add-on card

2.2 Traffic Scanner Firmware

Both FPGAs on COMBO6X and COMBO-4SFPRO must be configured for the spe-
cific function by loading firmware into their configuration memory (SSRAM). The
firmware can be changed anytime while the system is running.

Traffic scanner firmware consists of a classification unit, pattern match unit and
several other units that are chained together for pipelined packet processing, see
Figure 4. Incoming packets from four network interfaces are entering the input buffer
(IBUF) block. For each incoming packet the CRC and packet length is checked and
only valid packets pass through. Valid packets are processed by header field extractor
(HFE) – there is one per network interface. HFE extracts IPv4 header fields such as
source and destination address, ports or TCP flags. These fields can be used in traffic
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Figure 4. Traffic scanner firmware

scanner rules for detecting suspicious traffic. HFE also marks the start of packet
payload where pattern matching is performed.
The core of the traffic scanner consists of a classification unit and pattern match

unit that are configured for matching a specific Snort ruleset. The classification unit
compares extracted header fields to stored IDS rules. The main purpose of this unit
is to restrict pattern matching – some patterns are looked for only in certain flows.
Depending on the instructions from the classification unit, prescribed patterns are
matched against packet payload. Currently only simple string matching is supported –
regular expression matching is planned for future traffic scanner versions. The whole
packet is stored in software output buffer (SWOBUF) and depending on the result
of the packet analysis it is either dropped or delivered via the PCI bus for software
processing.

2.3 Pattern Match Unit

From several alternative methods of pattern matching, we found the non-deterministic
finite automaton (NFA) hardware generation as the most promising. This approach
offers high throughput and the possibility of matching both strings and regular ex-
pressions. High throughput is achieved by matching all strings against the payload
simultaneously. The process of mapping patterns to hardware consists of several
phases:

1. Converting patterns to NFA: Patterns extracted from IDS rules are translated
using generally known algorithms to NFA representation, see Figure 5.

2. NFA optimisations: The number of NFA states can be minimised, mainly through
prefix sharing, see Figure 6.

3. Converting NFA to Extended NFA: A classical NFA accepts a single character (8
bits) in each transition. If we map such an NFA to hardware, we are able to achieve
throughput up to 800 Mb/s with firmware running at 100 MHz clock frequency.
The throughput can be increased by using Extended NFA (ENFA) accepting
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multiple characters in one clock cycle, see Figure 7. In this case, throughput
between 1 and 10 Gbps can be reached.

4. Mapping Extended NFA to FPGA logic: Finally, ENFA is mapped into the FPGA
logic. A flip-flop is generated for every state and every transition is coded into
AND-OR logic gates as shown in Figure 8. The number of FPGA gates used
depends on the number of patterns and their lengths. Logic utilisation also grows
linearly with the number of characters accepted per clock cycle.
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3 Experimental Results

Due to the limited hardware resources, the system designer must decide about the
trade-off between system throughput and the number of rules that can be represented.
After several optimisations of the Snort rules base, we were able to fit the default Snort
database into the FPGA logic with a theoretical throughput of 6.4 Gbps. The relation
between FPGA utilisation and maximum throughput for Snort rules and randomly
generated strings is shown in Figure 9.

Further, we tried to estimate the real throughput of the whole system. We used
the Spirent AX4000 network traffic generator, which is able to generate 2 Gbps traffic
with specified datagram size distribution. During the test, traffic scanner was able
to process 2 Gbps network traffic for all datagram sizes. In fact, the maximum
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throughput of the probe is about 3.2 Gbps irrespectively of the number of IDS rules.
In contrast, the throughput of software-based IDS systems usually rapidly decreases
with the increasing number of rules. Results of throughput test are presented in
Figure 10. Measured and theoretical throughput are exactly the same, so the traffic
scanner is indeed able to process packets at full GE line rate.
Yet another test focused on comparing hardware-accelerated Snort with the clas-

sical non-accelerated solution. Both probes were configured for detecting virus and
worms threats and monitored the same GE link of the Masaryk University network
for 24 hours. During the test, both sensors detected the same number and type of
malicious packets. However, the hardware part filtered out 99.98 percent of non-
malicious traffic so only 0.02 percent of all traffic had to be processed by Snort as
shown in Figure 11. This pre-filtration is crucial as Snort and other software-based
IDS solutions cannot process more than 100–300 Mbps.
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4 Configuration Interface

The core generator is able to optimise the pattern match unit so that large numbers of
rules can be squeezed into the FPGA. The downside of this method is that the ruleset
cannot be easily and incrementally changed. For any modification of the ruleset, an
entirely new pattern match unit must be generated and a new FPGA configuration
bitstream created by the synthesis tools. As users generally don’t have access to both
the traffic scanner source code and hardware synthesis tools, we had to provide an
alternative way.

Our solution is based on distributing binary firmware versions, which accelerate
different types of rulesets (exploits, viruses, p2p traffic detection, company network
policy infringements etc.). After new security threats are discovered and a corre-
sponding rules are published, new firmware is generated and then distributed to traf-
fic scanner sensors in a similar way that anti-virus vendors use for distributing their
updates.

Many system administrators also need to fit their IDS configuration to the specific
needs of their network. For this reason, we created a web configuration interface
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Figure 11. Performance comparison between Snort without and
with hardware acceleration

shown in Figure 12. The interface is quite easy to use. Users of the traffic scanner
can simply upload their custom ruleset to a server and start the firmware generation
process. After a while, the user receives an email notification with a download link
pointing to the custom firmware, which can be immediately loaded into the traffic
scanner.
The user can specify several compilation parameters:

• Path to Snort rules
• String length truncation
• Target throughput
• Email address

These parameters influence the number of rules that can fit into the FPGA.
We already discussed the trade-off between throughput and the number of rules.
One possible way how to achieve higher throughput with the same number of rules
is truncation of search patterns. However, this optimisation affects the number of
packets exported to the host computer, because very short patterns may be found
in many packets. Currently, the design generation system supports three throughput
rates – 800 Mbps, 1.6 Gbps and 3.2 Gbps.
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Figure 12. Traffic scanner Web interface

5 Conclusion

This technical report describes the architecture and configuration of an IDS sys-
tem based on the COMBO6X card. The proposed architecture uses core generator
for transforming Snort ruleset into an optimised circuit described in VHDL and the
corresponding binary FPGA configuration. Using the NFA method for fast pattern
matching, throughput up to 3.2 Gbps is achieved for all rules from the Snort database.

The core generator produces a VHDL description that is highly optimised for an
input ruleset but has to be replaced whenever the ruleset is changed. To facilitate the
configuration of the traffic scanner, a web configuration interface was implemented.
It accepts rules in Snort format and transforms them to FPGA configuration that
can be downloaded to the FPGA on the COMBO6X card.

The performance of the traffic scanner was evaluated by the Spirent AX4000
network tester. For all generated 2 Gbps streams with varied datagram size, the traffic
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scanner was able to process all the traffic without losing any packets. Measurements
on a production network showed that 99.98 percent of a non-malicious traffic was
pre-filtered on COMBO6X card and only 0.02 percent had to be processed by Snort
on a host computer.
Details about the traffic scanner are available from the project home page2.
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Abstract This technical report describes hardware and software of the
FlowMon probe, which is the second phase of an IP flow monitoring project
originally inspired by NetFlow. The first phase was a proof of concept that
showed the feasibility of implementing IP packet metering in an FPGA and
higher functionality such as exporting flow records in the host PC. The Flow-
Mon probe is now ready for production deployment although some improve-
ments are still in progress. In the near future, we intend to add several new
features, such as adaptive sampling, large flow-cache, variable flow records
and a web front end.

Keywords: FlowMon, NetFlow, FPGA, Liberouter

1 Introduction

The project started two years ago with a goal to create an autonomous network
probe gathering important data about network traffic. Our inspiration was the Cisco
NetFlow technology, which provides aggregated information about IP flows that could
be used for managing networks, plan new topologies, detect attacks, and also for
billing and accounting. A stand-alone dedicated device for such monitoring provides
several benefits. For example, it is not necessary to replace or upgrade routers that
do not support NetFlow. Moreover, the probe offers high performance and flexibility,
and is also better protected against malicious traffic. These features (outlined in [2])
are missing even in the state-of-the-art routers.
Nowadays, phase one (see [1], [6]) is stable and distribution packages are available

for download from the Liberouter1 web site. Phase one has been successfully used by
our GEANT2 partners for monitoring their networks – SURFnet, SWITCH, Bulgar-
ian NREN etc. Phase one runs on older types of COMBO cards, namely COMBO6
mother card and COMBO-4MTX interface card. These cards are now being replaced
with more powerful versions – COMBO6X mother card and COMBO-4SFPRO inter-
face card. The new cards are used as the platform for the FlowMon probe. Therefore,
we consider phase one finished, although we will continue supporting it in terms of

1 http://www.liberouter.org/clients/
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Figure 1. COMBO6X - PCI-X 64/66MHz hardware accelerated
card

bug fixes or minor improvements. The rest of the paper is focused on the phase 2 –
the FlowMon probe.
The FlowMon probe works as a T-splitter and when inserted in a network link it

is fully transparent for all network traffic. IP flows are metered by the FPGA (Field
Programmable Array) chip and the relevant statistics stored in on-board external
memories. Expired flow records are forwarded to upper software layers. User space
applications send them to collector(s).
The report is organised as follows: Section 2 describes an abstract view of the

FlowMon probe. Next two sections then give the details about firmware and software.
Following sections enumerate FlowMon probe capabilities and results of testing the
probe with various NetFlow collectors. Finally, further improvements and plans are
discussed.
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Collector

FlowMon

Monitored link

Figure 2. Probe inserted in line and sending data to collector.

2 FlowMon Probe Structure

The FlowMon probe consists of two parts – hardware and software. The hardware part
is intended for high-speed processing of incoming packets while the software together
with an ordinary network card take care of exporting the flow-records. Time-critical
metering functions were implemented in hardware, whereas the complex implemen-
tation of the NetFlow protocol was left to software. This division of responsibilities
allows for fast upgrades every time a new export format is deployed.

Flow Exporter

Driver

Export to SW

Monitoring

Packet Header Parsing

Physical LayerPhyters

FPGA

PC Filtering and Anonymization

Figure 3. FlowMon probe layers
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The system can be divided into several layers with specific tasks (see Figure 3):

• Physical layer – processes the L1 layer.

• Packet Header Parsing – extracts important data from packets on L2 and L3
layer.

• Metering – gathers information about IP addresses, port numbers, protocols,
number of bytes and packets, start and end timestamps and other header fields.

• Driver – provides interface to load firmware, set parameters of metering process
and transport flow-records from the card to the PC.

• Anonymisation – modifies IP addresses to keep users’ privacy.

• Filter – defines which flow records are sent to a given collector.

• Flow Exporter – encapsulates flow records in NetFlow v5 or NetFlow v9 packets
and sends them to collector(s).

3 FlowMon Probe Firmware

The FlowMon firmware consists of several units which are chained together in a
processing pipeline. Phase one exposed the bottlenecks of the old design, so we decided
to replicate some of the firmware modules in order to achieve higher throughput.
Phase 2 is now able to process packets of all sizes full wire speed. In the following
paragraphs, we first describe the packet header parsing pipeline and then the metering
part.

SPLITTER IBUF HFE UH FIFO

SPLITTER IBUF HFE UH_FIFO

UHDRV MONITOR

1 Gb/s

1 Gb/s

1 Gb/s

1 Gb/s

Figure 4. Packet header parsing pipeline
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Packets arriving from the network interface enter the input buffer (IBUF) block.
For each incoming packet, the CRC (cyclic redundancy check) and packet length (up
to 8192 bytes) is verified and only valid packets pass through. Further, packets are
subject to optional sampling with sampling rates between 1:1 (take every packet) and
1:65535. Periodic, random and byte sampling are implemented. A timestamp with
resolution of 640 ns is also assigned to every packet before it is sent to further analysis.
Input buffer was redesigned in order to be able to handle short packets at full

Gigabit Ethernet speed. The old version was not able to handle burst of packets,
which resulted in massive random losses, unless a high sampling rate was set.
Network packets with assigned timestamps are processed by Header Field Ex-

tractor (HFE/GENA). The HFE is a processor based on RISC (Reduced Instruction
Set Computer) architecture controlled by specific instruction set intended for stream
analysis. The processor core is called GENA (GEneric NAnoprocessor) and is able
to handle one million packets per second. Two HFE blocks are instantiated for each
input interface. Their role is to extract a structure named unified header (UH) from
the packet headers, which is then temporarily stored in unified header FIFO .

UH driver (UHDRV) takes the unified headers out of the FIFOs on a round-robin
basis and passes them to the metering part.

HGEN HSRCH MAN STO

Pointer

Memory

Time

Memory

Flow

Memory

STATFIFO

PARSING PCSW OBUF

Figure 5. Metering pipeline

At the beginning of metering part, data are duplicated into two paths (control and
data). The data path consists of statistic FIFO (STATFIFO) that stores each UH
until the storage unit (STO) is able to process it. The control path begins with hash
generator (HGEN), which computes the 64-bit CRC checksum from the key fields of
the flow. Part of the CRC is used as an address in hash search unit (HSRCH). Its
role is to determine whether the record is already in the memory and, if so, provides a
pointer to the flow memory. Using this pointer, themanager unit checks a time record
of the flow. Finally, the corresponding flow record is either created or updated in the
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storage unit (STO). As soon as the flow expires, its record is deleted and transferred
to software output buffer (SWOBUF) where it waits till it is read by the driver.

4 FlowMon Probe Software

The software for the FlowMon probe consists of several parts – kernel driver, user
space libraries, configuration programs and flow exporters.

WWW interface

Libcsflow

Kernel space

HW

User space

NetFlow v5, v9 NetFlow v5, v9

Exporter 1

TERM interface

Flowmond

COMBO card

NetFlow PH1/2 driver

Exporter n

Collector nCollector 1

Figure 6. FlowMon probe software layers

The FlowMon kernel driver for COMBO6 and COMBO6X cards supports re-
cent 2.4 and 2.6 Linux kernels. The source code for the driver sources is configured
separately, although the Linux kernel source tree must also be available for a suc-
cessful compilation. The provided configuration script makes the driver configuration
relatively easy.
The libcsflow library was designed as an intermediate layer between exporter

applications and kernel driver. It hides specific system calls and provides a standard
interface in the C language. The future improvements will move the common code
used by the exporter applications such as NetFlow record parsing to this library.
Several configuration programs are used, after the kernel drivers are loaded, for

downloading the FlowMon firmware to the FPGAs and initialising it. The main
configuration programs are csxtool(1) for firmware loading and flowmonctl(1) for ini-
tialising the hardware units UHDRV and HGEN, loading the header-parsing program
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to the HFE processor, setting the parameters (timeouts, sampling rate) and finally
starting up the probe.
The task of the flow exporter is to export flow records in the NetFlow v5 or v9

formats. This program is written in C and supports the COMBO6 and COMBO6X
cards with flow metering firmware. It communicates with one or more collectors over
IPv4 or IPv6 using the UDP protocol.
A set of shell scripts are available for configuring and starting up the FlowMon

probe. These scripts call programs like csxtool(1) and flowmonctl(1), but also attempt
to handle possible configurations and unexpected situations so that the user is required
to set few parameters at the beginning of the script. constants which say how to
configure the probe. The start-up script detects which COMBO cards are installed
in the host computer and loads appropriate kernel drivers and firmware images, calls
flowmonctl(1), initialises the firmware and starts the probe. Finally, flow exporter
programs are activated.

5 Flow Export Program

Because of problems with our first version of the flow record exporting program,
we designed and implemented an entirely new program – flowmon nf5,9 (1). It is a
modular NetFlow v5 and v9 data exporting tool written in pure C.

5.1 Structure and Functions

FlowMon exporter program is designed as modular system consisting of four basic
parts: The first supervising module controls the remaining three modules and the
entire flow processing procedure. The next two modules take care about reading
flows and also perform few additional tasks (filtering and anonymisation). The last
part is responsible for creating and sending NetFlow datagrams. The supervising
module parses command line options, calls init functions for all modules and handles
errors. The basic algorithm is rather simple. With all modules enabled, FlowMon
works in an infinite loop (until terminated):

init_main_part

init_hardware

init_addons /* filtering, anonymisation */

init_exporter /* v5 or v9, depends on executable name */

loop_begin

if <read_flow_from_hw>

if <test_filter>

do_anonymisation

add_to_export

fi
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fi

loop_end

The flow-reading module is now designed to support COMBO cards only, but
may be extended in the future to accept data from other flow sources. The module
has two parts, one for testing hardware availability and hardware initialisation, and
the other for continuous reading of the flows from the driver and transmitting them
to the supervising module. The basic algorithm is outlined below:

begin init_hw

test_hw_present

init_hw

end

begin read_hw

get_flow

if_not_error

fill_independent_flow_struct

return_flow

else

return_error

fi

end

The exporting module is divided into two independent modules for NetFlow v5
and v9. Both modules collect flow records until the packet size is reached and than
send the packet to collector(s). NetFlow v5 module only fills packet and sends it to
collector. NetFlow v9 module in addition observes whether the timeout or packet
counter is reached and sends v9 templates to the collector. The templates are fully
configurable via a simple configuration file.
The basic algorithm of the NetFlow v9 exporting module is as follows:

begin init_v9

create_collector_connection

init_templates

add_templates_to_send

end

begin process_v9

find_best_template_to_use

fill_template_data

add_data_to_send

if <packet_size_reached>

send_packet

if <template_refresh_interval_reached>
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add_templates_to_send

fi

fi

end

The last part are add-on modules, which work behind the scenes on tasks like
flow mangling, filtering etc. The following modules are available:

5.2 Filter Module

The filter module performs basic interval matching on network addresses. It works
for both IPv4 and IPv6 (actually, each IP protocol family has its own filter). The
filter specification is currently stored in a linear list, which implies poor performance
for long filters. The filtering framework is prepared for a more effective storage –
addresses are being converted to “integers” in host byte order (for IPv6 this means a
16 byte unsigned “long long long int”) and a couple of macros dedicated to compare
those integers are provided too. This makes it possible to replace storage back ends
independently of the stored data.

5.3 Anonymisation Module

Anonymisation module is designed to mangle original like IP addresses or port num-
bers. Currently supported are two modes: basic and AES (Advanced Encryption Stan-
dard). The basic module only replaces initial bits in an IP address with a predefined
prefix (default is 192.168.0.0/16) and works only for IPv4 flows. AES anonymisation
module applies the AES block cipher to selected fields (IP address, port numbers) and
provides robust anonymisation for both IPv4 and IPv6. The cipher may be initialised
using zero string or current system time to provide better security level. It is also
possible to configure which of the supported fields – source and destination addresses
and ports – will be anonymised.

6 FlowMon Probe Capabilities

Phase one helped us localise the bottlenecks of the original design. Tests in production
networks revealed several problems, such as the inability of old input buffers to handle
packets with short preamble or intensive packet bursts. Further, the old HFE had
poor performance. Therefore, we implemented the new HFE/GENA with higher
throughput and assigned two instances for each input interface.
Hardware features of the FlowMon probe are:

• monitoring of two gigabit ports at full speed
• precise timestamp, active and inactive timeouts
• standard sampling, sample and hold
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• repeater and splitter ports

Software parameters of the FlowMon probe are:

• export in NetFlow v5 or v9
• anonymisation and per collector filtering

7 Testing with NetFlow Collectors

During the development of the FlowMon probe we used different software packages
for collecting and storing NetFlow data exported from the FlowMon probe. We
concentrated on NFSen collector2 but also tested and used the FTAS collector [3]
and Ntop3.
Typical requirements on a flow collector are:

• ability to process NetFlow version 5 and NetFlow version 9 datagrams,
• process NetFlow data at high speeds,
• effective graphical output of measured data,
• possibility to process historical NetFlow data.

7.1 NFSen Collector

NFSen collector is a graphical web-based front end for the NFDUMP4 tool. Among its
main advantages are well arranged output of the most important network traffic char-
acteristics, possibility of storing data in RRD (Round Robin Database), on-demand
detailed processing of NetFlow data during specified time period, user-defined profiles
and powerful filtering options.
We have been using this collector for more then half a year and our experience

indicates that NFSen together with FlowMon probe works without any significant
problems. Therefore, we also recommend NFSen to external testers of the FlowMon
probe.
We discovered few minor problems in NFSen and reported them to the author.

For example, NFSen doesn’t properly handle sampled NetFlow data.

7.2 FTAS Collector

FTAS (Flow-Based Traffic Analysis System) is an experimental web-based traffic anal-
ysis system which aims at providing both short-term and long-term views of the net-
work traffic. It is database-based solution so that users have to query the database in
order to get the required data. FTAS has powerful filtering options and all processed
queries could be visualised in several types of graphs.

2 http://nfsen.sourceforge.net
3 http://www.ntop.org
4 http://nfdump.sourceforge.net
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Figure 7. NFSen preview page

We used this software during the first phase of FlowMon development and test-
ing, but since FTAS doesn’t have capabilities for displaying aggregated longer term
statistics (e.g., average traffic during some period), we decided to adopt NFSen.

7.3 Ntop

Ntop is an advanced network traffic analysis tool based on the Linux libpcap library.
Through its web front end, it is able to show the current status of the network. A
special extension module is available for processing NetFlow data.
In our tests we found out that the big advantage of Ntop is a nearly real-time

display of NetFlow data. However, Ntop does not correctly handle NetFlow v9.

8 Future Improvements

So far, most improvements in FlowMon over phase one lie in increased throughput of
the firmware and better modularity. Next, we would like to extend its capabilities in
several directions.
First of all, adaptive sampling will be added. This type of sampling guarantees

optimal resource utilisation under various traffic conditions. Two parameters which
control the adaptive behaviour are incoming packet rate and flow memory utilisation.
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Figure 8. NFSen detail page

Currently, the adaptation function is implemented as a simple look-up table: each row
contains lower and upper boundary for the control parameters and the corresponding
sampling rate. The unit works as follows:

• The table is initialised by software.
• Row pointer is set to zero, which means that row zero is initially used.
• Input parameters are compared with lower and upper boundaries.
• If they exceed lower/upper boundary given in the row then the row pointer is
decremented/incremented and thus a new sampling rate is selected and the process
returns to the previous step.

While the user may initialise the table to arbitrary values, it is recommended that
certain hysteresis properties be observed when setting the boundaries. This way, the
row pointer remains stable for longer time after a change.
Another extension will allow for very large numbers of active flows. The FlowMon

probe is now able to keep 64000 simultaneous flows which is insufficient for large scale
networks. Therefore, we plan to use SDRAM (up to 512 MB) instead of SSRAM,
which is limited to 4 MB. As SDRAM memories have longer delay between data
request and data acquisition, we will have to implement a two-level system of cache
and SDRAM. The success of such an approach depends on a deep understanding of the
incoming data dynamics. For network traffic, the most important property is temporal
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correlation (locality). To this end, we performed measurements on traffic samples
taken from several points in the CESNET backbone and Brno campus network in
order to obtain realistic estimates for the temporal locality of typical traffic. The
parameter of interest is the flow gap, i.e., the number of foreign packets between two
packets of the same flow. The results of this work are summarised in [4] and will be
used for a new memory-efficient design of the FlowMon probe.
Further improvements will focus on the flow record flexibility. Currently, the

firmware flow record is static, which was sufficient for NetFlow v5, but is now too
restrictive for new protocols like NetFlow v9 or IPFIX. This may be the most diffi-
cult extension as it requires to implement a complicated framework for coordinating
firmware and software parts.

9 Conclusion

The FlowMon probe has been tested on the access link connecting the Brno Aca-
demic Computer Network to the CESNET2 backbone and also directly on CESNET
backbone in Prague. The results collected by NFSen and FTAS are very promising.
Supported platforms are COMBO6X with COMBO-4SFPRO for Gigabit Eth-

ernet and COMBO6X with COMBO-2XFP for 10GE. The FlowMon firmware now
works at 100 MHz yielding the theoretical maximum throughput of 3.2 Gb/s. This
improvement was achieved mainly by duplicating the input processing part and using
new implementations of input buffers and new HFE (GENA). As a result, we are now
able to monitor two GE interfaces at wire speed for all packet sizes.
The flow cache currently has room for 64 thousand flows but this capacity will

soon be increased to 256 or 512 thousand flows. The almost ten-fold increase in flow
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Figure 10. Framework structure for variable flow record.

cache capacity should allow for monitoring flows with a higher precision and absorbing
parts of DoS attacks.
Our plans concerning the firmware are to enhance the design in terms of network

traffic adaptivity, memory efficiency and IPFIX compliance, in particular support for
a variable record format.
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Flow-Based Traffic Analysis System –
User Interface

Tomáš Košňar

Abstract Flow-Based Traffic Analysis System – (FTAS) is an experimental
system designed for generic analysis of flow-based traffic data being developed
at CESNET. This report describes the two main parts of its user interface
designed to provide queries from data collections prepared by FTAS main
system and to visualise results of these queries.

Keywords: FTAS, user interface, traffic analysis, IP flow monitoring

1 FTAS User Interface Summary

The FTAS user interface architecture follows the conclusions given by [1], Section 1.4.
The whole user interface is a web application written in Perl, which is called through
CGI (Common Gateway Interface) at the server side. The user interface package
may be present at any collector-host (described in [2]) of FTAS installation instance
(typical), but also at any host outside.
We keep the idea of the two-phase work – one query & multiple visualisations.

We also support optional aggregations while running queries. Optional aggregations
at the time of data visualisations are available too. With respect to this, we designed
and developed two basic experimental components of the FTAS user interface:

• The Query component provides data retrieval and results storage into separate
data sets.

• The Viewer component provides visualisation of data prepared by the Query
component.

2 The “Query” Component

The Query component is the default when the user starts to work with FTAS user
interface. It consists of a single section – Object Selection – in its initial state (Fig-
ure 1).

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies: Selected Technical Reports, p. 83–108
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Figure 1. Query component in its initial state.

2.1 “Object Selection” Section

The Object Selection offers a list of available data sources (Objects) and a simple
filtering mechanism (for cases with large numbers of available Objects). Currently
available Object types are collections of data representing:

• flows received from primary flow sources (routers)
• results of flow filtering according to traffic filter configurations
• results of flow filtering according to configured accounting conditions
• results of accounting

The availability of the data source type depends on the current configuration of
the whole FTAS installation instance. In a typical configuration, the first two types
are available. The last one is still very experimental.
The user has to choose one of the available data sources to be allowed to run any

query. The requested data source must be selected from the list and explicitly chosen
with the help of the Use button (selecting another source from the list without clicking
the Use button does not have any effect). After that, information associated with the
selected data source is retrieved from Master Configuration, see [2], Section 1.6. The
Query component is then extended according to parameters tied with the selected
Object (Figure 2).
The page itself is extended with two additional sections. The first one for setting

conditions for data retrieval (Selected Object) and the second for setting parameters
of query procedure itself (Query Parameters).

2.2 “Selected Object” Section

2.2.1 Object Description

The first area in this section contains general information about selected Object – its
type and description, additional configuration parameters (when “show selected object
extended description...” in Object Selection section is in ON state) and information
about basic storage parameters. Some Objects may be configured in such way, that
both primary and post-processed data are stored and kept in the storage, see [1],
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Figure 2. Query component after Object selection.

Section 1.9 and [2], Section 1.5.3. In these cases, additional information is printed –
Data Alternative column with button which enables the user to switch between POST-
PROCESSED and PRIMARY data collections.
Here are some explanatory real Object Description examples corresponding with

typical FTAS data collections.

2.2.2 Object Description – Example 1

Example 1 (Figure 3) shows a description of an Object associated with the primary
flow source. The Configuration Parameters column contains information about con-
figured sampling (see [2], Section 1.5.1) and flow export versions. The Data Storage
Information informs how the data are stored and kept in storage – here the data
are kept in storage for 7 days without any aggregation and are stored into data sets
(database tables) corresponding with two minutes time interval.
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Figure 3. Object description example 1.

2.2.3 Object Description – Example 2

Example 2 (Figure 4) shows a description of an Object representing PRIMARY data
collection created according to traffic filter configuration. The Configuration Pa-
rameters column contains information about configured Filter Conditions which are
applied on flows coming from Flow Sources.

Figure 4. Object description example 2.

2.2.4 Object Description – Example 3

Example 3 (Figure 5) shows the same Object as in the previous case, but points to
the POST-PROCESSED data collection. The Statistics Parameters and Statistics
No-Grouping columns give information about the way of source data sets process-
ing (database tables covering defined time interval in PRIMARY data collection).
Each source data set is aggregated according to exclusive groups of values given by
fields sub-set (fields listed in “Statistics No-Grouping” column) and then ordered
(result of Bytes-measured field aggregation in descending order – Ordered by label).
The time range of aggregation corresponds with configured “time size” of data sets,
which is labelled as aggregation base in Data Storage Information column. Statis-
tics No-Grouping column gives information how are the aggregated results processed
(secondary aggregation) and which records are stored:

1. first 20 exclusive combinations (Bytes-measured order) of Dst-IP, Protocol, Src-
Port, Dst-Port, Src-Group fields are stored for every hour (not first 20 from the
aggregated result, but the first 20 after processing all rows of that result)

2. then next 50 exclusive combinations of Dst-IP, Protocol, Src-Port, Src-Group
fields

3. then next 50 exclusive combinations of Dst-IP, Src-Group fields
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Figure 5. Object description example 3.

4. the “rest of data+Src-Group” means, that all rows, which didn’t fall to any pre-
vious top-list (algorithm is duplicate free) are aggregated according to Src-Group
field and stored

This is an example of mechanism described in [1], Section 1.10.

2.2.5 Object Description – Example 4

Example 4 (Figure 6) shows information about the same Object type as in exam-
ple 3, but the POST-PROCESSED data collection creation mechanism differs in this
case. There is an additional parameter in the Statistics Parameters column – the
Group Definition Key. Data sets in the POST-PROCESSED data collection consist
of aggregated records computed from the PRIMARY data collection in the following
way:

Figure 6. Object description example 4.

1. first 10 exclusive combinations of Dst-IP, Protocol, Src-Port, Dst-Port fields –
Statistics No-Grouping column (similar to previous example)

2. Statistics per Group column informs that next processing is performed for each
exclusive Group Definition Key (exclusive combinations of Src-IP, Flow-Source
fields found in the source data set) independently and results are stored according
to the following scheme:

1. first 10 exclusive combinations of Dst-IP, Protocol, Src-Port, Dst-Port fields
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2. then next 10 exclusive combinations of Dst-IP, Protocol, Src-Port fields
3. then next 10 exclusive combinations of Dst-IP, Protocol fields
4. the rest consists of aggregates given by exclusive Protocol field values

2.2.6 Fields Selection

The second area in Selected Object section allows users to select data fields they are
interested in. As was mentioned above, this set of available fields is constructed
according to information associated with current Object configuration parameters.
Each Object may have its own field set configured. Only valid fields from this point of
view are offered in this section. Some of the fields (default subset) are set to ON state
when loading first data source or in case when all available fields are in OFF state.
Choosing proper fields is very important when user wants to aggregate data during
query (area in Query Parameters section). Every selected field becomes either a part
of the grouping key or is subject of some computation in that case. All matching
records from every source data set are aggregated according to fields participating
in the grouping key (“GROUP BY” clause in SQL) which may rapidly reduce the
number of records in result and speed up the visualisations (giving up exact time
information of course).
Here is the list of fields, which become a part of the grouping key when selected:

Field Description

Src-IP Source IP address (v4, v6).
Dst-IP Destination IP address (v4, v6).
Protocol IP protocol byte.
Src-Port Source service port number.
Dst-Port Destination service port number.
Src/Prev-AS Source or previous BGP autonomous system number (depends

on flow source configuration).
Dst/Next-AS Destination or next BGP autonomous system number (depends

on flow source configuration).
Src-ifIndex Input interface index (SNMP) at flow source.
Dst-ifIndex Output interface index (SNMP) at flow source.
Src-Bitmask Number of bits in mask – source address.
Dst-Bitmask Number of bits in mask – destination address.
Nexthop IP address of next-hop router (v4, v6).
TOS-flags IP Type of Service byte.
TCP-flags Cumulative of all the TCP flags for flow.
Flow-Source Primary flow source identifier.
Src-Object Low level accounting attribute of source – may be something

like sub-organisation level.
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Dst-Object First level accounting attribute of destination – may be some-
thing like sub-organisation level.

Src-Organisation Second level accounting attribute of source – may be associated
with organisation.

Dst-Organisation Second level accounting attribute of destination – may be asso-
ciated with organisation.

Src-Group Third level accounting attribute of source (highest) – may be
associated with groups or types of organisations.

Dst-Group Third level accounting attribute of destination (highest) – may
be associated with groups or types of organisations.

The table below shows the list of fields that are subjects of computation when
aggregation is requested. The rightmost column gives the result of aggregation.

Field Description Result

Flow-Start Time at which the first packet associated with
the flow was switched.

MINIMUM

Flow-End Time at which the last packet associated with
the flow was switched.

MAXIMUM

Pkts-measured Number of packets associated with the flow. SUM
Pkts-estimated Number of packets estimated (equals to Pkts-

measured when no sampling applied).
SUM

Bytes-measured Number of bytes associated with the flow. SUM
Bytes-estimated Number of bytes estimated (equals to Bytes-

measured when no sampling applied).
SUM

Typical field set examples are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Figure 7. Typical field set for primary flow sources (routers) with
“default” fields selected.
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Figure 8. Reduced field set example – typical for filtering results.

2.2.7 Simple Query Condition Form

The third area in Selected Object section enables users to set up query conditions.
Users can set up conditions for any field which exists in a selected data collection
including fields that were not selected to be retrieved. The first way to set up query
conditions – Simple Form – is based on an ad-hoc prepared form containing inputs
for any existing field in the selected data collection (Figure 9).
Logical bindings of conditions for source and destination field pairs can be explic-

itly set up (ignored when condition is set up for one “side” only). Conditions or pairs
of conditions are then joined with logical AND when the resulting query condition is
constructed.

Figure 9. Typical simple condition form for query from data collec-
tions associated with primary flow sources (routers).

Some field conditions may be set up as selections from lists of authorities. All
lists allow multiple selections. Conditions for the rest of fields are set up as plain text.
Each field condition may consist of several partial conditions. Partial conditions are
comma-delimited. Parts are joined with logical OR. The syntax and examples of
appropriate field conditions follows:

IP address

Associated Fields Src-IP, Dst-IP
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Condition Syntax Hostname, IPAddress, FromIPAddress-ToIPAddress,
IPAddress/Mask, IPAddress/MaskBits

Notice Host names are always resolved at the time of query con-
struction. IPv6 conditions must be currently set up in full
format – for example:
ff02:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0005

Condition Example www.cesnet.cz, www.liberouter.org, 127.0.0.0/8,
10.0.0.1-10.0.0.23, 224.0.0.0/255.255.255.0,
0123:0000:0000:0000:4567:0000:0000:8900

Service Port

Associated Fields Src-Port, Dst-Port
Condition Syntax ServiceNumber, FromServiceNumber-ToServiceNumber
Notice Currently only numbers are allowed (no translation from/to

names is implemented).
Condition Example 80, 3306, 4001-4015

AS Number (origin/neighbour)

Associated Fields Src/Prev-AS, Dst/Next-AS
Condition Syntax ASnumber, FromASnumber-ToASnumber
Notice Numbers only – without any prefixes like ‘AS’.
Condition Example 2855, 65000-65534

Interface SNMP Index

Associated Fields Src-ifIndex, Dst-ifIndex
Condition Syntax SNMPIndex, FromSNMPIndex-ToSNMPIndex
Notice Currently only numbers are allowed (no translation from/to

names is implemented).
Condition Example 2, 11-35, 42, 75-76

Figure 10. Advanced query condition form example.
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2.2.8 Advanced Query Condition Form

The second way to set up query condition is the Advanced Form (Figure 10). Users
can switch between simple and advanced forms with the help of the button in upper-
right corner of the area. The advanced query condition form is based on entering the
whole condition for all fields including the grouping and logical operators. The basic
principles of syntax are:

• Conditions associated with fields perform either a positive match when given in
the form field_identifier=field_condition or a negative match when given
in the form field_identifier<>field_condition, where field_condition is
a single condition or comma-delimited list of conditions.

• The and and or operators bind conditions or groups of conditions together and
perform logical AND, OR operations.

• Brackets () provide grouping of conditions or groups of conditions.

Here is basic field condition syntax description for the advanced condition form:

Field Field condition syntax

Src-IP src_ip = Hostname, IPAddress,
FromIPAddress-ToIPAddress, IPAddress/Mask,
IPAddress/MaskBits

Dst-IP dst_ip = Hostname, IPAddress,
FromIPAddress-ToIPAddress, IPAddress/Mask,
IPAddress/MaskBits

Protocol proto = ProtoNumber, FromProtoNumber-ToProtoNumber
Src-Port src_port = ServiceNumber,

FromServiceNumber-ToServiceNumber

Dst-Port dst_port = ServiceNumber,
FromServiceNumber-ToServiceNumber

Src/Prev-AS src_as = ASnumber, FromASnumber-ToASnumber
Dst/Next-AS dst_as = ASnumber, FromASnumber-ToASnumber
Src-ifIndex src_if = SNMPIndex, FromSNMPIndex-ToSNMPIndex
Dst-ifIndex dst_if = SNMPIndex, FromSNMPIndex-ToSNMPIndex
Nexthop nexthop = Hostname, IPAddress,

FromIPAddress-ToIPAddress, IPAddress/Mask,
IPAddress/MaskBits

TOS-flags tos = TOSNumValue, TOSNumValue
TCP-flags tcp_flags = FlagNumValue, FlagNumValue

Notice: Conditions for fields listed below must be currently set as numbers (IDs
from configuration database) which values are available through interface component
for administration only. There is currently no helping list of name-ID pairs available.
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Field Field condition syntax

Flow-Source flow_source = FlowSourceID,
FromFlowSourceID-ToFlowSourceID

Src-Object src_acc_obj = AccObjID, FromAccObjID-ToAccObjID
Dst-Object dst_acc_obj = AccObjID, FromAccObjID-ToAccObjID
Src-Organization src_acc_obj = AccOrgID, FromAccOrgID-ToAccOrgID
Dst-Organization dst_acc_obj = AccOrgID, FromAccOrgID-ToAccOrgID
Src-Group src_acc_obj=AccGrpID, FromAccGrpID-ToAccGrpID
Dst-Group dst_acc_obj=AccGrpID, FromAccGrpID-ToAccGrpID

2.2.9 Advanced Query Condition Form Examples

Here are some examples showing how to set up real-life conditions.
Example 1 – traffic from TCP port 80 at www.cesnet.cz or traffic to TCP port 80
at www.cesnet.cz:

proto=6 and

(

(src_ip=www.cesnet.cz and src_port=80)

or

(dst_ip=www.cesnet.cz and dst_port=80)

)

Example 2 – the same effect as in previous example, only the port number (80) is
set up by means of a negative match:

proto=6 and

(

(src_ip=www.cesnet.cz and src_port<>0-79,81-65535)

or

(dst_ip=www.cesnet.cz and dst_port<>0-79,81-65535)

)

Example 3 – TCP traffic where cumulative TCP flags contain ack (16) and either
TCP port 25 or 80 at www.cesnet.cz or TCP port 179 anywhere:

tcp_flags=16 and proto=6 and

(

(

(

(src_ip=www.cesnet.cz and src_port=80,25)

or

(dst_ip=www.cesnet.cz and dst_port=80,25)
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)

)

or

( src_port=179 or dst_port=179 )

)

Example 4 – TCP traffic, where cumulative TCP flags contain syn (2) only:

proto=6 and tcp_flags=2 and tcp_flags<>1,4,8,16

Example 5 – any traffic with IPv6 source addresses:

src_ip=0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000-

ffff:ffff:ffff:ffff:ffff:ffff:ffff:ffff

2.2.10 Setting Time Parameters for Queries

The last area in Selected Object section allows users to set up investigated time range
(Figure 11). Two input fields have the start time - end time meaning. Values may
be set either as absolute in format YYYY/MM/DD hh:mm:ss or as relative to current
time. Relative values have the current-Xy syntax where X is a count of y time
intervals (m implies minutes, h hours and d days). The current value implies the
time when query starts (when the user clicks on the Run New Query button in Query
Parameters section). For example, current-12hmeans twelve hours before the query
starts. Empty values are substituted with current value.
There is a special, very experimental parameter at the bottom line of this area –

optional time step. Here has to be mentioned that the time granularity of any query
is computed at the time when the query starts. It is the basic time interval that
gives the time spacing of values or time size of partial value sums in the Viewer
component. The default value auto lets the system compute the value. Users can
set up a demanding time step as the number of seconds, but the system will correct
that value in case causes some problems. The total number of time steps computed
is checked against hard-coded limits – currently no more than 60 steps/range and
no less than 1 step/range are accepted. For example, user should set this value to
3600 and start of the investigated time range to hour boundary when he wants to see
hourly summaries.

Figure 11. Time parameters setup example – day (2006/09/24)
with 1 hour time steps.
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2.3 “Query Parameters” Section

This section enables users to start the real query and set up how it will be run. Users
can choose (with the help of Query Limits area) whether the real query will be run
in interactive mode or will be run on background. Interactive queries (Figure 12)
are performed in one or more query steps – each is limited by the time (Max. query
time parameter) and number of records stored in current query step (Max. record
count parameter). Besides this, there is a limit for the total number of saved records
hard-coded inside.

Figure 12. Query parameters section example – prepared for inter-
active query.

The first two parameters are ignored when running background queries. Users
have to check run in background to run background queries (Figure 13). They can
also fill the after finishing notify to input field with an email address where the
notification should be sent after the query finishes. Notification contains some query
statistics and also a direct link to query results (Figure 15 and 16).

Figure 13. Query parameters section example – prepared for back-
ground query with notification.

The last parameter here is the request for optional aggregation in the Aggregate
Query area (mentioned above). Data are aggregated on the source data set (database
table) basis (Figure 14). Time step of aggregation corresponds with the data sets
“time size” (Object Description section, Data Storage Information column). A new
query is started after clicking on the Run New Query button.
Interactive queries results are displayed in the Query Results section. In case of

background queries in which results are notified (users type valid email addresses)
notifications may look like in the following examples.
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Figure 14. Aggregation time step value corresponding with data
set time size – shown in object description section – 2
minutes in this case.

Figure 15. Query results notification – data found.

Figure 16. Query results notification – no matching data found.

2.4 “Query Results” Section

This section allows users to control queries that have been started in interactive
mode. When a query stops without being completely finished (Figure 17), users can
run on its execution with the help of Continue button. This action is sensible to any
parameter changes in the Query Limits area (Query Parameters section). It means
that users can change the number of the record limit or time limit and continue
the query in interactive mode – there is some statistical information displayed after
each query step (Query Statistics column) to help users control the next query steps.
Additionally, users can check run in background (and optionally set email address for
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notification) and move the rest of the query process to the background. Users can
also analyse partial results (buttons in Viewer Window Options column where this
window means the current window, separate window means the stand-alone browser
window dedicated to current query results and standard viewer window means the
stand-alone browser window shared by all FTAS sessions). An example of a finished
interactive query is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 17. Query Results section after query step – query in IN-
COMPLETE state.

Figure 18. Query Results section after finished query.

3 The “Viewer” Component

The main task of the Viewer component is to visualise data sets created by the
Query component. Viewer can be accessed from the top line of any component of the
FTAS user interface (Viewer button). Then it looks and behaves similar to Query
component in its initial state and contains Results Selection section only (Figure 19).
The other way to enter the Viewer component is accessing it directly from the

Query Results section in the Query component (any button in Viewer Window Op-
tions column) – query results are selected by user interface automatically in that
case.

3.1 “Results Selection” Section

The Results Selection section offers a list of available data sets (Results) created by
the Query component. The user has to choose one of available Results to be allowed
to visualise it. Users must click on the Use button for that (selecting other Result
from the list without clicking the Use button does not have any effect).
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There are two types of Results – temporary query results and permanent query
results. Temporary is the default attribute for any data set created by any query.
These Results are automatically deleted by the system after some time. Current
expiration time for temporary query results is set to 24 hours (since time they were
created). Users can make any selected Results permanent with the help of the button
on right side of the bottom line (save these results permanently as) and save them
under name given by the value of the corresponding input field.
Each result description in the list consists of its name (defaults to the name of

the source data collection) and creation time. Queries in INCOMPLETE state are
identified with additional asterisk character ‘*’ at the end.

Figure 19. Viewer component in its initial state – no results in use.

Additional sections appear in the Viewer component window after clicking on the
Use button (or entering the Viewer component directly from Viewer Window Options
in Query component). These sections are: Selected Results and View Parameters
(Figure 20).

Figure 20. Viewer component after result selection (without ex-
tended description of query results).
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3.2 “Selected Results” Section

This section consists of two parts. The first one – Results Description – is optional and
depends on show selected results extended description... state (in Results Selection
section). The second part contains switches to select fields.

3.2.1 Results Description

The extended description contains information about data collection the query was
run on and information about the query itself – its name, final state, time parame-
ters, number of records stored and query conditions applied. This information may
be useful especially when the source data collection is post-processed (as shown in
Figure 21) – it may draw user’s attention to the fact that some of the records may
have some fields empty.

Figure 21. Extended results description example.

3.2.2 Fields Selection

Corresponding area contains all fields available for visualisation. This set of fields
is given by a conjunction of fields presented in data collection and fields selected in
Query component. So called Value Fields (packet, byte and time based fields) are
the exception of that and are available by default. An optimal set of selected fields
(same importance here as in Query component) is one of the keys how to achieve
desired results fast and without wasting resources. When a query has been well-
configured, the combination of selected fields and values set up in View Parameters
section (below) ensures the quality of final report.

3.3 “View Parameters” and “Results” Sections

Parameters in the View Parameters section (Figure 22) determine how the final re-
sult will look. There are currently two types of output reports available – textual
and graphical. There are specific parameters associated with each type, some other
parameters are common.
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Figure 22. View Parameters section.

After choosing the desired output type, users have to set up ordering parameters
(field and direction) in both cases. There is no relation between the field selected as
the base for ordering and fields selected in Fields selection area – users can use any
available field regardless of whether it was selected to be displayed in output report
or not.
An output report is generated after clicking on the Display button and is displayed

in a separate Results section. There are some differences between textual and graphi-
cal report generation mechanisms as well as between parameters associated with each
report type and also browsing options slightly differ. Therefore, each report type is
described separately.

3.3.1 Textual Reports – Aggregation

In case of textual reports, users may set whether the data should be aggregated or
not – this is another key parameter (together with selected fields). We demonstrate
its importance in the following example, which also shows typical textual reports.
Let us imagine that the user wants to generate the top list of data sources from

data collection described in Figure 23.

Figure 23. Extended description of data collection used for query.

We can see that the query was run on post-processed data collection representing
the results of flow filtering. Data aggregation was not set up for the query, but data in
collection are already aggregated – it is the result of the post-processing mechanism.
The time base for aggregation is one hour in this case (see Data Storage Information
column).
Results description in Selected results section implies (see Statistic No-Grouping

column) that there may be some records with an empty Src-IP field (bottom line:
rest of data+Dst-Group) in the resulting data set. Src-IP field is the only one key
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Figure 24. Top list attempt – aggregation set to off state.

field selected for visualisation, but the user forgot to set up aggregation (it is set to
off). So we see the first 20 (recs/page parameter) of 3075 records created by the
query ordered by Bytes-estimated field in descending order (Figure 24). Each record
fits into one hour (original aggregation time base) – and we see the first 10 records
with empty Src-IP fields (given by configuration of post-processing) – this is probably
not what user expects to see. Now we set up aggregation to on state (Figure 25).
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Figure 25. Top list attempt – aggregation set to on state.

It is the expected top-list. Each Src-IP field value (including the empty one)
appears only once in the output report and the time range of appearance is given by
the first and last time of appearance during the whole requested time interval.
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3.3.2 Textual Reports – Results Browsing

The recs/page parameter limits the number of records displayed at once. Besides
the Display button, users can browse through the output report with the help of the
following buttons which are located in the upper-left and bottom-left corners of the
output report table:

Button Action

Display Generates a report page according to actual parameters starting with the
first record in actual order. It means that any View Parameters values
changes as well as selected field set modifications are accepted. Unlike
other buttons, this one also adopts recs/page parameter value changes.

o Generates report page according to actual parameters starting with the
record number currently displayed on top of the page. It accepts any rele-
vant parameter changes except recs/page value.

> Generates report page according to actual parameters starting with the
record number increased by original recs/page value. It accepts any rele-
vant parameter changes except recs/page value.

< Generates report page according to actual parameters starting with record
number decreased by original recs/page value. It accepts any relevant pa-
rameter changes except recs/page value.

3.3.3 Textual Reports – Additional Buttons

There are some specific fields containing IP addresses or autonomous system numbers.
Values of these fields are highlighted by default and have a form of button which
generates a stand-alone browser window, offering some additional information about
an appropriate object – like in the following examples (Figure 26 and 27).

Figure 27. Additional information example.
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Figure 26. Additional buttons example – Src-IP field.

3.3.4 Graphical Reports

Graphical reports aggregate the source data automatically. The default report gives
information about the sums of values within the requested time interval and their
time behaviour during that interval (rates) – both are shown in Figure 28.
The two pie charts show the portion of the total amount of value (bytes in this

case) displayed in the main graphs on the left side. The red-green rate graph in the
rates part shows the same but distributed in time. These additional graphs help users
judge the significance of the main graphs.
An alternative to the rates part of the graphical output are summaries per time

steps. Let’s assume that we configure 3600 second time step for the same query
(Figure 29).

Figure 29. Setting one hour time step in Query component

Then we check show summaries/time-step rather than rates in the View Param-
eters section (Figure 30).

Figure 30. Request for time step summaries.
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Figure 28. Default graphical output example.

In this case, the rates part of the output report is substituted with a graph showing
summaries per time steps – one hour sums in this example (Figure 31).

3.3.5 Graphical Reports – Results Browsing

Browsing the graphical results is similar to the textual ones. The main difference is
that number of records displayed in each part of graphical output report is hard-coded
and cannot be changed through the user interface. Basic navigation buttons have
the analogous meaning and functionality behind. But there are additional buttons
available. The following table gives a list of all available buttons for graphical report
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Figure 31. Sums per time steps example.

browsing:

Button Action

Display Generates a report page according to the actual parameters starting with
the first record in actual order. It means that any View Parameters val-
ues changes as well as selected field set modifications are accepted.

o Generates a report page according to the actual parameters starting with
the record number currently displayed on top of the page.

< Generates a report page according to the actual parameters starting with
the first record number decreased by 8 (number of records in rates or
summaries per time steps parts).

> Associated with the “o” button generates a report page according to the
actual parameters starting with the first record number increased by 8
(number of records in rates or summaries per time steps parts).

> Associated with data record generates a report page according to the ac-
tual parameters starting with the record number of the associated record.

N. Where N. is the record number. It generates a report page according
to the actual parameters containing a record with the associated record
number only.
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3.3.6 Graphical Reports – Additional Buttons

Functionality of additional buttons (highlighted values) is identical in both textual
and graphical reports.

3.3.7 Additional Parameters

There is a set of common parameters at the bottom line of View Parameters section.
They have the same meaning for both types or output reports:

resolve host names

This check-box turns the host name resolution on. Resolution is provided in real
time – every time the output report page is generated. It means that it may
rapidly slow down the response especially when the number of values is high
(recs/page parameter in textual reports).

hide viewer form

This check-box turns all Viewer Component sections except Results off.

hide links in results

This check-box turns all active objects (buttons, links) in Results section off.

send (*.tar) with directory name

Checking associated check-box causes the output report to be sent to the browser
in the form of tar archive. The name of the archive corresponds to the value of
associated input field (default value is FTAS). The report consists of a directory
(the name corresponds to the value of the associated input field) which contains
index.html file and optional image files in png format. After extracting files from
the archive and loading index.html to the browser at the side of the client, the
browser window contains Results section only without any active elements. Out-
put looks like the interactive one with hidden viewer form and hidden links in
results.

4 Conclusion

This is a short overview of the FTAS user interface and the functionality of its state
in autumn 2006. It may help current users to use it more effectively or inspire others
who are building similar systems. The whole FTAS system itself is still a functional
prototype under continuous development. Although we see some open areas for its
further development (automated security related behaviour, more output information
or single purpose wrappers for example), we would like to keep its generic character
and use it as an open platform for flow based traffic analysis which helps us to observe
the network traffic from different points of view and find what is significant in various
contexts.
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Figure 32. Output example with host names resolution and with-
out form and active elements.
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Monitoring of eduroam.cz

Jan Tomášek

Abstract eduroam is an IP roaming infrastructure build up to allow users
of one organisation to connect to a WiFi network at another organisation.
Authentication is always done at the home organisation of the user trying to
access the network. This process requires the cooperation of many systems
maintained by different people. The described monitoring provides end to
end tests of every combination of possible roaming situation to assure that
system will work for everyone.

Keywords: eduroam, RADIUS, monitoring

1 Introduction and Motivation

The infrastructure of eduroam is built as a hierarchy of RADIUS servers, see Figure 1.
The servers do not communicate directly with each other. A server of each institu-
tion processes only requests which contains its home realms. Any other request is
forwarded to an upper-level server, which works as an intermediary. It forwards the
authentication request to the server appropriate for the realm or to a top-level server
when access request does not belong to .cz.

National
RADIUS

“.cz”

Organisation
RADIUS
“zcu.cz”

Organisation
RADIUS
“cvut.cz”

Organisation
RADIUS

“cesnet.cz”

Figure 1. Example of the eduroam.cz infrastructure

During the implementation of eduroam for the first few organisations, we had to
resolve many problems when users of some organisations were able to roam while users
of a different organisations were not. This was mainly caused by miss-configuration
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and erroneous cooperation between different RADIUS servers and clients. That phase
of implementing eduroam has taught us that we need real end to end monitoring which
will make sure that authorisation requests will work for every possible combination
of home and visited organisations.

2 System Architecture

Having a WiFi-enabled testing computer simulating real visitors at every site would
help the monitoring. However, such an installation would hardly be maintainable.
Our approach is much simpler to maintain but still closely simulating the real traffic.

RADIUS1@orgB

RADIUS2@orgA

Probe UID/Pass

Probe EAP/...

Driver

Probe EAP/MSCHAPv2

RADIUS1@orgA

View Map

View Report

User UI

Admin UI

Data

Config

DB

Figure 2. Architecture of the eduroam.cz monitoring

The main component of the system is the Driver. It is responsible for scheduling
tests on all RADIUS servers configured in the Config database which uses configu-
ration. The actual tests are conducted by Probes simulating authentication requests
on individual RADIUS servers. The selection of the type of the Probe is based on the
configuration since home institutions may differ in their preferences on EAP method.
In theory it is possible to run the probes on different hosts but we have decided to
maintain just one installation of them.
All Data collected by the Driver are stored in the DB (DataBase) together with

the configuration. The DB is used as a source for different presentation views such
as: View Map showing weather map of eduroam, Report View showing reliability
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of eduroam in the past, User UI is a simplified user interface for common eduroam
users to assists them when locating well working eduroam site nearby, and Admin
UI for detailed reports about all system components and configuration maintenance
interface.

3 Current Implementation

RADIUS1@orgB

RADIUS2@orgA

Probe UID/Pass

Probe EAP/...

Driver

Probe EAP/MSCHAPv2

RADIUS1@orgA

View Map

View Report

User UI

Admin UI

Data

Config

DB

wrapper “rad_eap_test”

nagios + nrpe + ndoutils + apache2 + mySQL + home brewed perl hacks

Figure 3. Current implementation of the eduroam.cz monitoring

Probes

Probes are realised as a wrapper around the eapol test from wpa supplicant pack-
age. The wrapper was implemented by Pavel Poláček as a shell script and is
publicly available on-line1. At this moment only methods for testing PEAP-
MSCHAPv2 and EAP-TLS have been implemented.

Driver

The driver is realised by Nagios 2.22, a well-known tool for monitoring network

1 http://www.eduroam.cz/rad_eap_test/
2 http://www.nagios.org/
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infrastructure. It supports running probes locally from the computer hosting
Nagios or remotely by nrpe (Nagios remote probe execution API).

Data storage

Nagios 2.0 introduced its Event Broker interface, which can be used for writing
plug-ins (in form of dynamically linked library). Those plug-ins get information
about any event in Nagios.

ndoutils3 is such a plug-in for Event Broker designed to collect all Nagios events
and store them in a MySQL database. I had some problems when trying to
run ndoutils. The MySQL tables are not very optimised for performance and
indices are completely missing. Even after adding indices and deploying scripts
for removing old history data the module was still causing monitoring failures.

Currently, the Nagios internal data file is being used as the data storage. I con-
sider developing eduroam.cz -specific database structure and using Event Handler
scripts to record data in the future.

4 System Configuration

The configuration of Czech NREN servers and of the monitoring system itself is
stored in CESNET CAAS (LDAP Directory). It stores all information about RA-
DIUS servers, connected organisations, realms and administrators responsible for the
realms. CAAS offers a good user interface for NREN and organisational administra-
tors, the LDAP directory itself provides very good control on access permissions to
configuration entries.
The configuration files for Nagios, as well as for the rest of eduroam.cz related

services, is being built by Perl scripts. The script ncp.pl used for building Nagios con-
figuration files maintains dependencies between monitored services. This dependency
logic significantly reduces the number of tests and false error reports when some parts
of eduroam.cz is down.

4.1 Monitored Services and their Dependencies

Nagios by default distinguishes between a host and a service running on the host.
If a host is down, no service is being tested. However, the dependencies between
services in eduroam.cz are a bit more complicated. Services usually depend on one or
more other services running on other hosts. For that reason, I do not use the default
Nagios dependencies at all. Hosts are by default always considered to be up and the
dependencies are set up only between services.

PING

3 http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=26589
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PING service is monitored on every host in system. Tests of all other services are
made dependent on it, some directly the others indirectly through other services.

PING service on eduroam.cz -connected RADIUSes depends on PING at gw, the
gateway through which monitoring is connected to the Internet. The purpose of
this rule is to protect administrators of monitored RADIUSes from false alarm
messages when the monitoring system is disconnected from the network.

RACOON

RACOON (IPsec) service is monitoring whether the racoon daemon running on
the server radius1.eduroam.cz is healthy and working.

IPSEC-radius1.eduroam.cz

IPSEC-radius1.eduroam.cz service monitors PINGs from radius1.eduroam.cz to
a particular RADIUS server. The test is executed from radius1.eduroam.cz using
nrpe. The purpose of this test is to verify that IPsec on the RADIUS server is
working.

This service depends on PING on each respective host and at radius1.eduroam.cz,
and also on RACOON on radius1.eduroam.cz. Notification of problem is sent to
the administrators of each respective server.

Home realm

Each monitored RADIUS server has at least one realm marked as the home one.
The home realms are being tested much more frequently than others to know if
the local RADIUS server is working correctly.

This test depends on the PING on the same host. Notification of a problem is
sent to the administrators of each respective server.

Other realms

Finally, the non-local realms are tested. This tests simulates visits of visitors from
other realms at the monitored RADIUS server (organisation).

This test depends on PING, home realm, IPSEC-radius1.eduroam.cz on the tested
RADIUS server and on tested realm on its home RADIUS server. No notifications
are for this test, problems are just recorded for further processing.

4.2 Aggregated Servers

Some organisations are running more than one local RADIUS server. To simplify the
dependency system, I have defined aggregated (virtual) servers on which services are
considered OK if they are OK on at least one of the original servers.
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5 Load Caused by Monitoring

One of the interesting questions on end-to-end monitoring is: How will the number
of performed tests grow with the number of connected organisations?
Obviously, the number of EAP sessions going through the national proxy server

grows with the square of the number connected organisations.
Table 1 shows the numbers of tests Qt and Qn processed by organisational and

NREN RADIUS servers, respectively. We used the following relations:

Qt = Qm +Ng(RS− 1) = Ng(TA + RS− 2) +Nℓ

Qn = RS · Ng(TA − 1)

where

• TA is the number of test accounts = number of connected organisations.
• RS is the number of RADIUS servers; for the calculation I assume RS = 1.5 ·TA,
meaning that half of organisations have two RADIUS servers on the average.

• Ng is the frequency of testing with a guest account (tests per hour); for the
calculation I assume Ng = 2, meaning that that one test is performed every 30
minutes.

• Nℓ is the frequency of testing with a local account (tests per hour); for the calcu-
lation I assume Nℓ = 12, meaning that one test is performed every 5 minutes

• Qm = Ng(TA−1)+Nℓ is the number of tests sent to the organisational RADIUS
server per hour directly by monitoring.

Table 1. Number of tests per hour processed by organisational and
NREN RADIUS servers

TA = 20 TA = 50 TA = 500 TA = 2000
[tests/h] (RS = 30) (RS = 75) (RS = 750) (RS = 3000)

Qt (org. server) 108 258 2508 10008
Qn (NREN servers) 1140 7350 748500 11994000

Note that each test consists of approximately 10 RADIUS packets.
From the figures in Table 1 we can draw the following conclusions:

• the monitoring system does not put any serious load on organisational RADIUS
server

• due to the eduroam structure, this type monitoring can not be used when number
organisations in NREN is higher than approximately 500. In that case, meth-
ods for traffic load-balancing and reducing frequency of roaming tests must be
investigated.
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6 User Interface

Nagios provides its own user interface for administrators (examples are on Nagios
site4). Because our monitoring produces a huge amount of data, using the native
Nagios interface is not always easy to use.
A better overview of the whole eduroam.cz user interface is offered by the eduroam

availability matrix5. The matrix is able to display the healthy status of the whole
eduroam.cz infrastructure. Three examples are presented below.

6.1 Two Institutions Are Down

Figure 4 shows the eduroam.cz availability matrix output when two sites (osu.cz and
vse.cz) are down. They are marked red (status 2 means timeout) and the rest is green
(status 0 – OK).
A red row means that the site (for example osu.cz) is not able to host anyone. A

red column shows that users from the respective realm (e.g., osu.cz) are not be able
get on-line anywhere.

6.2 Misconfigurations in Infrastructure

Figure 5 shows a real world situation. The institution lf1.cuni.cz is not able to host
some visitors. Some of them just timeout (red with status code 2), some receive false
Access-Reject (yellow with status code 1). Such a situation on the map requires close
attention of the eduroam administrators.
The institution fel.cvut.cz disabled monitoring totally (orange, code 3, monitoring

data are unknown) but their users are able to roam - the column for fel.cvut.cz is
green.
No visitor is able to get on-line at vscht.cz except for their own users. In addi-

tion, their users can get connected everywhere. Output like this usually means that
forwarding to the upper-level server is misconfigured at the site. Again, the attention
of the administrator is needed.

6.3 Infrastructure Crash

To obtain the status shown in Figure 6, I took the infrastructure down: disabled
the RADIUS server on radius1.eduroam.cz and disabled the dependency system in
monitoring. However, I did not leave it down for long enough for all green to disappear.
Closer inspection reveals the following facts:

• Some sites are responding with Access-Reject even in the situation when their
RADIUS server is disconnected from eduroam.cz. This is typical for FreeRadius.

4 http://nagios.org/about/screenshots.php
5 https://ermon.cesnet.cz/matrix
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Figure 4. Example #1 – almost ideal world

• Some sites go down even for their own users under heavy load caused by mon-
itoring (note: dependency system was down for this experiment which highly
increased the amount of test requests). Note the sssvt.cz line. Properly main-
tained sites should have green fields for their realms.
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Figure 5. Example #2 – real world

7 Conclusions

I had developed this monitoring system mainly during the first quarter of 2006. For
the rest of the year I was introducing minor changes mainly to tune the performance
and reduce impacts of monitoring activities on the infrastructure. A deeper study of
the impacts was started by the feedback received after my presentation of the system
at the TF-Mobility meeting6 in Catania, Sicily.

6 http://www.terena.nl/activities/tf-mobility/meetings/12/index.html
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Figure 6. Example #3 – eduroam.cz panic

This end-to-end monitoring system enables discovering of the eduroam.cz infras-
tructure problems before they hit real users. This was demonstrated several times
during 2006. Not only did it help when connecting new organisations, the system
proved to be a valuable tool for discovering small configuration glitches that can have
a great impact on users.

I plan to introduce a user interface for general users in the future. I am working
on a clickable map of the Czech Republic showing the actual status of each site as
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well as historical reports. I am also preparing an ad-hoc monitoring add-on to the
existing system which would allow users to conduct roaming tests in a situation when
scheduling granularity is too big.
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Psock: A Parallel Socket Library

Sven Ubik, Martin Čížek

Abstract This technical report presents the design of a new parallel socket
library called psock, which enables the easy introduction of parallel transfers
into network applications. Psock can effectively utilise unequal and varying
available bandwidth of individual connections. We discuss the requirements
on socket buffer sizes, which are different from singular transfers. Finally, we
present performance measurements in various scenarios.

Keywords: parallel transfers, network performance, buffer sizing, TCP per-
formance

1 Why Parallel Data Transfers?

Congestion control in standard TCP cannot utilise all available bandwidth in fast
long-distance networks because its AIMD(1,0.5) algorithm for adjusting congestion
window (cwnd) is slow for networks with high bandwidth×delay products. One option
is to use the faster cwnd adjusting algorithm. This approach is used in various “fast
TCP” variants. A comparison of several most commonly known TCP variants has
been presented in [1]. Another option is to use several TCP connections in parallel.
A parallel transfer has several advantages. It can use several physical paths from

the sender to the receiver and it does not require root access to patch, fine tune and
reboot the operating system. On the other hand, its drawback lies in the necessity to
modify the application that is to use the parallel transfers. The underlying transport
protocol for individual transfers of a parallel transfer can be standard TCP, some of
the “fast TCP” variants or another transport protocol.

2 Possibilities of Parallelism

Parallel communication can be implemented in different layers of a computer network:

Link layer

Frames can be distributed into alternative network links by a link-layer load shar-
ing mechanism, such as Cisco EtherChannel or Spanning Tree Protocol (STP).
The latter is a protocol primarily designed to create a loop-free layer 2 topology,
but it can also be used for load balancing when multiple VLANs are created.

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies: Selected Technical Reports, p. 123–141
c© CESNET, 2007. ISBN 978-80-239-9285-4
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Network layer

Packets can be distributed into alternative network paths by static or dynamic
routing. Routing protocols such as BGP or OSPF provide for multiple paths to a
single destination IP subnet. Packets can also be sent to alternative destination
IP addresses (and they may consequently use alternative network paths) with the
help of dynamic DNS resolution.

Transport layer

Data can be transferred over several transport connections opened by the trans-
port layer on the sending and receiving hosts.

Application layer

Data can be transferred over several transport connections opened by the sending
and receiving parts of the application.

A link layer or network layer solution must be configured by a network operator.
It cannot be influenced by application users, but it is transparent to the application.
A transport layer solution requires support in operating system on the commu-

nicating end hosts. It can be configured by users and it can be transparent to the
application.
An application layer solution requires support inside the application and can

therefore be easily configured by the user.

3 Related Work

PSockets [2] is a C++ library, which implements parallel data transfers at the trans-
port layer using a round-robin method of distributing data into individual transfers.
As a result, throughput of the parallel transfer is limited by n times throughput of
the slowest individual transfer, where n is the number of individual transfers. The
primary goal of PSockets was to provide faster congestion window adjustment in the
case when we cannot modify congestion control of the underlying TCP implementa-
tion (such as when we do not have root access).
SCTP [3] implements several individual transfers (called streams) using a single

pair of source and destination ports, which allows easy passing through firewalls and
NATs. It can use multiple IP addresses on the sending or receiving host, possibly
interconnected by physically separate network paths. SCTP is a different transport
protocol than TCP. Therefore, applications must be programmed to use SCTP.
Some applications use HTTP to implement parallel transfers at the application

layer by opening several HTTP connections and requesting different parts of the trans-
ferred file by the Range header line. This solution can be used only when transferring
stored files, it cannot be used when transferring data passed over a pipe from another
application.
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Similarly, some applications (e.g., [4]) use FTP to implement parallel transfers by
requesting different parts of the transferred file in separate FTP data connections.
pTCP [5] is a modified version of TCP that can stripe data into multiple connec-

tions and tries to utilise their possibly varying achievable throughput. A practical
difficulty with pTCP is that it requires a replacement of the transport protocol im-
plementation in operating systems on both end hosts.
pscp1 is a parallel version of a popular scp tool for secure data transfer. It can be

used also for transferring data passed over a pipe from another application.

4 Requirements and Design Decisions

We defined the following set of requirements to be fulfilled by our implementation of
parallel transfers:

• It should be easy to introduce parallel transfers into any network application that
uses a standard BSD socket library. Such applications should require minimal
modifications.

• Distribution of data into individual transfers should efficiently utilise achievable
throughput of individual transfers. A slower individual transfer should not limit
a faster one.

• The method of distribution of data into individual transfers should be config-
urable, alternative methods should be possible.

• Waiting for one component of implementation should not block any other compo-
nent. Parallel execution of components should be possible on a parallel computer.

• There should be an easy to use mechanism to configure various parameters of
parallel transfers.

Based on the above requirements, we decided to implement parallel transfers at
the transport layer by an alternative socket library, called psock. This parallel socket
library is linked with the application code instead of the standard BSD socket library.
The syntax of most calls to library functions remain unchanged; the application code
requires only minimal modifications in order to use parallel transfers. Parameters of
parallel transfers can be configured using standard setsocktopt() and getsockopt()
calls.
We decided to use TCP for individual transfers. Using TCP has the following

advantages:

• It is a universally accepted protocol with proven stability
• It provides congestion control for individual transfers; we do not have to provide
it ourselves inside the parallel transfer protocol

1 https://perfmon.cesnet.cz/pscp/
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• It has known interactions with network infrastructure (routers, firewalls, NATs)

At the same time, TCP has also certain limitations:

• Doing congestion control separately for individual transfers may not be optimal
for the parallel transfer

• Retransmissions of lost packets must be done over the same individual transfer
over which they were originally sent and which may be suffering from overload

In principle, there are two ways that the application code and the parallel socket
library code could communicate - synchronous and asynchronous.
In synchronous communication, the code of one part is called from the code of

the other part. That is, when the application code calls a function from the parallel
socket library, the code implementing parallel transfers is executed. Synchronous
communication would most likely result in inefficient use of time. Individual transfers
can only be attended when the application code calls some function from the parallel
socket library. At that time, a lot of accumulated events could delay return to the
application code. The problem could be alleviated by attaching code dealing with
individual transfers to some other system calls, such as poll(), select() or sleep().
Therefore, we decided to use a more efficient asynchronous communication, where

parts of the code that can wait for some event run in independent threads.

5 Psock Implementation

In our implementation, we use two kinds of threads. The first is a library thread,
which runs the application code and the library API code. The second is a protocol
thread, which runs code that distributes data into individual transfers and controls
the protocol behaviour. There is one protocol thread for each parallel transfer on the
given machine. The architecture is shown in Figure 1.
The library thread and the protocol thread communicate over an interface that

we call PSCIF (Parallel Socket Control Interface). This interface can be implemented
using shared memory, UNIX sockets, message queues or in a future version it can also
use TCP or UDP sockets or MPI (Message Passing Interface) library. In the current
implementation we use message queues.
The protocol thread uses a control socket (1) to exchange control messages with

the psock peer. These control messages serve to negotiate the number of individual
transfers to use, to announce data socket port numbers, to agree on the parallel
transfer driver (how is the data distributed into individual transfers, see below) and
to exchange other information about a parallel transfer. Each peer announces its
recommended nrcmd and maximum nmax number of individual transfers to establish.
The number of individual transfers that will be used is determined as

min(max(nrcmd1, nrcmd2), nmax1, nmax2).
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Figure 1. Psock architecture

The protocol thread listens for events on data sockets (2) and reads block headers
from them. The protocol thread then uses events on data sockets to prepare a parallel
transfer schedule table. The library thread uses this table to control multiplexing and
demultiplexing (3) of data to and from data sockets. In this way, events on data
sockets are processed as soon as possible by the protocol thread and when the appli-
cation wants to read or write data, the library thread already knows what individual
transfers it should use (4). The schedule table also guarantees that the library thread
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cannot use a data socket at the same time when it is used by the protocol thread.
PSCIF communication includes three types of messages. Dispatching Instruc-

tions (5) are used for filling the parallel transfer schedule table. PSCIF Control
Messages (6) are used for parallel socket manipulation (assigning a name, setting lis-
ten operations, accepting connections, setting/querying options, etc.). PSCIF Data
Transfer (5) is a rarely used operation with the purpose to pass chunks of payload
data when psock is about to be reconfigured (for example if some socket hangs).

5.1 Parallel Transfer Schedule Table

The structure of the parallel transfer schedule table is shown in Table 1. It is formed
by one circular buffer for data to be sent and one circular buffer for data to be received.
The buffers do not store the data itself. Each buffer item includes the number of the
individual transfer that should be used next to send or receive data and the number
of bytes that can be sent or received using this individual transfer. There are also
two pointers indicating which item should be used next in the sending and receiving
buffer by the library thread. If this item is empty (no individual transfer is available
for sending or receiving), then the library thread must wait until the table is filled by
the protocol thread. The library thread can send or receive less than the number of
bytes available in some individual transfer. For instance, the parallel transfer schedule
table can look as shown in Table 1 and the application may want to read 1600 bytes.
Then the application will read 1400 bytes from individual transfer 2 and 200 bytes
from individual transfer 0. It will leave 1900 bytes available in individual transfer 0
for future reading.

Table 1. Parallel transfer schedule table

Read item: 0 Write item: 1

Buffer item 0 1 2

Read next data from this individual transfer/Read bytes 2/1400 0/2100 –
Write next data to this individual transfer/Write bytes – 0/2400 1/1600

5.2 Round-robin Driver

The method of distributing data into individual transfers is determined by the parallel
transfer driver. The driver is implemented as a set of functions divided into the
protocol thread and the library thread. The type of the parallel transfer driver to be
used is agreed upon using control messages at the parallel connection start-up. We
implemented two parallel transfer drivers.
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The first is the round-robin parallel transfer driver. The sender splits data into
blocks of the same size and sends them over individual transfers in a round-robin
fashion. The receiver retrieves data blocks from individual transfers in the same
round-robin order. The round-robin driver is simple, but its disadvantage is that
blocking of one individual transfer blocks the whole parallel transfer.
Throughput of a parallel transfer c with the round-robin driver is limited by a

multiple of throughput of the slowest individual transfer: c = nmini ci, where ci is
throughput of i-th individual transfer and n is the number of individual transfers.

5.3 Poll-all Driver

The second parallel transfer driver is called poll-all, because it uses poll() system
call on all sockets of individual transfers. Data is distributed into individual transfers
as they are available for sending. When some sending socket buffer become full
because its individual transfer is slow, the sender will distribute further data into
other individual transfers. We can utilise different and varying available bandwidth
of individual transfers. Data blocks can arrive at the receiver in different order than
they were sent by the sender. Therefore, each data block is preceded by a header
with a block number. The protocol thread on the receiver side waits for events on
individual transfers, reads block numbers and prepares the parallel transfer schedule
table. If some block arrives so early that it cannot fit in the table, its number is added
to farsched_list structure connected to the item in the table, where it should fit
later.
Throughput of a parallel transfer c with the poll-all driver should be the sum of

achievable throughputs of individual transfers:

c =
n∑

i=1

ci,

where ci is throughput of i-th individual transfer and n is the number of individual
transfers.

5.4 Socket Buffer Sizing

Proper sizes of sending and receiving socket buffers are important in order to achieve
maximum possible throughput of a parallel transfer.

5.4.1 Individual TCP Connection

In an individual TCP connection, socket buffers have two purposes:

• to store data for stream reassembly when some packets are delayed or lost
• to store data between the time when the application writes or reads it and when
it can be sent to or received from the network
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When a receiver detects missing packets, it continues to store further received
data in its socket buffer and waits until missing data arrives. A sender must also store
data already sent until acknowledgement is received. It takes one RTT until sender
can detect a missing acknowledgement or until receiver can get retransmitted data.
A NewReno type of TCP now commonly used tries to retransmit several missing
packets in several consecutive RTT periods until all sent data is acknowledged or
until sender retransmission timer expires. When a sequence of n consecutive data
segments gets lost, this mechanism works when socket buffers can store the volume
of data B = nxxxRTTxxxbw, where RTT is round-trip time and bw is achievable
throughput. However, the problem is which RTT and bw should be taken in this
calculation. When we exceed capacity of router buffers, we decrease throughput due
to increased packet loss. An interesting analysis of socket buffer sizing in relation to
the size of the buffer in a router before the bottleneck link was presented in [6].
Some operating systems separate a part of the receiving socket buffer used to

store data until the application can retrieve it from the rest of the receiving socket
buffer used for stream reassembly. For example, in Linux the division of the receiving
socket buffer can be configured by app_window and window_clamp sysctl variables.
The motivation is that applications usually retrieve data in chunks and the volume
of unread data in socket buffer therefore fluctuates. A separate part of buffer then
prevents these fluctuations to propagate to the sender in the receiver window (rwin)
of available buffer space announced by the receiver. Linux also does several internal
modifications to configured buffer sizes, which should be considered when setting
buffer sizes, see Figure 2.

5.4.2 Parallel Transfer

In a parallel transfer, socket buffers have an additional purpose:

• to store data for reassembly from multiple connections in case that it arrives
reordered due to different delay in individual transfers

Suppose that we have two individual transfers with different delay between the
sender and receiver. Packets will be distributed on the sender into the two individual
transfers in proportion of their achievable throughputs (when poll-all driver is used).
However, packets arriving on a transfer with shorter delay will always have to wait for
packets arriving on a transfer with longer delay for reassembly of the original stream
that was split into individual transfers. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.
The total delay consists of a) network delay on lines and in router buffers, b)

delay in the sending socket buffer. The latter depends on the size of the sending
socket buffer and the speed by which it is emptied to the network. When we do
not provide receiver buffer space for this waiting, one individual connection will be
blocked by another.
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Figure 2. Internal arithmetic applied by Linux to TCP buffer and
window sizes
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Figure 3. Individual transfers with unequal one-way delays

6 Psock One-path Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate how psock performs over a single path between the
sender and receiver.

To test psock behaviour we used setup shown in Figure 4 with network path
characteristics emulated by NIST Net [7]. We configured link throughput to 100 Mb/s
and RTT to 40 ms (roughly RTT across Europe). The path capacity was therefore
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C = 100Mb/s · 40ms = 4Mb = 500kB.

We configured sender and receiver socket buffers to 0.2, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.5 multiple
of C. These were actual buffer sizes after Linux internal arithmetic [8]. We transferred
100 MB of data in each test run.

PC1

eth1eth1 eth2eth2

PC2 PC3

NIST Net emulatorpsock-testperf --xmit psock-testperf --recv

Figure 4. Testbed with NIST Net emulator

We used psock-testperf utility included in the psock distribution to generate
and receive traffic. We did memory to memory transfers using the following com-
mands:

# Start receiver on PC2

psock-testperf --recv --out mem --listen

# Start sender on PC1

psock-testperf --xmit --in mem --len 100000000 --connect pc2

It is also possible to do a disk to disk test with psock-testperf utility:

# Start receiver on PC2

psock-testperf --recv --out file --file dumpfile --listen

# Start sender on PC1

psock-testperf --xmit --in file --file sourcefile --connect pc2

6.1 One Path, No Losses

When we have one physical path between the sender and the receiver and a connection
without losses, such as over a dedicated circuit, psock can still increase throughput
in cases when we cannot configure socket buffers to cover the path capacity for some
reason.
The measured throughput for different number of individual transfers is shown

in Figure 5. The case of one individual transfer is equivalent to using a single TCP
connection (not a parallel transfer). We can see that the parallel transfer increased
throughput when the socket buffer size of an individual transfer was less than C.
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There was also some small increase in throughput of the parallel transfer for buffer
sizes greater than C, because the cumulative congestion window (cwnd) of the parallel
transfer approached sooner the path capacity in the slow start phase, but this is not
important for transfers of high volumes of data.

Figure 5. Throughput over one path without losses

6.2 One Path, Packet Losses

When packet losses occur during a TCP connection, its congestion window is man-
aged by TCP congestion avoidance algorithm. A parallel transfer has its cumulative
congestion window increased at the speed of a sum of increases of congestion windows
of individual transfers. Therefore, throughput of a parallel transfer increases with the
number of individual transfers until it gets most of the available bandwidth or until
it increases packet loss so much that injecting more traffic into the network actually
decreases throughput.
To test psock behaviour, we used the same testbed as in the previous example and

we configured NIST Net to emulate packet loss of 10−5. The measured throughput
is shown in Figure 6. We can see that increasing the number of individual transfers
also significantly increased total throughput, until we reached about 90bandwidth.
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Figure 6. Throughput over one path with packet loss of 10−5.

7 Test of Parallel Transfer Drivers

In this section, we demonstrate how psock performs over multiple paths between the
sender and receiver. We particularly show the behaviour of different parallel transfer
drivers; that is the methods of distributing data into individual transfers.
In order to use multiple physical paths, the psock-testperf utility must be

directed to listen on multiple local interfaces or to connect to multiple remote IP
addresses. An application can do this by calling setpsockopt() with the socket
option PSOCK_ADD_LOCAL_ADDR:

# Start receiver on PC2

psock-testperf --recv --out mem --listen \

--max 2 --rcmd 2 --add_addr 10.0.0.2 --add_addr 10.0.1.2

# Start sender on PC1

psock-testperf --xmit --in mem --len 100000000 \

--max 2 --rcmd 2 --connect 10.0.0.2 --connect 10.0.1.2
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7.1 NIST Net Testbed

We first used NIST Net to emulate two links between the sender and receiver. The
emulated bandwidth of the first link varied from 0.1 to 0.9 in 0.1 steps of the emulated
bandwidth of the second link. The sum of bandwidth of both links was 100 Mb/s.
Ideally, the parallel transfer should be able to utilise bandwidth of both links even
when one link is slower than the other. The measured throughput is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Throughput over two paths emulated by NIST Net

When the round-robin driver was used, throughput of each individual transfer was
equal to the slowest individual transfer. In our case, the total throughput was twice
the throughput of the slower individual transfer. On the other hand, when the poll-all
driver was used, the total throughput was independent of the ratio of bandwidth in
each individual transfer and was constantly near the sum of the installed bandwidth
at about 95 Mb/s.
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7.2 Real Network

We then tested psock over two distinct physical paths between the sender and receiver,
which were located about 260 km apart in two cities. The setup is illustrated in
Figure 8.

OC-192

Cisco 15454

155 Mb/s channel

620 Mb/s channel
Cisco 15454

Figure 8. Testbed with two real network paths

In the first test, one path had a bandwidth of 155 Mb/s and the other path had
a bandwidth of 620 Mb/s. The bandwidth was configured by using different channels
in a SONET circuit. RTT on an empty network was 3.1 ms.
We measured TCP throughput using iperf with socket buffer sizes set to slightly

above the bandwidth * RTT product. The measured results can be summarised as
follows:

• TCP throughput over each of the links was 142 Mb/s and 567 Mb/s, respectively,
which was close to the installed bandwidth of 155 Mb/s and 620 Mb/s.

• TCP throughput of a parallel transfer with the round-robin driver was 282.6 Mb/s.
As expected, this was very close to double of throughput of the slower link, which
was 2*142 Mb/s=284 Mb/s.

• TCP throughput of a parallel transfer using the poll-all driver was 707.7 Mb/s.
As expected, this was very close to the sum of throughput of both links, which
was 142 Mb/s+567 Mb/s=709 Mb/s.

In the second test, we used the same testbed as in the previous example, but
we configured both links for the same bandwidth of 310 Mb/s. We measured TCP
throughput of a parallel transfer with each of the drivers for 15 seconds in three
scenarios, when we added another TCP stream to the network as cross-traffic as
follows:

1. Cross-traffic stream added to link 1 from 5 to 10 seconds
2. Cross-traffic stream added to link 1 from 5 to 8 seconds and to link 2 from 8 to
11 seconds (the two cross-traffic streams did not overlap)

3. Cross-traffic stream added to link 1 from 5 to 8 seconds and to link 2 from 7 to
10 seconds (the two cross-traffic streams overlapped)

Measured throughput for both drivers and each of the above cases is shown in Fig-
ure 9 through Figure 11. The figures also include throughput of cross-traffic streams
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at the bottom. You can see that the poll-all driver was able to keep significantly higher
throughput of the parallel transfer than the round-robin driver, by utilising available
bandwidth of a less loaded link, with only little effect on cross-traffic streams. The
throughput was also more stable with the poll-all driver.

Figure 9. Throughput over two real links, cross-traffic on one link

8 Code Example

Below, we present a code example illustrating the use of psock library and its similarity
to the standard BSD socket library interface. Note that most calls are the same except
that the letter “p” is prepended. For clarity, we do not check returned values of called
functions for errors, which should normally be done.

#define SERVADDR "127.0.0.1" /* server address */

#define SERVPORT 2323 /* server port */

/* Usage:

* run server: psock_sample (without arguments)

* run client: psock_sample c */

int main(int argc, char *argv[])
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Figure 10. Throughput over two real links, cross-traffic on both
links

{

struct sockaddr_in servaddr; /* server address */

int ps; /* parallel socket descriptor*/

int streams; /* for setting stream counts */

/* Create a parallel socket. */

ps = psocket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, IPPROTO_PSOCK);

/* Set server address. */

memset(&servaddr, 0, sizeof servaddr);

inet_aton(SERVADDR, &addr.sin_addr);

servaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;

servaddr.sin_port = htons(SERVPORT);

/* Set the default recommended data stream count. */

streams = 3;

psock_setopt(PSOCK_RCMD_STREAM_CNT, &streams, sizeof streams);

/* Set the default maximal data stream count. */

streams = 5;

psock_setopt(PSOCK_MAX_STREAM_CNT, &streams, sizeof streams);

if (argc <= 1 || argv[1][0] != ’c’) {
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Figure 11. Throughput over two real links, overlapping cross-traffic
on both links

/* Server */

int i, ps2;

struct pstream_int pi;

pbind(ps, (struct sockaddr*)&servaddr, sizeof servaddr);

servaddr.sin_port = htons(2324);

plisten(ps, 1);

/* Add the following 5 ports to be used partial data transfers. */

for (i = 1; i <= 5; i++) {

servaddr.sin_port = htons(SERVPORT + i);

setpsockopt(ps, SOL_PSOCK, PSOCK_ADD_LOCAL_ADDR,

&servaddr, sizeof servaddr);

}

ps2 = paccept(ps, NULL, NULL);

/* Set send socket buffer of the 1st partial data stream. */

pi.index = 0;

pi.value = 500000;

setpsockopt(ps2, SOL_PSOCK, PSOCK_SNDBUF, &pi, sizeof pi);

#define MSG "Hello there!\n"
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r = psend(ps2, MSG, sizeof MSG - 1, 0));

psclose(ps2;

} else {

/* Client */

char buf[128];

int r;

pconnect(ps, (struct sockaddr*)&servaddr, sizeof servaddr);

precv(ps, buf, sizeof buf, 0));

/* Write received message to the output. */

write(1, buf, r);

psclose(ps2;

}

return 0;

}

9 Conclusion

We have presented an architecture and implementation of a parallel socket library
called psock. This library allows the easy use of parallel data transfers in appli-
cations to increase throughput. In contrast to other approaches to parallel data
transfers, psock can use alternative drivers to distribute data into individual trans-
fers. A poll-all driver provided as part of psock distribution can utilise different and
varying available bandwidth of individual transfers. Psock uses a networking stack
installed on end stations without modifications (a standard TCP or some kind of a
“fast TCP”), that is it does not require kernel patching. Psock can be downloaded
from http://www.ces.net/project/qosip#psock.
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Tbwtools: Debugging TCP Performance

Sven Ubik, Václav Řehák, Lukáš Baxa

Abstract In this report we describe tbwtools, an integrated set of tools
that we have developed to assist in debugging poor performance of TCP data
transfers.

Keywords: TCP performance, congestion control, network performance

1 Introduction

Insufficient performance of TCP data transfers can be a result of one or more of the
following conditions, going from the network line up to the software application:

• Insufficient available bandwidth in a network path
• Network path fault or hardware limitation (e.g., bad transceiver, full/half duplex
mismatch, router processor overload)

• End host hardware limitation (e.g., reaching the speed limit of CPU, memory or
PCI bus)

• End host operating system limitation (e.g., small socket buffers, high overhead of
interrupt processing, suboptimal TCP congestion control)

• End host application limitation (e.g., suboptimal utilisation of CPU time to pro-
cess sent or received data)

In order to detect the bottleneck element, we usually use a combination of tools
and techniques, such as the following (not an exhaustive list):

• Make a test connection with iperf
• Capture packets with tcpdump and analyse them with tcptrace and xplot1

• Watch TCP runtime variables using web100 kernel instrumentation2

• Watch end-host performance counters by PAPI3

• Check and set limits for socket buffers by sysctl utility
• Check CPU load and memory consumption by top or ps (memory load is difficult
to check)

• Check interrupt activity by reading /proc/interrupts file

1 http://jarok.cs.ohioe.edu/software/tcptrace
2 http://www.web100.org
3 http://icl.cs.utk.edu/papi

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies: Selected Technical Reports, p. 143–162
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• Check activity of system calls by strace

The last four tests are usually done only once to check if that is the problem or
not. On the other hand, the analysis of tcpdump tracefile and watching TCP runtime
variables often requires multiple iterations (due to variations of concurrent network
traffic) and manual correlation of information from several sources, which makes it a
time-consuming task.
Therefore, we decided to develop a set of tools and a framework called tbwtools,

for integrated debugging of TCP performance using information obtained from sev-
eral sources. Tbwtools use a combination of active and passive monitoring and are
installed entirely on end hosts; no access to network infrastructure (routers, etc.) is
required.
The rest of this report is organised as follows. We state requirements to be fulfilled

by our framework in Section 2. We shortly describe certain tools developed by other
people that we use in our framework in Section 3. Then we describe the architecture of
tbwtools in Section 4 and the individual tools comprising our framework in Section 5.
We mention some implementation and operation details in Section 6. Finally, we
present an example of use of tbwtools in Section 7.

2 Requirements

Based on our experience with debugging performance of TCP transfers, we set the
following features to be supported by out framework:

• Show characteristics obtained from tcpdump tracefile (e.g., current throughput
or frequency of segment retransmissions)

• Show TCP runtime variables obtained from web100 kernel instrumentation (e.g.,
current TCP state or smoothed RTT)

• Show socket options obtained from bulk utility (e.g., current congestion window
and ssthresh)

• All characteristics must be time-correlated and presented in a uniform user inter-
face

• The framework must be easily extensible (by adding support for more character-
istics)

• User should not need anything else than a standard web browser
• The framework must allow making a test connection between user’s PC and a
remote server or between two remote servers

• The framework should interoperate with the perfSONAR system, which is being
developed in the GN2 project to integrate performance monitoring tools for the
use in the European GÉANT2 network

We assume the following use cases:
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• An experienced user makes a test connection (between his or her PC and a remote
server or between two remote servers) and inspects the results directly in the
tbwtools user interface

• The user makes a test connection, gets data ID in a response (a numeric identi-
fication of a stored set of monitoring data) and sends this data ID to an expert
(e.g., by email) who can use it to observe the measurement results remotely

• The user uploads a tcpdump tracefile obtained externally and lets the framework
to analyse it (only characteristics that can be extracted from the tcpdump tracefile
will be produced)

3 Related Tools

In this section, we briefly describe tools and systems developed by other people that
we use in our framework or that we want our framework to be compatible with.

3.1 Web100

Web100 is a tool for the Linux operating system that enables access to TCP runtime
variables and to a limited extend also configuring some TCP-related kernel param-
eters. Some of the monitored TCP runtime variables are already present in the
standard Linux kernel and some are added by Web100. Web100 consists of three
components:

• Kernel patch
• libweb100 library to access TCP runtime variables from applications
• utilities to access TCP runtime variables from the command line

There are several versions of web100 compatible with different Linux kernel ver-
sions. If you want to include also PPSkit (for precise time synchronisation) or AIMD
patch (to configure and monitor TCP congestion control) into the same kernel you
must choose a Linux kernel version for which all required patches are available.
As of now, the latest Linux kernel version supported by web100 is 2.6.16, the

latest version supported by PPSkit is 2.6.15.1 and the latest version supported by
AIMD patch is 2.6.9.
In order to integrate web100 into our framework, we developed a new tool called

wread to access TCP runtime variables of a specified connection, which is described
later in Section 5.2.

3.2 perfSONAR

perfSONAR4 system is a set of services to facilitate multi-domain performance mon-
itoring with different measurement tools. perfSONAR does not include measurement

4 http://www.perfsonar.net
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tools themselves. It is a layer between measurement tools and the user. Services of
perfSONAR care about data storage, authentication, registration and look-up of com-
ponents distributed across a network. More services are planned to be added in the
future, such as a general data transformation service. perfSONAR is being developed
by JRA1 activity of the GN2 project and the first release, which includes a subset of
services is available for download at the perfSONAR website.
Tbwtools are integrated with perfSONAR through one of its services, the Mea-

surement Point (MP) service, which wraps up different measurement tools. There
is one type of MP for each supported measurement tool. We have developed tb-
wMP measurement point, which communicates with tbwtools on one side and with
perfSONAR on the other side. Communication with perfSONAR is done by NMWG-
based XML messages5. Network Measurement Working Group (NMWG) is a part of
Global Grid Forum (GGF). It intends to identify network communication character-
istics important for grid applications and specify them with XML schemas suitable
for monitoring applications.
Both perfSONAR and tbwtools integrate monitoring tools in some sense. Perf-

SONAR treats monitoring tools separately and adds higher-level services to them.
Tbwtools integrates the functionality of related monitoring tools so that they can be
used together as one tool. This integrated tool then communicates with perfSONAR.

4 Architecture

Communication between tbwtools components is illustrated in Figure 1. User inter-
face is implemented as a Java applet, called tbwApplet, which can be downloaded
from a web server and opened in a web browser.
Performance debugging is done in two phases. In the first phase, a user instructs

tbwApplet to make a test connection. In the second phase, monitoring data gathered
during the test connection is analysed and presented.

4.1 Phase 1 – Measurement

A test connection can be made a) between user’s workstation and some remote PC
or b) between two remote PCs. Note that there are arrows on both ends of the lines
illustrating test connections in Figure 1. This is because a test connection can be
initiated in either direction, to test performance of the forward or backward path.
A test connection is performed by a tool called bulk. It is a standalone stress-type

throughput measurement tool (similar to iperf) with built-in measurement capabil-
ities. TbwApplet also includes a bulk implementation in a separate thread. This
allows for making a test connection also to and from the user’s PC. Only the part of

5 http://nmwg.internet2.edu
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the bulk tool which makes a test connection is integrated in tbwApplet. The moni-
toring part is not included, because tbwApplet is expected to be run mostly in the
Windows operating system, which does not provide access to socket options needed
by bulk.

web browser+

 tbwApplet

        tbwMP

  (+tbwSyn, bulk, 

web100, tcpdump)

test connection

user’s workstation

bulk

test connection

applet co
de + re

sults

results
web server

remote PC

remote PC

Figure 1. Tbwtools architecture

To communicate with tbwApplet, the remote PC runs the tbwMP measurement
point compatible with perfSONAR. Messages exchanged between tbwApplet and tb-
wMP and related actions initiated by tbwMP in the first phase are illustrated in
Figure 2. Messages are in XML format based on NMWG recommendations, as are all
other messages between services in perfSONAR. TbwApplet sends a MetadataKeyRe-
quest message to tbwMP to request a test connection and its monitoring. TbwMP
starts tcpdump and wread for monitoring and bulk to make a test connection. A
measure script (see Section 5.4) is used to start these tools with proper arguments.
After the test connection finishes, tbwMP stops tcpdump and wread and sends a
MetadataKeyResponse message with data ID back to tbwApplet.
The use of tbwApplet is not necessary. A user can also use perfSONAR client to

send and receive XML messages to and from tbwMP. Of course, these messages must
be prepared by the user and a test connection can be made between two remote PCs
only.
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tbwApplet tbwMP bulk server

MetadataKeyRequest

MetadataKeyResponse

(including data ID)

start tcpdump

start wread

   start bulk
time

Figure 2. Phase 1 - making a test connection

4.2 Phase 2 - Data Analysis and Presentation

Messages exchanged between tbwApplet and tbwMP and related actions in the second
phase are illustrated in Figure 3. The user selects in tbwApplet what characteristics
should be extracted from the measurement data and sends the list of these charac-
teristics along with the data ID to tbwMP in a MeasurementRequest message. The
measurement data is processed by tbwsyn utility and graphs are plotted by gengraph
script and uploaded to the web server. In the current release, the web server is located
on the machine where tbwMP is running. In the future release, which is under devel-
opment, the web server will be separated from tbwMP and can be located anywhere.
The user can now request results from the web server. Summary information about
the test connection is also shown including, for example, the percentage of time when
throughput was limited by the sender, the receiver or the network. Examples of XML
messages between tbwApplet and tbwMP in the two phases of operation and their
formal syntax in RELAX NG are included in Appendix A.

5 Tools

In this section, we describe the individual tools that comprise the tbwtools framework.
A user can use each tool individually. However, a more convenient option is to interact
with tbwtools through the user interface provided by the tbwApplet.

• bulk2 - throughput measurement and connection monitoring
• wread - access to web100 variables
• tbwsyn - data processing and time correlation
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tbwApplet tbwMP web server

MeasurementRequest

  (including data ID)

request for results 

 for given data ID

start gengraph

copy results to

   webserver

time

results (tables and graphs)

Figure 3. Phase 2: processing and presenting measurement results

• measure and gengraph scripts - coordination of measurement and data processing
utilities

5.1 Bulk2

We described the bulk tool in more detail in [1]. It is a stress-type throughput
measurement tool, which can run as a server on one machine and as a client on
another machine, with built-in support for reporting current values of any socket
options as requested by the user. Bulk can also write values to socket options, when
write access is supported by the particular options.
Particularly interesting is the TCP_INFO socket option at the SOL_TCP level. Re-

quested socket options and their data fields can be specified by mnemonics available
for the existing socket options or by numbers for any possible future socket options.
Bulk also recognises the new TCP_AIMD and TCP_COUNTERS socket options added

by the AIMD patch (which is distributed with bulk in the same package) to configure
and monitor TCP congestion control.
Bulk reads requested socket options after each call to send() on the sender or

recv() on the receiver. A user can alter frequency of reporting by setting the volume
of data, which is to be sent or received in one call by -b command-line argument.
Some information provided by bulk overlaps with web100 TCP runtime variables.

An important advantage of bulk is that it can obtain a lot of interesting runtime
information about TCP transfers without the need to patch the kernel (as web100
requires) or root privileges.
For example, the following command can be used to initiate a test connection to
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perfmon1.cesnet.cz, with data sent in 16 kB blocks and request periodic reports of
congestion window, rtt, and rto variables:

$ bulk2 -b16384 -gSnd_Cwnd,rtt,rto perfmon1.cesnet.cz

Note that the socket option name can be omitted here as it is not ambiguous
(TCP_INFO).
We added the following functionality to the new version bulk2 for the purposes

of integration within the tbwtools framework:

• -t argument requests timestamps to be included in each line reporting socket
options

• -o argument specifies output TCP port to be used by the client (otherwise a dy-
namically selected port is used, which is not convenient when we want to capture
the connection by tcpdump or observe its TCP runtime variables by web100)

• -c argument, which specifies the number of connections to be accepted by the
server can now be used with zero value to keep the server accepting connections
indefinitely

5.2 Wread

Wread is a utility that uses the libweb100 library to periodically report TCP runtime
variables maintained by web100 as requested by the user.
To list all current TCP connections in the local operating system:

$ wread -l

To monitor a specific connection between the given source and destination IP
addresses and ports and to report selected TCP runtime variables after each period
specified in microseconds:

wread <src ip> <src port> <dst ip> <dst port> \

<time period> <var1> [<var2> ...]

With the above command, you can make wread wait for a future connection that
satisfies specified parameters (such as a test connection started afterwards). This
allows you to capture the beginning of this connection, which is the most interesting
part for performance debugging.
The output is then printed in the following format:

Timestamp <var1> <var2> ... <varN>

<ts_value> <value1> <value2> ... <valueN>

...
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For example, the following command can be used to wait for a connection from
port 2000 on perfmon1.cesnet.cz to port 2001 on perfmon2.cesnet.cz and then sample
PktsOut and PktsIn variables in 100 ms intervals:

$ wread perfmon1.cesnet.cz 2000 perfmon2.cesnet.cz \

2001 100000 PktsOut PktsIn

5.3 Tbwsyn

Tbwsyn utility extracts information from the output of different measurement tools
according to instructions from the user and produces the data and command file for
the gnuplot graphing utility.
The general syntax of using tbwsyn is the following:

tbwsyn [ <general_parameters> ] [ --b<bulk_file> <bulk_parameters> ] \

[ --w<wread_file> <wread_parameters> ] \

[ --t<tcpdump_file> <tcpdump_parameters> ]

The most important general parameters that immediately follow the tbwsyn com-
mand are the following:

• -a print absolute rather than relative timestamps
• -r assume reverse direction of the connection (from the server to the client)
• -c compute characteristics per time periods specified by this parameter in mi-
croseconds

• -p print characteristics per time periods specified by this parameter in microsec-
onds

The time period specified by -c argument is used only for computed characteris-
tics, such as average throughput computed from tcpdump tracefile. It does not affect
the frequency of sampled characteristics, such as those obtained from web100 or bulk,
which is determined at the time of measurement by arguments of wread and bulk
utilities.
Sampling from web100 is specified exactly as a constant time period by an argu-

ment of the wread utility, whereas sampling from bulk is specified indirectly by the
block size sent or received by one send() or recv() call and it can happen at varying
frequency.
A time period specified by -p argument can be the same as the time period

specified by -c argument or it can be different, particularly when we sampled web100
variables at one rate, computed tcpdump characteristics at a different rate and we
want to plot all characteristics together at the finer of the two rates.
Parameters for bulk, wread and tcpdump are all specified in the same format as

a comma-separated list of characteristics to report:

-g<characteristics>[,<characteristics> ...]
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The names of characteristics for bulk and wread are those accepted by these
utilities, that is socket options and TCP runtime variables.
The names of characteristics for tcpdump, which are computed from the tracefile,

can be the following:
• seq - development of sequence numbers
• ack - development of acknowledgement numbers
• throughput - average throughput
• datdups - frequency of duplicated data segments
• ackdups - frequency of duplicated acknowledgements
• window - current congestion window (cwnd)
• rtt - current RTT
• flightsize - current flight size or outstanding windows (owin)
The output of tbwsyn is in the format of a data file for gnuplot graphing utility:

# bulk

# timestamp <colname1> <colname2> <colnameN>

<timestamp> <value1> <value2> ... <valueN>

...

# wread

# timestamp <colname1> <colname2> <colnameN>

<timestamp> <value1> <value2> ... <valueN>

...

# tcpdump (immediate characteristics)

# timestamp <colname1> <colname2> <colnameN>

<timestamp> <value1> <value2> ... <valueN>

...

# tcpdump (computed characteristics)

# timestamp <colname1> <colname2> <colnameN>

<timestamp> <value1> <value2> ... <valueN>

...

When -a argument is specified, timestamps are printed as absolute time in the for-
mat “HH:MM:SS uuuuuu”, which includes hours, minutes, seconds and microseconds.
Gnuplot can recognise time with granularity down to seconds (it cannot work with
sub-second intervals). Therefore, the absolute format is suitable only for long-term
connections.
When -a argument is not specified, timestamps are printed relatively as the num-

ber of microseconds since the start of the connection. This is the format convenient
to plot time evolution of short-term connections.
Tbwsyn is implemented in C++ with classes representing different protocols and

monitored characteristics. Adding support for new characteristics is a relatively easy
task.
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5.4 Measure and Gengraph Scripts

The measure script provides an interface to all data-gathering tools. Particularly, it
starts bulk, wread and tcpdumpwith appropriate command-line arguments to provide
information requested by the user.
For example, assume that we have bulk running in the server mode on perf-

mon1.cesnet.cz. Then we can start a monitored test connection to this computer
by the following command, which sets the block size to 16 kB and requests RTT
monitoring from bulk and web100 and tcpdump monitoring:

$ measure perfmon1.cesnet.cz -u 16384 -brtt -wSampleRTT -t

Note that we do not need to specify characteristics to be obtained from tcpdump,
they can be selected later when using tbwsyn utility.
The gengraph script first calls tbwsyn utility to process and time-correlate out-

puts from the three data-gathering tools. Tbwsyn produces command and data files for
standard graphing utility gnuplot. Gengraph then calls gnuplot with the generated
command and data files.
For example, we can use the following command to request graphs showing RTT

obtained from all three possible sources - bulk, web100 and tcpdump - and a graph
showing average throughput computed from tcpdump, in the period between 2 and 3
seconds from the beginning of the connection with time granularity of 10 milliseconds:

$ gengraph -p10000 --from 2000000 --to 3000000 \

-brtt -wSampleRTT -trtt -tthroughput

The data flow between the tools started by the measure and gengraph scripts is
illustrated in Figure 4.

bulk2

wread

tcpdump

tbwsyn gnuplot

gengraph

measure

Figure 4. Measure and Gengraph scripts
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6 Implementation and Operation Notes

The tbwApplet is implemented in Java so that it can be used on workstations with
various operating systems. The graphical user interface (GUI) is implemented using
AWT (Abstract Windows Toolkit). We also needed to parse and construct XML
messages for communication with tbwMP. One approach would be to use an exist-
ing SOAP implementation for Java, such as Apache Axis. However, this would add
several megabytes to the applet downloaded by the web browser. Therefore, a simple
parser of XML messages has been implemented in two threads - MeasureClient and
GegraphClient, corresponding to the two phases of tbwApplet operation (see Sec-
tion 4). The third thread called MeasureClient makes a test connection to the remote
bulk tool.
The tbwMP measurement point is implemented in Python, as are several other

MPs, which were developed for the perfSONAR system. We used ping MP as a basis
to develop tbwMP. NMWGpy and SOAPpy packages are used to process NMWG-
based XML messages. The remaining components were implemented in the C lan-
guage.
The tbwMP measurement point must be started on a remote PC so that tbwAp-

plet can connect to it. All other measurement tools and utilities are then started
automatically by tbwMP. The following commands start tbwMP assuming that it is
installed in the /usr/local/perfSONAR-MP-tbw directory and that the local IP ad-
dress and the port number where tbwMP should listen for connections are 192.168.1.1
and 8090:

$ cd /usr/local/perfSONAR-MP-tbw

$ ./service/bin/startup.sh -d -u 192.168.1.1 -p 8090 -l DEBUG

The control connection between tbwApplet and tbwMP and the test connection
must pass through any firewalls that may be installed in a network path. You can
choose a port number used by the control connection in the above command and
you can choose a port number used by the test connection in the form presented by
tbwApplet (this port number is passed over the control connection to the remote PC).
If you start bulk manually in the server mode on some remote PC, you can also use
a command-line argument for selecting the listening port number.
The default security policy for Java applets allows you to use only port numbers

starting from 1024 even for outgoing connections. If you want to use a lower port for
the test connection, such as port 80, which is often permitted in firewalls, you need to
change the Java security policy. In a Windows operating system, edit the following
file (the exact Java version may differ):

c:\Program Files\Java\jre1.5.0_06\lib\security\java.policy

and change the line that looks like this:
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permission java.net.SocketPermision "localhost:1024-", "listen";

to read:

permission java.net.SocketPermision "localhost:1-", "listen";

TbwApplet offers the IP address of the local PC as the default destination IP
address for the test connection from the remote PC. For security reasons, one of the
operations that are prohibited for Java applets is finding out the IP addresses of local
interfaces. To circumvent this restriction, the IP address of the user’s workstation is
obtained by tbwCGI script on the remote PC and sent back to tbwApplet.
We tested tbwtools with Debian Linux machines for tbwMP and the tools started

from it and with Java JDK 1.4.2 for tbwApplet. More implementation details includ-
ing the hierarchy of classes in the tbwsyn tool are described in [2].

7 Example of Use

A user starts TCP performance debugging by pointing a web browser to a web page
where tbwApplet can be downloaded. An example installation of tbwtools is accessible
for authorised users from http://perfmon.cesnet.cz.
The initial window presented by tbwApplet is shown in Figure 5. The user has

two options.
The first option (1a) is to make a new test connection by specifying destination

IP address, port number, direction, block size (to be sent in one send() call), socket
buffer size and duration in seconds. The destination IP address field is pre-filled with
the IP address of the user’s PC. The user can make the test connection to the local
PC or, by rewriting the IP address, to some remote PC running bulk in a server mode.
The source IP address of the connection is that of the remote PC running tbwMP.
In the current version, it is the PC from which tbwApplet was downloaded. A future
version will allow the specification of where tbwMP is running.
The second option (1b) is to enter the data ID of an already performed test

connection, whose measurement data is stored with tbwMP. This option can be used
by an expert who is debugging performance problems on behalf of a user who makes
a test connection and submits the data ID.
XML messages exchanged between tbwApplet and tbwMP can be observed in a

frame below (2).
After the test connection finishes or the data ID is processed, the user is pre-

sented with a form that allows them to select characteristics to be extracted from
measurement data and presented, see Figure 6. The user can select any combination
of variables obtained from tcpdump tracefile (3a), socket options from bulk monitor-
ing (3b) or TCP runtime variables from web100 monitoring (3c). Finally, the user
selects (4) the time period of the connection that should be extracted and the time
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1a

1b

2

Figure 5. Doing test connection with tbwApplet

intervals for computed variables and for plotting all characteristics (the latter also
determines the interval for sampling variables from tcpdump tracefile).
An example of selected characteristics presented by tbwtools is shown in Figure 7.

It shows, left to right and top to bottom:

• Frequency of packet loss from bulk
• Congestion window (cwnd) from bulk
• Slow start threshold (ssthresh) from bulk
• Frequency of duplicate acknowledgements from tcpdump
• Unacknowledged data (flight size) from tcpdump
• Receiver window (rwin) from tcpdump
• Total retransmitted bytes from web100
• Buffered not yet sent data from web100
• Total Fast Retransmit invocations from web100
• Frequency of retransmission timeout expiration
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3a

3b

3c

4

Figure 6. Selecting characteristics with tbwApplet
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In this particular connection, we can see that there were lots of packet losses, but
only one retransmission timeout expiration, the rest of retransmissions were covered
by the Fast Retransmit mechanism. The flat receiver window (rwin) shows that the
receiver was not overloaded and steady availability of buffered not yet sent data shows
that the sender was able to provide enough data to fill the network path. Overall, it
was a healthy connection, although it was competing for bandwidth all the time.
Tbwtools also presented the following summary about the connection:

Transported 91226112 bytes in 10.796 s, connection speed 67.600 Mbps

There were 1146 packets retransmitted, 5097 duplicate ACKs received

and 0 SACK blocks received.

Segment size was 1448 B, average round-trip time 8.804 ms,

packet loss rate 0.090413%

The connection was receiver limited 1.68% of time

The connection was network limited 98.23% of time

Maximal window size of your machine was 384 kB, which limits

the throughput to 357.899 Mbps

8 Conclusion

We developed an integrated set of tools that provides a wide range of information for
debugging TCP performance by combining TCP runtime variables and socket options
with the connection tracefile.
Certainly, it is up to the user to evaluate what was happening during the test

connection. In the future, a kind of expert system integrated with PERT knowl-
edge base and case database6 can be developed to assist with this evaluation. What
makes tbwtools particularly useful is the ability to get a wide range of time-correlated
debugging information from different monitoring tools together in a common user in-
terface. A user can easily change the set of produced characteristics and make more
test connections with different parameters (such as socket buffer size or test duration)
between different hosts. A user can also ask somebody else for the expert opinion by
sharing the obtained data ID for an already made test connection and stored results.
We plan to integrate monitoring functionality of bulk into iperf, which would make

it more accessible to people accustomed to iperf, a popular throughput measurement
tool.
An on-line demo of tbwtools is accessible from https://perfmon.cesnet.cz. A

public release of tbwtools is being prepared as part of JRA1 activity in the GN2
project7.

6 http://www.geant2.net/server/show/conWebDoc.999
7 http://www.perfsonar.net
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Figure 7. Example of characteristics plotted by tbwtools
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Appendix A. Messages for communication between
tbwApplet and tbwMP

A.1 MetadataKeyRequest

An example of a message from tbwApplet to tbwMP in the first phase of performance
debugging. Source and destination IP addresses of the test connection are specified,
as well as the test duration, block size (to be sent in one send() call) and socket
buffer size.

<nmwg:message id="msg1"

type="MetadataKeyRequest"

xmlns:perfsonar="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/org/perfsonar/1.0/"

xmlns:nmwg="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/base/2.0/"

xmlns:nmwgt="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/topology/2.0/"

xmlns:ping="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/tbw/2.0/">

<nmwg:metadata id="meta1">

<ping:subject id="sub1">

<nmwgt:endPointPair>

<nmwgt:src type="ipv4" value="10.43.70.6"/>

<nmwgt:dst type="ipv4" value="10.43.70.5" port="2000"/>

</nmwgt:endPointPair>

</ping:subject>

<nmwg:eventType>tbw</nmwg:eventType>

<nmwg:parameters id="param1">

<nmwg:parameter name="timeDuration">1</nmwg:parameter>

<nmwg:parameter name="bufferLength">65536</nmwg:parameter>

<nmwg:parameter name="windowSize">6000000</nmwg:parameter>

</nmwg:parameters>

</nmwg:metadata>

<nmwg:data id="data1" metadataIdRef="meta1"/>

</nmwg:message>

A.2 MeasurementRequest

An example of a message from tbwApplet to tbwMP in the second phase of per-
formance debugging. Source and destination IP addresses of an already done test
connection are referenced. Then the lists of requested variables from bulk, web100
and tcpdump monitoring are specified.

<nmwg:message id="msg1" type="MeasurementRequest"

xmlns:perfsonar="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/org/perfsonar/1.0/"
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xmlns:nmwg="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/base/2.0/"

xmlns:nmwgt="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/topology/2.0/"

xmlns:tbw="http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/tbw/2.0/">

<nmwg:metadata id="meta1">

<ping:subject id="sub1">

<nmwgt:endPointPair>

<nmwgt:src type="ipv4" value="10.43.70.6"/>

<nmwgt:dst type="ipv4" value="10.43.70.5"/>

</nmwgt:endPointPair>

</ping:subject>

<nmwg:eventType>tbw</nmwg:eventType>

<nmwg:parameters id="param1">

<nmwg:parameter name="interval">1</nmwg:parameter>

<nmwg:parameter name="bulkVars">state,ca_state,retransmits

</nmwg:parameter>

<nmwg:parameter name="web100Vars">CurCwnd,CurSsthresh

</nmwg:parameter>

<nmwg:parameter name="tcpdumpVars">throughput</nmwg:parameter>

</nmwg:parameters>

<nmwg:key id="keymeta1">

<nmwg:parameters>

<nmwg:parameter name="datadir">fPcVH16825</nmwg:parameter>

</nmwg:parameters>

</nmwg:key>

</nmwg:metadata>

<nmwg:data id="data1" metadataIdRef="meta1"/>

</nmwg:message>

A.3 RELAX NG Specification

A formal syntax of requests and responses exchanged between tbwApplet and tbwMP.

namespace tbw = "http://ggf.org/ns/nmwg/tools/tbw/"

include "nmtopo.rnc"

include "nmbase.rnc" {

Datum = TbwDatum

Subject = TbwSubject

Parameters = TbwParameters

}

## Tbw Metadata Section

TbwSubject = element tbw:subject {
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Identifier &

EndpointPair

}

TbwParameters = element tbw:parameters {

Identifier &

(

element tbw:timeDuration { xsd:int }? &

element tbw:bufferLength { xsd:int }? &

element tbw:windowSize { xsd:int }? &

element tbw:direction { xsd:string }? &

) |

(

element tbw:comPeriod { xsd:int }? &

element tbw:sampleRate { xsd:int }? &

element tbw:fromTime { xsd:int }? &

element tbw:toTime { xsd:int }? &

element tbw:bulkVars { xsd:string } &

element tbw:web100Vars { xsd:string } &

element tbw:tcpdumpVars { xsd:string }

)

}

## Tbw Data Section

TbwDatum = element tbw:datum {

attribute value { xsd:float } &

attribute valueUnits { xsd:string }? &

attribute numBytes { xsd:int }? &

attribute numBytesUnits { xsd:string }? &

attribute seqNum { xsd:int } &

}
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Abstract The aim of this project is to create a multi-protocol system using
SIP, H.323 and MGCP standards, which would ensure routing to various
types of VoIP networks. The priority is to provide multi-protocol support to
SIP and H.323 signalling and the support of the routing using the ENUM
standard (which is to pass from the trial phase into full operation in the
Czech Republic in 2007). The document describes the system’s architecture
and the components used. It also briefly describes ENUM. The appendix lists
supported RFC.

Keywords: VoIP, SIP, H.323, Asterisk, GnuGK, MGCP, ENUM

1 Introduction

In 2006, the multi-protocol routing system was designed and implemented. It consists
of five key components and enables connecting voice gateways, end users and peering
with other IP telephony providers. The whole system was incorporated into the cur-
rent IP telephony system and its functionality was tested in trial operation. Although
it is not publicly accessible, it demonstrates the variety of connection by means of
different equipment by various producers using various protocols; this is project’s key
contribution.

2 Architecture of the Open Multi-protocol Routing System

The key component of the system is hipath 8000 (“h8k”) – a SIP soft switch developed
and produced by Siemens. In the course of the trial operation in the Czech Republic,
CESNET managed to obtain h8k software, including installation and accompanying
workshop free of charge. All we had to buy were the servers. We would like to thank
the management of the Siemens Division COM for their support and the engineers
who participated in installation and debugging of the configuration.
The h8k used by CESNET is built on SuSE Linux and IBM x346 HW platform.

Its core consists of two IBM x346 servers operating in a fully redundant mode. H8k
is complemented by one server for management and by one media server.
The system’s primary protocol is SIP, see [1], [2], [5], and the communication

with H.323 is ensured by means of a protocol gateway. The system is managed

L. Lhotka, P. Satrapa (Editors) – Networking Studies: Selected Technical Reports, p. 165–178
c© CESNET, 2007. ISBN 978-80-239-9285-4
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through a web interface. The implemented h8k supports the Privacy Mechanism for
the Session Initiation Protocol and IPsec security, which is a means of communication
security which we have not yet tested since it was not available under the open-source
solutions used.
Figure 1 shows interconnection of the components and routing prefixes.
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Hipath8000 SIP server SER

IP klient
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Figure 1. Scheme of the network for operation testing

The system consists of following components:

• soft switch hipath8000 (Siemens),
• translation gateway H.323-SIP (IP2IP GW Cisco),
• SIP Express Router (open-source for Linux),
• Asterisk used as translation gateway H.323-SIP-MGCP (open-source for Linux),
• GNU Gatekeeper (open-source for Linux).

The translation between SIP and H.323 is currently carried out at the Cisco
IP2IP gateway but we are also looking for different solutions based on open-source
and we are testing Asterisk as the translation gateway. We are going to run the IP2IP
gateway in parallel with Asterisk until we have verified the full functionality of the
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translation on Asterisk. The above mentioned components are part of the architecture
which provides services to equipment (gateways, IP phones) connected to it. In order
to verify whether these are compatible, we drafted a list of devices based on which
the soft switch acceptance protocol was designed. The devices were chosen from the
following four categories:

• translation protocol gateway,

• SIP Proxy,

• voice gateway,

• IP telephones.

The test routing prefixes are mapped statically in order to simplify the verification
of component accessibility and to make it more transparent. The critical spot is the
SIP-H.323 translation gateway. The prefix enables routing the call to a particular
translation gateway in both directions. Later on, we focused on ENUM, i.e. mapping
of E.164 number to URI via DNS. At present, we have a fully functional and verified
ENUM on the SIP Express Router. Besides the e164.arpa public tree we also use the
access into nrenum.net and the cesnet.cz private tree.

In 2006, we ensured the delegation of most prefixes of the members of the CES-
NET association in the ENUM system. Our experience and achieved results enabled
us to participate in the development of the new communication architecture of the
European infrastructure of national research networks under TF-EFC (Task Force
Enhanced Communication Services) of TERENA association.

In our system, SER1, h8k, ASTERISK2 and GnuGK3 support ENUM. We set up
ENUM on SER, GnuGK and Asterisk. The SER and GnuGK servers are also used
as border components in the CESNET VoIP network for communication with other
VoIP networks and therefore ENUM NAPTR records in DNS are directed to them.
Unfortunately, ENUM did not operate properly in this version of h8k. The following
chapters describe individual system components.

3 Hipath8000

Hipath8000 is a soft switch based on SIP scalable to serve up to 100 000 users. Its
redundancy is ensured by the interconnection of two identical servers. These servers
are connected through multiple redundant 1Gbps interfaces. Figure 2 shows the
interconnection of servers, we can see the physical interconnection of interfaces for
individual networks (Signalling, Billing, Cluster Interconnect and Administration).

1 http://www.iptel.org/ser
2 http://www.asterisk.org/
3 http://www.gnugk.org/
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Figure 2. Interconnection of IBM x346 servers.

The redundancy ensures an uninterrupted operation in case one of the servers breaks
down and in theory also a smooth upgrade without outage.
H8k was installed on two IBM servers x346. Each of the servers has seven Gigabit

Ethernet interfaces and together they form a cluster, which is subdivided into four
VLANs:

• Signalling,
• Administration NMC/SMC,
• Billing,
• Interconnect.
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Beside these two IBM x346 servers, another server - media server Convedia CMS-
1000 is connected to the h8k system. CMS communicates with h8k using MGCP and
SIP signalling and enables creating conferences and attaching audio announcements
to calls. This Media server is connected to switch by means of two ports designed for:

• management,
• control and media.

The h8k system is managed by two applications running on one Primergy RX100
S3 server. These are iNMC (Network Management Control) and iSMC (Subscriber
Management Control) applications. The latter enables managing through the web.
All configuration tasks can also be carried out via CLI (Command Line Interface)
which runs directly on the h8k console on SuSE Linux or via a secure shell. The
currently installed version of h8k is 2.1. At the Vienna workshop organised for us
by Siemens, we had the opportunity to test the higher version which works with
the Assistant. The Assistant replaces iNMC and iSMC and unifies the access to the
system. The management is easier in it. However, this version was not released at
the time of the installation. In the Siemens laboratories, the future development of
h8k was described to us. Hipath8000 version 3 will be released in 2007. It has a wider
support for ENUM. Hipath8000 version 3 has been developed but not yet approved
for the release. The SS7 support is a very interesting extension of the h8k operator
version. As we have been using the SS7 open-source solution on Asterisk [6], it might
be possible to connect these two systems through SS7. The SS7 signalling system is
used in IN (Intelligent Networks) of the telecommunications operators of both fixed
and mobile networks. These operators make peering solely on SS7.
We chose Convedia CMS-1000 as the Media server for our solution. The Media

server is the terminal mixing point of RTP streams. It contains the codecs that
perform mixing, audio recording and playback. CMS is a stateless device. It allocates
media channels when directed to it by the soft switch or by the application server but
does not attempt to maintain call state. The Media Server has the following features:

• Tones,
• Announcements,
• DTMF collection, generation, relay,
• Fax support (detect T.30 / T.38),
• Conferencing (n-way, meet-me),
• Lawful Intercept (CALEA) support,
• Multi-lingual options,
• Integration with ASR and TTS (via MRCP),
• Support SIP and MGCP control,
• CSTA and VXML applications interfaces,
• Record and Playback options,
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• SNMP Management.

H8k enables connecting SIP phones and gateways and their interconnection with
SIP Proxy. H8k supports H323 but this solution is not fully compatible with H.323
standards used in CESNET2 network and will be completely removed from the later
version. This is why we use translation gateways.

4 SER

Another component used is the SIP Express Router (SER). SER is an open source
project written in C language. It covers the function of the registrar, redirect and
proxy server for communication by means of the SIP protocol. It was originally
developed as the backbone SIP router with a strong focus on its performance. It can
serve thousands of calls per second on the two-processor PC and hundreds of calls on
IPAQ.
Server supports stateless and transaction stateful processing of SIP communi-

cation. This processing is controlled by a powerful script language. However, the
powerful language means that its configuration is rather complex. The server is mod-
ular and as such is very well extensible. As the number of users keeps growing, new
modules are created. SER can be controlled remotely via FIFO or UNIX socket. SIP
stack supports communication over the IP protocol, versions 4 and 6, transport pro-
tocols UDP and TCP and can also support TLS with the appropriate add-on module.
The server also supports multiple user domains, aliases and ENUM. The authentica-
tion and authorisation can be done via Radius or modules using memory storage or
database (MySQL, Postgres). The registration information can also be stored in a
SQL database. It is not necessary to use the database to run SER. The registration
information is thus stored only in the memory, which is fast, but these records are
lost upon a restart. The SER is able to help with NAT traversal (nathelper, rtp-
proxy, mediaproxy) and its potential could be extended by external scripts written
for example in Perl. The SER is designed for Linux, BSD (NetBSD, FreeBSD) and
Solaris.
Recently, the project has split into two separate projects. The original project

continues at iptel.org4 and the new project has its home at openser.org5. However,
the compatibility of the two projects cannot be guaranteed, in particular for the
extensions such as SerWeb. The SER is used in CESNET as the access router and as
a server for users.
You can download the current version of the SER is available6 either as a package

for Debian or as a zipped tar ball of source files. Afterwards, you could modify the

4 http://iptel.org/
5 http://openser.org/
6 http://ftp.iptel.org/pub/ser/0.9.6/
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Makefile to set up which modules will be compiled. For instance, the MySQL module
is not compiled by default. Compilation and installation are done using the following
commands:

# make

# make modules

# make modules install

The ser.cfg configuration file is by default located in /usr/local/etc/ser.

5 GnuGK

GnuGK runs in CESNET2 network on server gk1ext.cesnet.cz and is, together with
the SER, one of the key elements of the system. Its configuration and functions
were described in detail in the technical report last year, see [3]. Under the project,
the support for ENUM has been set up. The configuration is saved in the file
/etc/gatekeeper.ini, but before the GK is launched, the PWLIB_ENUM_PATH variable
has to be set up. Once it has been tested, it can be set up in /etc/profile. We set up
the ENUM queries into two trees – e164.arpa and nrenum.net. This is done by means
of the following command:

# export PWLIB_ENUM_PATH=e164.arpa:nrenum.net

The GNU Gatekeeper depends on the OpenH323 library, which is dependent on
PWLib. ENUM requires at least PWLIB V1.8.0. We have had bad experience with
older versions of PWLIB and OPENH323 and therefore recommend downloading a
newer version. However, not all versions are compatible; the latest verified couple is
PWLIB V1.10.0 and OPENH323 V1.18.0. The latest released version of GnuGK –
GnuGK 2.2.4 uses these versions.

# wget http://surfnet.dl.sf.net/sourceforge/openh323/pwlib-v1_10_0-src-tar.gz

# wget http://optusnet.dl.sf.net/sourceforge/openh323/openh323-v1_18_0-src-tar.gz

Once the file is downloaded and unpacked, the standard compilation may be
carried out.

# ./configure

# make

# make install

The GNU GK documentation at GNU Gatekeeper7 site contains a mistake in
the ENUM description. A quote from the gnugk documentation: “To specify your
own server you have to specify an environmental variable PWLIB_ENUM_PATH with the

7 http://www.gnugk.org/
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address of your preferred enum servers separated by a semicolon (;).” Yet a semicolon
(;) is wrong (for Linux); the right syntax is a colon (:).
Setting up the /etc/gatkeeper.ini file is quite easy. All you have to set up in the

[RoutingPolicy] section is the directions, which should be available via ENUM, e.g.:

[RoutingPolicy]

123456=enum,dns

789847=enum,dns

or default rule

[RoutingPolicy]

default=explicit,internal,neighbor,parent,enum,dns

The next configuration snippet shows the routing of calls to h8k either via the
IP2IP or Asterisk translation gateway. We describe only the part of the configuration
relating to routing.

[RasSrv::GWPrefixes]

IP2IPGW=950051

GW-CESNET-AST=950052

[RasSrv::GWRewriteE164]

IP2IPGW=out=950051=420950051

GW-CESNET-AST=out=950052=420950052

[RasSrv::PermanentEndpoints]

ipaddressGWAsterisk:1720=GW-CESNET-AST;420950052

ipaddressGWIP2IP:1720=IP2IPGW;420950051

6 Asterisk as SIP-to-H.323 Gateway

In our project, we use Asterisk as the translation gateway between SIP and H.323
in the same way as Cisco IP2IP Gateway. Asterisk is designed as a multi-protocol
PBX. SIP and H.323 are only two of the various protocols that Asterisk is able to use
and the translation between these two protocols is just one of possible ways to use
Asterisk. As Asterisk is not designed directly for such a translation, the configuration
is broken down into several files. Asterisk is described in detail in our last year’s
technical report, see [4]. We will therefore move directly to the configuration of the
significant parts used in the project.
The configuration of the SIP channel is stored in the sip.conf file. All SIP clients

or superior servers are set up there. For our purposes, we configured only a few clients
(IP phones). The configuration is divided into several sections: the general section,
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which contains the initial settings for all / non authenticated clients and individual
sections which describe peers.

[general]

context=guest ; Default context for incoming calls

port=5060 ; UDP Port to bind to (SIP standard port is 5060)

bindaddr=0.0.0.0 ; IP address to bind to (0.0.0.0 binds to all)

srvlookup=yes ; Enable DNS SRV lookups on outbound calls

tos=lowdelay ; lowdelay,throughput,reliability,mincost,none

maxexpirey=3600 ; Max length of incoming registration we allow

defaultexpirey=400 ; Default length of incoming/outoing registration

videosupport=yes ; Turn on support for SIP video

disallow=all ; First disallow all codecs

;allow=ilbc ; Note: codec order is respected only in [general]

;allow=speex

;allow=gsm

allow=alaw

;allow=h261

allow=h263

allow=h263p

rtptimeout=60 ; Terminate call if 60 seconds of no RTP activity

rtpholdtimeout=300 ; Terminate call if 300 seconds of no RTP activity

;Number 950052 11

; all calls from this number will nbe routed to context sip.

[950052 11]

username=950052 11

secret=nejakeheslo

callerid=Pepa Nos

type=friend

context=sip

host=dynamic

canreinvite=no

qualify=6000

nat=yes

The ooh323.conf file describes the setting of the ooh323 channel. Asterisk sup-
ports more H.323 channels: the original asterisk’s h323, oh323 built on the openh323
stack and Objective Open H.323 (ooh323c). For our purposes, we used ooh323c be-
cause it is written in purely in C and does not, like the oh323, depend on other external
libraries. Thanks to these qualities, it is more convenient for possible embedding.
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The next configuration file is extension.ael. The new syntax of the dial plan in
Asterisk (Asterisk Extensions Language) is very synoptic. Unlike the extensions.conf,
AEL has a higher-level syntax. We used AEL to define the enum macro according to
a contribution8 found at the voip-info.org Wiki.

Asterisk does supports ENUM but only at a low level (see the enumlookup9

manual page). Anything more complicated depends on user functions, but it gives the
ENUM lookup a substantial variety. The initial configuration of ENUM in enum.conf
is not used in this case and zones are defined directly within the macro (divided by
minus). It is necessary to interconnect these channels so that the call from the first
protocol is routed to the second as well as in the opposite direction, which is done
in extensions.conf. We selected ENUM because it is much easier, more legible and
clearer than Asterisk itself.

Now we need to interconnect everything; authenticated clients from SIP will call
via context sip and non-authenticated ones via guest. The process for H.323 is rather
more complicated because we only support anonymous users that can be routed based
on their IP address only. We did not use this option and we route everything from
H.323 to the h323 context. We should stress that one should not rely on the order
of lines in individual contexts. The sole truly reliable element is the order of include
directives. Further on, we note that the lines written directly in the contexts are
assessed first and then the includes.

7 IP2IP Gateway

We used Cisco 2651XM as the translation gateway with the c2600-adventerprisek9 ivs-
mz.124-3b image. The configuration was done according to the documentation. The
following syntax in configuration allows the translation:

voice service voip

allow-connections h323 to h323

allow-connections h323 to sip

allow-connections sip to h323

allow-connections sip to sip

In the SIP direction, the SIP server is set as the session-target. The SIP server is
set up in sip-ua section and resolved via DNS.

8 http://www.voipinfo.org/wiki/view/RFC+Compliant+ENUM+Macro
9 http://www.voip-info.org/wiki/view/Asterisk+func+enumlookup
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dial-peer voice 211 voip

destination-pattern 950051...

session target sip-server

In the H.323 direction, RAS is set as the session-target. The setting for ras can
be found at the Fast Ethernet interface in which we configured the registration of
gateway at gk1ext.cesnet.cz.

dial-peer voice 1 voip

destination-pattern 420.........

session target ras

At IP2IP GW we also use translation of numbers and codec preferences, which is
set up in the Voice class codec section and Translation rules.

8 ENUM

ENUM plays an important role in the interconnection of VoIP islands. Its base
function could be described as the mapping of the space of E.164 telephone numbers
into the space of URIs (uniform resource identifiers). The most often IP telephony
URIs used begin with sip:, h323: or eventually tel:. The core ENUM functionality has
been described quite frequently and therefore we will not deal with it further. Let us
only remind you that the DNS system is used to distribute information (translation
rules), in particular NAPTR of records.
An example NAPTR of the record for 9.8.2.5.5.3.4.2.2.0.2.4.e164.arpa:.

IN NAPTR 100 50 u "E2U+sip" "!^\+(.*)$!sip:\1@cesnet.cz!" .

IN NAPTR 200 50 u "E2U+h323" "!^\+(.*)$!h323:\1@gk1ext.cesnet.cz!" .

These rules transform the E.164 number +420224355289 into the following two
URIs: sip:420224355289@cesnet.cz and sip:420224355289@gk1ext.cesnet.cz.
The DNS system is quite suitable for this purpose thanks to its stability and

the distributed approach. In addition, the mechanisms resolving the address for
the target element also use DNS. Besides the common translation of names to IP
addresses, the SRV records can also be used. SRV records publish the places of the
operator of individual services. The following SRV records show service points for the
SIP protocol using transport protocols TCP and UDP for the cesnet.cz domain:

_sip._udp.cesnet.cz SRV 100 10 5060 cyrus.cesnet.cz.

_sip._tcp.cesnet.cz SRV 100 10 5060 cyrus.cesnet.cz.
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The disadvantage of using DNS is a rather low security level because DNSSEC
is not that widely used and the transmitted information cannot be protected against
forgery. The system is designed so that anyone can ask for information. The way in
which various answers are created based on the address of the participant who poses
the question is rather complicated, in particular where recursive queries are used.
The benefit of the system is that the owner of the telephone number controls

information that is made public about his number. The most frequent has so far
been the exchange of routing information (prefixes and addresses of border elements)
while interconnecting various islands. When the information has changed, it had to be
distributed to all participants and their systems adjusted accordingly. The probability
that a mistake will occur increases with a larger number of participants. When every
participant only publishes own information, the system is much flexible.
We distinguish several types of ENUM, public and private. The public part can be

further subdivided for user and infrastructure usage. Anyone can create a private tree
in his own domain; many such trees exist. One group is represented by nrenum.net,
e164.org and it serves for a slow start or when the public tree is not available. The
second group can be used for internal routing, for instance in big companies. The
public user ENUM uses the e164.arpa tree. The first level for assigning sub-trees is
the national prefix – 420 for the Czech Republic. The assignment is made through
ITU-T, which asks the national regulator (National Telecommunication Office or the
Ministry) for approval. Subsequently, the registrant can only register the domain
(number or prefix) to which the applicant can confirm his right to use – i.e. to
carry out the validation by means of an SMS, contract or invoice. It is clear that in
the public user tree, the information is inserted by the user himself and not by the
operator of the number. On other hand, ENUM is very important for the connection
between operators and that is why the ENUM infrastructure has been created.
We stored prefixes of operators, which we are connected to in a private tree. All

NAPTR records about them are stored directly in a single zone, i.e. not delegated.
This not only enables every participating operator to transfer the whole zone to
himself and thus obtain faster responses, it also reduces the likelihood that the records
will change during the transport but it reduces the possibly for every operator to
manage his own records in his name server. We have tried to remove this disadvantage
by designing such a zone management system in which the participants could also
publish contact persons’ information and testing numbers, which facilitates solving
possible issues. The system consists of a web interface built upon MySQL database, a
functionality which ensures that the zone is generated and of DNS server BIND. The
validation has not been automated and it will carried out be based on information
published by CTU (Czech Telecommunication Office). The aim is to make t he
operators aware of ENUM by means of this particular project and to show them how
to use it to their advantage.
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9 Conclusion

The output of our work is the implementation of a multi-protocol system working with
standards SIP, H.323 and MGCP, which uses both the static routing, and ENUM.
We tested the functionality of the two-way translation between H.323 and SIP by
means of a load test using the IP2IP gateway. Moreover, we added a new feature
into the system based on Asterisk. We explored open-source solutions and used
the GNU GK, SIP Express Router and Asterisk open projects. The core of the
tested solution consists of the Hipath8000 soft switch produced by Siemens, which
supports several advanced functions and enables interconnecting advanced enterprise
or operator oriented system with our largely open source systems and provides the
background for such cooperation. ENUM ensures the openness and availability of the
connection. The next phase is to build up a system of trust on the interconnected
networks of IP telephony islands.
Complete configuration files can be found in appendices B–F of the on-line version

of this report10.

Appendix A. Supported RFCs in hipath8000

RFC 0826: ARP Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol
RFC 1034: DNS Domain Name System
RFC 0959: FTP File Transfer Protocol
RFC 0792: ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol
RFC 0791: IP Internet Protocol
RFC 1305: NTP Network Time Protocol
RFC 1905: SNMP v2 Simple Network Management Protocol
RFC 0793: TCP Transmission Control Protocol
RFC 0854: Telnet
RFC 0768: UDP User Datagram Protocol
RFC 0894: Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams over Ethernet Networks
RFC 822: Format of ARPA Internet Text Messages
RFC 1123: Requirements for Internet Hosts
RFC 3261: SIP: Session Initiation Protocol
RFC 1889 & RFC 1890: RTP - Real-Time Transport
RFC 2327: Session Description Protocol (SDP)
RFC 2705: Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP)
RFC 2806: URLs for Telephone Calls
RFC 3015: Megaco Protocol
RFC 2916: E.164 Numbers and DNS

10 http://www.cesnet.cz/doc/techzpravy/2006/voip-routing/
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RFC 3204: Mime Type for ISUP and QSIG
RFC 2976: SIP INFO Method
RFC 3262: Reliability of Provisional Responses in SIP
RFC 3265: SIP-specific Event Notification
RFC 3272: SIP for Telephones (SIP-T): Context and Architectures
Draft-ietf-sipping-e164-00.txt: Resolution of e.164 Numbers in SIP Applications
Draft-ietf-sipping-isup-00.txt: ISUP to SIP Mapping
Draft-ietf-sip-session-timer-09.txt: Session Timer for SIP
Draft-ietf-sip-privacy-general-01 SIP Privacy Mechanism
Draft-levy-sip-diversion-01.txt: Diversion Indication in SIP
Draft-ietf-sipping-mwi-00.txt: SIP Message Waiting
Draft-ietf-sipping-3pcc-02.txt: SIP Third Party Call Control
ITU-T Q.701 through Q.707 SS7 MTP
ITU-T Q.761 through Q.767 SS7 ISUP
ITU-T H.323 v2 Packet Based Multimedia Communications
ITU-T H.225 v2 H.323 Call Signalling Protocols
ITU-T H.245 v2 H.323 Media Control
ITU-T E.164 The International Pub. Telecommunications Numbering Plan
ITU-T X.680 Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1)
ITU-T X.690 Specification of Basic Encoding Rules (BER)
ITU-T Q.1214 Intelligent Network CS-1
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CESNET Association and CESNET2 Network

CESNET is an association of all government-founded universities of the Czech Re-
public and the Czech Academy of Sciences. Its main goals are:

– operation and development of the Czech NREN (National Research and Education
Network),

– research and development of advanced network technologies and applications,
– broadening of the public knowledge about the advanced networking topics.

CESNET is a long-time Czech academic network operator and participant of
corresponding international projects. The most important international relationships
of the CESNET association are:

– shareholder of DANTE (Delivery of Advanced Network Technology to Europe),
– member of TERENA (Trans-European Research and Education Networking As-
sociation),

– Internet2 international partner since 1999,
– Partner of the European GN2 project.
– founding member of GLIF (Global Lambda Integrated Facility)

More information about CESNET may be obtained from http://www.ces.net.
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